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FOREWORD

The Center's Performance Bared Teacher Education (PBTE)
Curricula are making significant contributions toward improve-
7:entof both preservice and inservice preparation of secondary
anJ post-secondary vocational teachers. By focusing upon
ossential professional teacher competencies identified through
research, these curricular materials are providing the basis
:or designing and implementing relevant teacher training pro -
ir:.ms to meet a variety of institutional, organizational, and
individual needs in all occupational areas.

The Center's performance-based curricular materials con-
sist of: 100 PBTE learning packages (modules), each of which
Mcuses upon one or more previously identified teacher compe-
tencies, Student_ Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher
'Zducation Materials, Resource Person Guide to Using Performance-
Based Teacner Education Materials, and Module Development Hand-
book. These products are, by reference only, a part of this
final report (see outside back cover of sample moduie-th-Volume I,
Appendix H for a complete listing of all 100 module titles). Two
:-elated Center products, Guide to Implementation of Performance-
Basad Teacher Education and Performance-Based Teacher Education:
The State of Cne Art--General Education and Vocational Education
were. developed under the project "National Institute for
Performance-Based Teacher Education" funded through a separate
grant from the U.S. Office of Educat_on (EPDA).

Volume I (Curricula Development) of this final report
documents the processes and procedures utilized in the several
phase of: development, testing, and revision of the 100 modules.
Appreciation is extended to Lois G. Harrington and James B. Hamilton
for drafting the major portions of this volume.

The Center's PBTE curricular materials are products of a
sustained research and development effort by The Center's Program
for. Professional Development in Vocational Education. Many
individuals, institutions, and agencies participated with The
Center and have made contributions to the systematic'development,
testing, revision, and refinement of these very significant
training materials.

Special recognition for individual roles in the direction,
development, coordination of testing, revision, and refinement
of the materials is extended to the following program staff:
James B. Hamilton, Program Director; Robert E. Norton, Associate
Program Director; Glen E. Fardig, Specialist; Lois G.. Harrington,
Program Associate; and Karen M. Quinn, Program Associate.
Contributions made by the many former program staff toward
developmerhal versions of the materials are also acknowledged
and appreciated. Calvin J. Cotrell directed the vocational
teacher competency studies upon which the 100 modules are based
and also directed the curriculum development effort from 1.971-
1972. Curtis R. Finch provided leadership for the program from
1972 -1974.
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Appreciation is extended to all those .Jutside The Center
.c,sultants, ield site coordinators, teacher educators,

ieachers and others) who contributed so generously in various
phases of the total effort. Early versions of the materials
were velo:o by The Center in cooperation with the vocational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University and at

ine University of Missouri-Columbia. Thanks are due to Wilbur
:li filer, chairperson; F. Milton Miller, Site Coordinator; and
participating members of the Department of Practical Arts

and Vocational-Technical Education, University of Missouri-
and to Henry Ten Pas, chairperson; Melvin Miller,

Site Coordinator; and the 25 participating members of the
Division of Vocational Education, Oregon State University who
lai,,red with Center Staff in development of the first version

Mc materials. Contributions of the following Center staff
,,he worked on-site with the Oregon State University and University

Missouri-Columbia faculties are also recognized: Robert
An.ireyka and James B. Hamilton, Site Team Leaders; and Francis
Clark, Barbara J. Sethney, and Delbert W. Shirley, Research

Preliminary testing of the materials was conducted at Oregon
State Uni,:orsity, Temple University, and University of Missouri-
Columbia. Following preliminary testing, major revision of al?.
:..aterials was !rformed by Centel.- staff with the assistance of
numerous consultants and visiting schol,.,rs from throughout the
coL:ntry.

Advanced testing of the materials was carried out with

assistance of the vocational 'educators and stuents otb
Central Washington Sta.te College; Colorado State University;
Ferris State College, Michigan; Florida State University;
Holland College, P.E.I., Canada; Oklahoma State University;
Ilutgers University; State University College at Buffalo; Temple
hIversity; University of Arizona; University of Michigan-Flint;
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities; University of Nebraska-
Lincoln; University of Northern Colorado; University of Pittsburgh;
University of Tennesseersity of Vermont; and Utah State

University. Appreciatiqn is extended to the site coordinators,
the over 2,000. preservi/ce and inservice teachers, and over 250

resource persons from he above institutions who used the materials
and provided feedback to The Center for refinement.

Special thanks go to the Amer*can Association for. Vocational
Instructional Materials (AAVIM), Dr. Harold Parady, ExecutAve
Director an George Smith, Art and Layout Editor, for iheir

con)cration and valuable assistance in the publication of The
PBTE curricular materials.



The Center is grateful to the National Institute of Education

,-;i)onsorship of this PBTE curriculum development effort from

1, 2 through its completion. Appreciation is extended to the

of Occupational and Adult Education of the U.S. Office

V'.iucation for its sponsorship of training and advanced

t':;ting of th.e materials at 10 .sites under provisions of EPDA

cJr-t F, section 553. Recognition of funding support of the

,1,1v.tc:ed testing effort is also extended to Ferris State College,

College, Temple University, and the University of Michigan-

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The Center for Vocational Education



ABSTRACT

PERFORMANCE-BASED PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION CURRICULA

The c'enter's performance-based teacher education curricular
iJis are products of a sustained research and development
rt which has focused upon the incongruity between current

vcc:tt_ional teacher education practices and the actual preparation
rcL.: by persons who expect to teach with optimum effectiveness.

The Curricular Materials

The curricular materials consist of one hundred (100)
-rIcrmahce-based vocational teacher education (PBTE) modules and

rclated supportive materials. Categories of modules and numbers
of mod 3 in each category follow:

Category
Number of
Modules

A Program Planning, Development,
and Evaluation 11

B Instructional Planning 6

C Instructional Execution 29

D Instructional Evaluation 6

E Instructional Management 9

F Guidance 5

School-Community Relations 10

H - Student Vocational Organizations

I Professional Role and Development 8

J Coordina'tion of Cooperative
Education .10

Supportive materials include: a Student Guide to Using
2r:ormance-Based Teacher EducatioA Materials to help orient the

module-taker to PBTE instruction; a Resource Person Guide to
"s :,- :q Performance-Based Teacher Education Materials to assist
those persons helping preservice and/or inservice teachers to use
the modules; and a Module Development Handbook. These materials
have been developed and tested pursuant to a contract with the
National Institute of Education (NIE).



Lnder a serate grant from the L.S. Office of E'lucatien
TRTE produ:ts hve also been geveloped,

Lnclud 1 comprehensive li'f-erature reviow entitled
St3L-2

and a f;u2de tr ff2-: Implore2)L,Li,)n
Educatn. Thes, .ter is are

1p teacher educators, c':Doperating teachers, and state
..,rsonel involved ih the design and imblementation c PE';TE

within their institution.

E:1211 module lh the series of 100 PETE modules 'focuses upo:-:
pcfessional competencies cf vocational teachers. The

=petencles upon which the modules are based were identified
rn through research as being important to vocational teac±-

,t both toe secondary and post-secondary levels of instruc-
The moduls are suitable for the preparation of teachers
oucuaional areas.

Each module provides learning experiences that interate
theery and application; each culminates with criterion-referenced
assessment of the teacher's performance of the specified. comPe-

hcy. The r,.aterials ace designed for use by individuals or
eraups of teachers-in-training working under the direction and
with the assistance of teacher educators Of other professional
staff acting as resource persons.

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility
planning and conducting performance-based preservice and

i:rservice teacher preparation programs to meet a wide variety of
individual needs and interests. The materials are intended for
use by universities and colleges, state departments of education,
p.7.,,-,t-secondary institutions, local education agencies, and others
responsible for the professional development of 'Iocational teachers.

Research and Development

The research and development of The Center's performance-
based vocational teacher education materials involved two major
phases: (1) identification of important teaching competencies
(research base), and (2) development, testing, and revision nff
materials. These two developmental phases, which are being
followed by a dissemination phase, are shown in diagram form in
Figure 1. While the research phase and the development and
testing phase were carried out sequentially, many dissemination
activities have been carried out concurrently with the testing
and revision activities of the development and testing phase.

The Research Base

Center work began in 1967, under sponsorship of the U.S.
Office of Education, with the first of two research projects to
determine the important teacher competencies of vocational
teachers. Approximately 1,000 vocational teachers, supervisors,

)
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teacher educators were involved in the ic:,entiftcation and
of 334 performance elements, :-:ompetencies, con-

i_mportant for vocational teachers.

In the first project of the research phase (1967-69), iml-)flr-
ccmpetencies needed by teachers of conventional inschocl

cational education programs an the several vocational service
_oo at the secondary and post-secondary levels were idehL1-

' and verifie d.

The second project of the :rescar--7h phase ( 1967 -71) ideti led
importance competencies needed by teacher-coordinators in

..operative vocational education programs. The findings of the
two projects were then merged, resulting in a listing of 364 ::om-
petencies clustered into ten categories representing ten areas
vrational teacher responsibility.

Development of airricuiar Materials

Following the identification of the 334 vocational teacher
competencies, work was initiated in the summer of 1971 to develop
.he necessary curricular materials for implementing PBTE programs
it the preservice and inservice levels for all vocational service
areas. ln 1972, sponsorship of this effort was assumed by the
Nat,iDnal rstitute of Education (NIE) which maintained sponsorship

to the oj.nt of publication of the materials.

The curricular materials are in the form of individualized
e_ffhlhq packages, or modules, each of which has as its base one
r more of the 384 competencies. By basing the modules on the
:_dentified competencies, there is a reasonable assurance that the
oblectives of the modules represent competencies actually needed

vocational teachers.

The module development process was structured to ensure maxi-
mum involvement of persons representing all vocational service
areas and actively engaged in vocational teacher preparation.
Eail module was originally developed in cooperation with vocational
leacher education faculties at Oregon State University, Corvallis,
and University of Missouri-Columbia. The Center for VocatLonal
Education staff worked on-site with writing teams representing
the different service areas of each of these universities.

A quite rigid system of development, review, and revision
was followed by the writing teams at each of these sites during
the initial module development. In this manner, a total of 123
prototype modules were developed. Following development of each
module to the satisfaction of the faculty at the site, the module
was then forwarded to the other site for review and critique by
its faculty. Each module also underwent review and critique by
Center staff, a synthesis of all faculty and staff reviews was
developed, and the module was revised by Center staff. Recom-
mended reorganizations and recombinations of elements resulted in



!-eduction in the number of modules. Thus, from 1971-73, 11'3

.essional vocational teac!,ler education modules won: develo
and revised in preparation for initial tesf-ing.

Prelinlinary Testiu and Revision
oi the Materials

Initial testing of the performancebased curricular mat_e-
was carried out during 1973-74 at Cregon State University,

':niversity of Misscri-Coiumbia, and Tempe University. Each
118 modules was used by a minimum of ten preservice ar,/or,

1,7scrvi;.-e vocational teachers at one or more of the test sites.
Peactidn forms were completed by each student for each module
used and by each faculty member or resource person for each modul,
they administered. In addition, in-depth taped interviews w'E-2
conducted to clarify and gain additional feedback from studel.ts
.gnu resource persons for a sampling of the modules tested.

Concurrently, the California Testing Bureau of McGraw-Hill
cotducted psychometric refinement of the objectives and assess-
mer:ts of each of the 1.18 modules. Several individual modules
and entice categories of modules were also reviewed and critiqued
be independent consultants and subject matter experts during this

,_:;e of the study.

Using the inputs from students, resource persons, psycho-
metric refinements, and consultant reviews, each of the modules
uhderwent major revision of content and format. This major revi-
sion was initiated by Center program staff during the summer of
1974 with completion occurring in the spring of 1976.

Advanced Testing of the PETE Curricul.=-.

In the summer of 1973, upon recommendation of a program
c.:aluation panel, a decision was made by the sponsor to combine
the advanced formative and summativo evaluations into a single
evaluation to be conducted by a third party. It was later
learned that funding would not be available for the planned third
party advanced testing, and The Center was requested to carry cut
what advanced testing could be done within The Center's existng
projec: resources.

Initially, three advanced testing sites were selected, and
testing began during the winter of 1975. During the spring and
summer of 1975, advanced testing was also initiated at four self-
sponsored sites. Then, ten additional advanced test sites were
added in the fall through U.S. Office of Education EPDA sponsor-
ship of a National Institute for PBTE conducted by The Center.

From 1975 through 1976, advanced testing of the materials
was co,TH-7ted at the 17 sites representing wide geographic areas
and 5.ct
FeeabaL.
resourc.

as well as several differing PETE program structures.
1 each indi .Ldual using the modules and from each
an was gathred to further improve he materials and



to document their effectiveness. Over 2,500 preservice and
inservice teachers and over 250 teacher educators and other
resource persons pc, the testing and provided feed-
back tfl The Cente edback provided inform or con-
cerni:. y the chi Jhe user and how well '.e-

rials served h:

Advanced test snowed the modules general i1 highly
effective in developing the specified competencies in both pre-
service and inservice training programs. Pre/Post estimates of
teacher trainee performance showed increases in ability to per-
form the specified competency for each of the 100 modules. Fur-
thermore, these increases were statistically significant at the
.01 level of confidence for 98 of the 100 modules. Further,
teacher trainee and teacher educator reactions regarding quality
and utility of the materials were highly positive.

Refinement, Publication, and Dissemination

Although first efforts were initiated in 1974 to obtain com-
mercial publication of the PBTE materials, completion of an
agreement for publication of the materials was not achieved until
mid-1976. At that time, the publisher, American Association for
Vocational Instructional Materials (AAVIM), and CVE staff jointly
determined final format of the materials, and content and format
refinement of the materials was begun. Based upon the advanced
testing feedback, few substantive changes were necessary. Re :red

materials were delivered to the publisher from September 1976
through September 1977. The publisher initiated incremental
release of published materials in March 1977, with release of the
last materials projected for Spring 1978.

Joint dissemination activities are being carried out by The
Center, the publisher, and through federal, state, and regional
sponsors to provide orientation and training for effective imple-
mentation and use of the PBTE curricular materials.

xiv
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CHAPTER I:
THE NEED

The performanc, _ompetency it stimulating

and facilitating the development u. _,),_epts, habits, skills, and

attitudes related to successful career preparation of students-

is generally assumed to be a function of the quality of their own

preparation. Unfortunately, according to teacher education lead-

ership, most of the presently available methods and procedures

do not permit teachers to attain the level of effectiveness to

which they aspire.

The problem of providing relevant and ef:ective teacher prep-

aration in vocational education can be viewed as three-dimensional.

First, although most professional educators espouse the need for

developing vocational curricula upon worker's job requirements,

their own courses are seldom based upon the teacher's actual job

requirements. Teacher educators, however, have not had access

to a systematic performance analysis of vocational teacher roles.

As a result, most vocational teacher education is still basically

subject matter centered rather than performance centered, with

the accompanying risks of teaching nonfunctioning skills and

relying on questionable evaluation procedures. Although evalua-

tion of tangible performance is often mentioned as being

important in secondary and post-secondary occupational prepara-

tion, teacher educatOrs often succumb to the temptation to

focus on purely academic assessment (e.g., a term paper or

written test) in their own courses.

1 14



Second, teacher educators have not generaly been able to

wor flexibly based on individual student teacher needs. Al-

though teacher educators may emphasize that attention should be

given to indi

their owr

step mannL

'ization of instruction for vocational students,

typically conducted in a large-group 1,

.er, they have been forced to follow a prescribed

course-by-course sequence for both preservice and inservice

teachers, regardless of the actual level of knowledge and com-

petence of the individual teachers.

Regarding the first two dimensions of the problem, the

future of vocational education is essentially no different from

that of general education. Increased emphasis on systematic

curriculum development is necessary to ensure that more relevant

vocational teacher education programs evolve. The .third dimen-

sion, however, appears somewhat unique to vocational teacher

education. This is related to the efficiency of program oper-

ation. Currently, many universities and colleges provide voca-

tional teacher education by service area (i.e., Agricultural,

Business and Office, Distributive, Health Occupations, Home

Economics, Technical, Trade and Industrial Education) in sepa-

rate courses taug_t by separate departments. While this

appears logical for the various technical subject matter areas,

in the professional vocational teacher education area serious

questions can be raised regarding overlap and duplication of

effort. It has been strongly suggested by many that universities

should "provide across-the-board vocational teacher education



courses emphasizing commonalities with respect to content, method-

ology, and socio- -legal consideration" (Simpson and Ellis, 1971).

Moreover, research conducted by The Center for Vocational Educ-

tion (Cni ld others 1973-7- f-rm 1-,?_ discussed later in this

over 90 pr-)fessional

:_c_,,_ :Ier competencies are commull to two or i,urc service ai_Js.

It appeared, then, that vocational teacher education pro-

grams could increase their efficiency by providing "core"

experiencesexperiences common across various vocational

service areas. Hopefully, offerings of this type would reduce

teacher education costs and at the same time reduce the duplica-

tion of effort associated with vocational teacher education.

Unfortunately, the gap between research and implementation is

wide. Uni,rersities and their respective departments are not

altogether pleased with the prospect of what they might term as

"consolidation" and "loss of department autonomy." The history

and tradition of separation has left its mark on many vocational

teacher educators. In light of such conditions, it appeared

most fruitful for instructional materials appropriate for "core"

experiences to be developed and tested by an outside agency in

order to maximize acceptance by members of the respective service

areas.

Evidently many of the principles thought zo be important

in sound instructional programs were not adhered to when teachers

were being taught. The preparation of vocatf_onal teachers had

been lacking in terms of (1) not building curricula on the

3
1 6



actual work requirements of the tc,acher, (2) not providing learn-

ing experiences which related directly to professional needs,

L-i) not tailoring instruction to meet the needs of individuals,

(4) not systematically evaluating performance of the instructional

product, and (5) not structuring preparation programs to eliminate

overlap La 'ation across the arious vocational service

areas.

It was apparent that minor modification would not suffice

to adequately prepare vocational teachers for their professional

role. Traditional practices needed to be displaced by a more

systematic approach to professional development, one which

would pocus on eliminating many of the current teacher prepara-

tion practices aid replacing them with a more relevant instruc-

tional environment. It was for this reason that The Center

decided to focus first upon identification ofthe performance

requirements of vocational teachers (a series of studies

cc.rried out prior to, and not as part of, the scope of work of

the project reported in this document) and then upon the develop-

ment of instructional materials which would fit into a performance-

based system for vocational teachers.

Performance-based teacher education (PBTE) appeared to

offer a viable alternative to current teacher education prac-

tices. Statements published by AACTE Committee on Performance-

Based Teacher Education (Elam, 1971; AACTE, 1974) described the

parameters of PBTE by specifying certain elements that are con-

sidered generic to any program that may be defined as being

4
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performance-ba ed. The five-essential characteristics that dis-

LinAuish PRTE from other programs are:

1. Competencies to be demonstrated by the teacher

are identified, based upon wha* a teacher must
know and be able to do. 'The competencies are
stated as behaviors which can be assessed and are
shared with the teacher at the beginning of the

program.:.

Criteria to be used in assessing each specific
competency are stated, including the conditions
under which assessment will occur and the ex-

pected level of mastery. Criteria are also
shared with the teacher at the start of the

program.

3. The instructional program focuses upon developmeot
and evaluation of the specified competencies by

the teacher.

4. Assessment of the teacher's competency uses his/her
performance in the teaching role as the primary

source of evidence. Objective evidence of the
teacher's knowledge .-elated to planning, analyzing,
interpreting, or evaluating situations or behavior

are also considered.

5. The teacher's rate of progress through the program

is de*ermined by demonstrated competency rather than

by time or course completion (AACTE, 1974, pp. 32-33).

In addition to the above essential characteristics, there

are several additional desirab...e characteristics of PBTE programs.

These include:

1. Instruction is individualized and personalized.

2. The learning experience is guided by feedback.

3. The program as a whole is systemic.

4. Emphasis is on exit, not on entrance requirements.

5. Instruction is modularized

6. The teacher is held accountable for performance
(AACTE, 1974, pp. 32-33).

5 1



Prior research conducted by The Center in the project "Model

Curricula for Vocational and Technical Teacher Education" under

the direction of Dr.'Calvin J. Cotrell has resulted in the

identif:.cation of requj.site competencies and provided the base

upon which curricular development coll(i

Arch project (under spon,,,rsnlp of the U.S.

Office of Education) was to determine the professional (pedagog-

ical) performance requirements for vocational and technical

teachers and the diiferences in requirements among the vaiious

service areas. Research was divided into two phases which are

outlined in block diagram in Figure 2.

Phase I was concerned with the identification of performance

requirements of teachers of conventional programs in agriculture,

business, distributive, health occupations, home economics, tech-

nical, and trade and industrial education. Initially, The Center

staff conducted a literature search to identify work that has

been done which would have a bearing upon the study. Next, an

occupational analysis of the competencies required by vocational

teachers was conducted with a selected sample of professionals.

Resource persons consisted of master teachers and teacher educa-

tors with experience in the teaching areas being studied. Th

analyses from the seven areas were then merged.

As a result of the analysis, a preliminary list of 237 tasks

was developed. These tasks were, through expert judgment,

placed into ten categories. The categorie included: Planning

of Instruction; Execution of Instruction; Evaluation of Instruc-

tion; Management; Guidance; Public and Human Relation's; Student

6
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Phase 1 identification of P rforrt oe Phase 9 idonlification of Performance
Requirements of T o1 Re4uirements of TeacherCoordl-
Corweraonal Vocational radars of Cocparearto Programs

Occupational

flu

Arfias

Analyses Merged

Tasks Rated
by Panel

National
Survey
of Cntical
Incidents

Teact,p, r

,even
Aras

237 Teacher
Tasks in 10
Categtries

94% Cbm mon
6% Unique

226 Important

30 Additional
Tasks Identified
(Total = 256)

Analystr, Jo.
Service Areas

Tasks Rated
by Teacher-
Coordinators

Review and
Clanfication
Meeting of
Teacher-
Coordinators

1(\38:, 'asks
Identified in
10 Categories

92% Common
across Service
Areas
All Important

385 Tasks
Confirmed

Merger of Phase 390 Performance
I and Phase II Elements in 10
Findings Categones

Refinement by
Project Staff

General
Objectives
Prepared

384 Performance
Elements in 10
Categones

384 Performance
Oriented General
Objectives with
Criteria

Figure 2. Research Base for Performance-Based
Vocational Teacher Education Curriculum
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Vocational Organization; Professio.

wL.:re then examined and rated by a panel. The 21-member

panel, representing each of the seven service areas and 19 states,

was selected by The Center staff with recommendations from the

USOE, Division of Vocational and Technical Education, and other

leaders in the field. The group examined and rated the tasks

and identified. important common and unique tasks by service

area. It was found that 94% of the tasks were common across

the seven service areas. Additionally, 226 of the 237 tasks

were deemed important to the successful vocational teacher. The

ten categories were confirmed as being relevant.

Next, d national survey of ocational teachers was conducted.

Teachers were asked to identify incidents which were critical to

their success. As a result of this survey, 30 tasks were added

to the list, making a total of 256 competencies. One hundred

and forty existing competencies were verified as being important

to the successful teacher (Cotrell and others, 1971a, 1971b).

Phase I of the research project was concerned with the

identification of performance requirements forteacher-coordi-

nators of cooperative programs in off-farm agricultural, office

occupations, distributive, wage earning home economics, trade and

industrial, and special needs education. A task analysis was

again conducted after a literature search was made. This analysis

was done on a small scale and involved CeLter staff and small

groups of teachers. Based upon this analysis, a preliminary

8
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list of teacher-coordinator tasks was developed. It consisted

of 385 tasks, including the ones identified in Phase I of the

project.

At this point, 300 persons nominated by their respective

state supervisors as outstanding teacher-coordinators were

chosen to examine and rate the tasks. fifty persons from each

of the aforementioned service areas were asked to rate them in

terms of their importance to the successful teacher-coordinator.

Analysis of data revealed the important common and unique tasks

by service area. All were deemed to be important by the group,

and 92% of the tasks were of common importance across two or

more service areas.

Next, a randomly selected sample of tne 300 raters was brought

to The Center for a review and clarification meeting. Twenty-

nine outstanding teacher-coordinators reviewed the various tasks

and clarified ratings of them for the project staff at points

where questions were raised.

The findings of Phases I and II were then merged into one

comprehensive list of 390 performance elements for all teachers

of vocational education. After refinement by project staff,

the 384 performance elements remaining were organized into the

following ten professional categories:

A Program Planning, Development, and Evaluation

B 7 Instructional Planning

C Instructional Execution

D - Instructional Evaluation



E Instructional Management

F Guidance

G School-Community Relations

H Student Vocational Organization

I Professional Role and Development

J Coordination

Finally, a set of performance-oriented general objectives,

specifying the task and the general criteria for evaluating

a teac;ler's performance of the stated activity, was developed

(Cotrell and others, 1972c).

With the research base of 384 common competencies identi-

fied, the immediate need then became the development of

performance-based instructional materials to deliver on those

competencies. The instructional materials needed to be designed

to embody and promote the essential and desirable characteris-

tics of PBTE as well as to provide the necessary flexibility,

utility, and acceptability for implementing both preservice

and inservice professional preparation programs for vocational

teachers in a wide range of administrative and institutional

structures.

10
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CHAPTER ;I:
CURRICULAR DEVELOPMENT, TESTING,

AND IMPLEMENTATION

Following the findings of the studies conducted to

identify the skills important to teachers (384 performance

elements), this research base was used to structure a devel-

opmental projer7t focusing on the production of performancE-

based modules (instructional packages) which could be used to

assist pre- and inservice teachers in developing these identi-

fied teaching competencies. Each module would use individual-

ized instructional concepts and would be designed for use by

persons preparing to teach, or engaged in teaching, agricul-

tural, business, distributive, home economics, technical, or

trade and industrial education.

Cooperative Development of Modules

In order to ensure that each module would reflect the

actual needs of vocational teachers, that each would appear

to the users as likely to deliver on the objectives, and that

each would be acceptable to potential users, the module devel-

opment process was structured so as to ensure maximum involve-

ment by'persons in real world settings. Thus, each module was

initially developed in cooperation with persons at institutions

and agencies representative of those who will eventually use it.

In 1971, a set of criteria was established for selecting

those sites which would be involved in this cooperative develop-

ment process:

1. The administration will accept the program.

11



2. Budgetary commitment can be obtained in writing from
the administration which is ample for a mutual sharing
of costs.

3. An adequate number of qualified faculty are available
for the type of commitment required.

4. Institutional channels anu policies will accept and
facilitate the establishment and approval of courses
for the new curricula.

Faculty loads will be adjusted so that members will
have adequate time (two days each week) to work on
the developmental aspects of the study.

6. There is a department of vocational education in a
college of education.

7. The faculty of the department is stable (not known
for turnover).

0. There is a history of cooperation between professional
personnel in the state department of education and
the university departmoAt of vocational-technical
education.

9. The college staff is willing to learn to write per-
formance goals.

10. Teacher educators on staff are flexible, adaptable,
and willing to try the performance-based core and
other concepts of teacher education.

11. State department of vocational education will accept
the proposed program.

12. Graduates will receive the standard teaching credential
granted others completing the same degree program.

13. Faculty will accept concepts (performance-based curri-
cula, core courses, modular scheduling, and individual-
ized instruction) of programs to be developed.

14. All seven vocational service areas are represented
by the faculty.

15. The reputation of the vocational teacher education
department is good.

16. State ertification provisions exist for experimental
and innovative teacher education programs.

12



17. Institutional representatives will coop:_rate in the
evaluation of the curricula and in the follow-up
evaluation of graduates.

18. The institution has sufficient facilities and equip-
ment available [to support use of indi;idualized
materials].

19. Employers (school superintendents) will accept and
hire program graduates.

20. The institution's reputation is cademically sound.

21. The administration and faculty are willing to work
cooperatively with all of the project staff regard-
less of their levels.

22. Institution has the enrollment adequate to test the
experimental courses.

23. Institution has Ph.D. candidates and graduate students
interested in teacher education and available for
working part-time on the project.

24. Teachers (associations) will accept program graduates.

25. The department has a full range of programs.

26. Other new and challenging enterprises will not con-
flict or distract.

27. ::restitution preparing teachers fcr all kinds of
school settings.

28. The institution draws studencs from varied backgrounds.

29. Travel time and conditions are good.

30. The proximity of the cooperating institution expedites
travel and communications.

These criteria were designed to aid in the se ction of sites

not only qualified to provide the developmental assistance

required, but also committed to implementing the materials once

developed.

CVTE staff visited leading candidates, and two institutions,

The University of Missouri at Columbia and Oregon State University

13



at Corvallis, were finally selected. Cooperative agreements

were finalized by August 1971. These agreements provided for

a Coordinating Board (project director, site team leaders,

trtment heads, and state directors) to periodically meet

to 7,tike key decisions for operational problems, and a Review

Boarj (the state directors of vocational education, the deans

of the two colleges of education, the director of The Cero-er,

and The Center's assistant director for development) to evalu-

ate the progress of the project.

The staffing structure for the cooperative development

process involved Center staff and persons at each of the sites

as follows:

1. Staff at The Center, including teacher educators,
graduate students, and technical writing/editorial
persons.

2. A Center site team at each site, including two R & D
specialists trained and oriented at The Center, one
research associate, and a secretary.

3. Staff at each site, including teacher educators
representing each of the seven vocational service

areas, and administrators.

At the time of initiation of cooperative development of

materials, concern was raised that project work not duplicate

other ongoing federally funded PBTE efforts in general educa-

tion. The decision was made to limit project efforts to develop-

ment of modules to deliver on only those competencies which

could be justified as being more unique to vocational-technical

teachers than to general education teachers. The members of

the Coordinating Board individually rated each of the 384



general objectives on this basis. Summarization of these

ratings resulted in a reduction, by approximately two-thirds,

of the general objectives for initial consideration for

module development at the cooperating sites. Several months

into the development effort, however, it was determined that

similar PBTE curricular materials were not being developed and

made available under other projects and that al1.384 general

objectives should be included in the project effort.

The development process began with a meeting of the site

team and faculty to review and react to the conceptual frame-

work for a given category of modules which were to deliver on

the performance elements (from the previously identified 3/8_4_1

for tnat category. The conceptual framework is the clustering

of general objectives into modules with tentative titles, and

shows their relationship to other modules in the category.

During this meeting, the teacher educators were encouraged to

provide constructive criticism when they felt it would result

in more effective modules, and they indicated which modules

they would prefer to work on as members of a writing team.

These brainstorming sessions were at times rather lengthy and

involved.

Writing teams of two or more teacher educators and a

Center site team member were then formed. Each writing team

was organized with all service areas represented whenever

possible. A team would then complete the following steps in

the development process:
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1. Writing team meets to develop objectives and identify
potential resources for the module.

2 Center site team member takes input from Step 1 and
roughs out the introduction and first learning experi-
ence for the module.

3. A small writing team reviews the work completed in
Step 2 and identifies additional learning experiences,
resources, and the module assessment.

4. Center site team member uses input from Step 3 to
rough out remainder of the module.

5. The small writing team reviews entire module and makes
suggestions for revisions.

6. Center site team member revises module based on input.

7. Module is sent to second small writing team for review.

8. Center site team member revises module using input
from Step 7.

9. Modulo is reviewed by a teacher educator_ review team
made up of at least one representative from each of
the vocational service areas.

10. A decision is made to (a) release module with no
revision, (b) release module after revisions have
been made by writing team, (c) revise and re-review
module.

The "modules" at this stage were fairly skeletal in form,

becoming more well developed in terms of format as the coopera-

tive development progressed. A module produCed in January 1972

was nine pages long, and contained a title, prerequisites, dir,ec-

tions, introduction, a single performance objective, instructions

for pre-assessment, three learning experiences, instructions for

post-assessment, a reference list, and a 23-item checklist. The

directions section was very brief. The learning experiences

contained few directions and each succeeding learning experience

assumed that the module taker had completed the previous



experience. The checklist included a simple YES/NO response;

quality was not rated. (See Appendix A for a sample of a

prototype module produced on site.) Length of individual

modules varied widely, ranging as high as 50 pages.

Once a module was cleared by the review team, it was for-

warded to the other site and to The Center for review. In

addition, the Module Review Forms completed by the teacher

educators at the developing site in Step 9, and completed by

teacher educators at the other site, were sent to The Center.

These review forms (See Appendix B) were designed to provide

a content and face validity check. Teacher educators used

these forms to provide general comments and suggestions. con-

cerning the-following sections of the module:

Introduction - Does it state purpose and overall objective?
Does it indicate the need for instruction?

Pre-as.sessment/Post-assessment - Does it measure attain-
ment of all performance objectives?

Objeces - Are they performance-based? Do they describe
ohlvable and measurable behavior?

Leatpin9 Experiences Do they follow a logical sequence?
Do they contribute to attainment of the objectives?
Are alternate experiences provided? Is there provision
for feedback?

Resources Are the supporting materials and references
the best available? Do the resources contribute to the
attainment of the objectives?

In addition, each teacher educator (1) wrote specific reactions,

suggestions, ideas, etc., on the actual module pages and

attached these pages to the review form, and (2) indicated

whether he/she would use the module, and how.
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When reviews from the teacher educators at each site

arrived. at The Center, the module was assigned to a Center

review team--usually three persons including at least one voca-

tional teacher educator. (See Figure 3 for a graphic illus-

tration of the module review and revision process followed

during this stage.) One member of this review team would pre-

pare a synthesis of the site reviews, distribute copies of the

module to each review team member, and set up a time for

review meeting. Each team member would then review the module

independently, making written comments concerning areas of

weakness.

During the review meeting, the person to whom the module

was assigned would chair the meeting, ensuring that each member

provided input concerning specific sections of the module and

the overall module. In addition, the chairperson would inform

the other members about the contents of the site reviews.

Following a thorough discussion of the module, the group would

complete the CVTE Module Review Report form (See Appendix B).

By evaluating the module using the criteria on this form, it

could be determined whether (a) module needs refinement (e.g.,

spelling errors, format inconsistencies, or grammatical errors);

(b).. Module needs minor revision (e.g., introduction does not

motivate, performance objectives are not performance-based,

resources' do not represent all service areas, learning experi-

ence activities need to be reordered or combined, evaluation

criteria should be more specific); (c) module needs major

revision (e.g., module does not focus on elements, criteria
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are not met, elements are left out, resources are inappropriate

or out of date, learning experience does not deliver on objec-

f-ives, evaluations do not measure achievement of objectives),

(d) module needs to be rewritten (e.g., 50% or more site faculty

reviewers will not use it).

Following the review meeting, the person to whom the module

was assigned would add a summary of the Columbus review to

the synthesis of the site reviews (see Appendix B), and refine

or revise the module as indicated, targeting the revision to

meet the following criteria:

1. Module delivers on objectives.

2. Module meets format specifications.

3. Module is internally consistent.

4. Each learnipg experience contains no more than 30
pages of reading.

5. Each learning experience contains no more than 3
references.

6. References are up to date.

7. Learning experiences are realistic--can be used by
learner withcut placing undue burden on resource
person.

8. Module provides optional and alternate learning
experiences where appropriate.

9. Final learning experience requires performance in anactual school situation.

10. Evaluations provide for recycling if level of perform-ance is required.

11. Resources, examples, case studies, etc., provide for
service area representation or across- the -board use.

12. Reviewers' comments have been considered in the
revision.
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13. Useful original content was not tampered with.

14. Decisions to ignore certain comments or change
original content can be justified on the basis of
site and/or Columbus reviews.

Although 123 modules were produced at the two sites, the

number was reduced to 118 during this review process. Developing

a lesson plan and writing a lesson plan, originally two modules,

were combined. A module i the student vocational organization

category on preparing state and national reports was-added to

the module on directing the initial activities of the organiza-

tion. In the coordination of cooperative education category,

nine elements contained in three modules were added to other

modules in the category, reducing the category from sixteen

modules to thirteen modules. (See Appendix I for a graph

showing the titles of, and competencies included in, the modules

during each developmental stage.)

The 118 preliminary test version modules (brown cover)

were developed from January 1972 to March 1974. (See Appendix C

for a sample of one of the modules produced during this stage.)

Aside from the changes made based on the review process, certain

other changes, decided upon jointly between Center and site

staff, were made to make the fOrmat clearer and more standardized

and consistent. Different sections of the module were separated

physically; for example, the introduction and each learning

experience were put on separate pages, and devices to be used

for various learning experiences were placed in a supplements

section at the back of the module. Aaain, as the process con-

tinued and feedback increased, the format and structure changed
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slightly tc incorporate suggestions from the feedback, and based

on the increased expertise of the module writers.

The module components at this point were described as

follows:

Title Page

The first page of the module is the title page, consisting

of the module title, the prerequisites and directions for the

learner.

The module title contains an action verb and reflects the

teaching role competency as indicated in the terminal objective.

The prerequisites indicate the competencies that must he

attained before starting the module. Prerequisite modules are
kept to a minimum.

The directions introduce the learner to the sequence of

module activities and orient him/her to accomplishment of the

performance objectives. They also provide him/her with a

means of trying to "test-out" of the module if the learner is

so inclined.

Introduction

The introduction establishes the framesof reference for

the entire module. It clarifies the relationship of this par-

ticular module to other modules and to the entire teacher pro-

gram, defines important terms, and motivates the learner by

explaining the importance of the competency the module is

designed to develop. Although short and concise, the introduc-

tion includes enough informative material to provide the learner
with an overview of the purpose and content of the module.

22
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By including a clear orientation to the terminal objective

or competency to be achieved upon completion of the module,

the introduction aids the learner, with the help nf his/her

resource person, to decide whether the module is applicable to

his/her needs at this time in his/her teacher education program.

Performance Objectives

Performance objectives are statements describing:

the activities that a learnel will be able to perform;

the conditions under which the activity will take
place, and;

3. the criteria for assessing whether or not the desired
level of performance has been attained.

Performance objectives describe observable measurable

learner characteristics. Therefore, they focus on the learner's

ability to demonstrate the desired teaching behaviors, rather

than only to have knowledge (cognition) of the behavior.

Each module contains two types of performance objectives.

The first type is a terminal objective which is a statement of

the competency the learner can expect to demonstrate in the

teacher role upon completion of the entire module. The second

type consists of several enabling objectives, which are state-

ments of the behaviors needed to achieve the terminal objective.

All of the terminal objectives for the modules are derived from

the general objectives, which were generated during, prior Center

research.

Resource Materials

Resource materials for a module are the supporting printed

materials and media needed by the learner to complete the learning



experiences. Whenever possible and pra'Ctical, the resource

materials are included with the module. For ease of reference,

all resource'materials cited within the learning experiences

are listed on a Resources List at the beginning of the module.

Learning Experiences

Each learning experience in the module begins with a com-

plete statement of its performance objective, including the

conditions and criterion, followed by the learning activities

and evaluation. Alternate and/or optional learning activities

are also provided whenever possible.

The performance objectives set the parameters for the

learning experiences, which, in turn, help the learner develop

the competency specified by the terminal objective. Thus, the

learning experiences and the performance objectives go hand in

hand and are sequenced so that they progress from the initial

stage .(the presentation of the new concept, attitude, and/or

skill), to the application state (the simulation and/or role-

playing phase), and finally terminate in an activity in a "real

world" setting -that is, the competency is performed in an

actual school setting. At this point, the learner is ready

for the assessment of his/her teaching competency which the

module was designed to develop.

The activities of a learning experience may involve the

learner in reading, viewing and/or listening to prescribed

media, or engaging in some form of teaching performance. In

the margin to the left of each learning experience, a key
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action verb is provided to indicate to the learner the nature

of the activity in which he/she will be involved. In some

learning activities, the learner observes or participates in

an educational event or activity. A particular interview, a

private conference, or a seminar activity may also be included.

Such activities assist the learner to attain the performance

objectives for which the learning experience was designed.

Feedback in a learning experience may come from a variety

of sources, ranging from a self-test co feedback from peers,

a resource person, or others who have observed the learner

perform the competency. There may be a written test, provided

with a key to facilitate a self-check or a rating instrument

whichthe,,1*.arner or others use to evaluate the performance.

The feedback materials providp'objective checks for the learner

as he/she progresses through the module. The learner is given

clear directions as to how, when, and where these checks are

tc, be administered, along with the necessary materials and

scoring keys.

The last learning experience also serves as the assessment

and may be defined as the measuring process used tc determine

the learner's level of mastery of a set of objectives. Measure-

ment may take place prior to or following the completion of

the module. That is, in the directions appearing at the begin-

ning of the module, the learner is given the options of (1)

being assessed immediately if he/she feels he/she can demonstrate

the competency identified by the terminal performance objective.

The assessment evaluates performance in an actual school
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situation and is directly tied to the terminal performance

objective.

A primary consideration in the module development

proct.s is that the learner be assessed on what the terminal

performance objective actually specifies. This is a most

important standard to meet, since anything less will result in

an invalid, nonreliable evaluation. If a terminal performance

objective indicates certain conditions under which evaluation

should take place (e.g., a real school setting), this standard

must be adhered to. If certain behaviors are specified (e.u.,

a demonstration of a manipulative skill will be presented), the

checklist or other rating instrument used to assess p(Jrformancr.

should actually reflect those behaviors which are critical to

success.

nodule Supplement

Supplementary printed materials needed by the person

pursuing the module such as self-tests, keys to self-tests,

information sheets, and performance rating scales are included

in the Module Supplement.
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Preliminary Testing of Modules

From September 1972 to August 1974, the 118 prototype

modules underwent preliminary testing. Original plans called

for each module to be tested at the two cooperating institutions

previously named: University of Missouri at Columbia, and

Oregon State University at Corvallis. However, in January 1972,

there existed an unmet requirement for testing modules espec-

ially appropriate for inservice teachers in an off-campus

situation. Temple University at Philadelphia and the

Pennsylvania Department of Education were able to meet this

particular need in a timely manner.

Preliminary formative testing began at one or more test

sites when a revised module was received from The Center. For

each module, at least ten pre- or inservice teachers at one

or more of the three test sites were selected to test the module

on a voluntary basis. Every ffort was made to have testing

completed by pre- and inservice teachers representing a cross

section of the various vocational service areas, but this was

not'always possible due to scheduling constraints.

Concurrent with or prior to selection of pre- and inservice

teachers, teacher educators were selected to conduct the field

test. Checks were also made to be sure that all appropriate

facilities and resources were available in sufficient quantity

and in good condition.

At a scheduled time, the pre- and inservice teachers com-

pleted the module under the supervision of a teacher educator

following specific guidelines provided by Center staff, and



data was gathered from these persons concerning the following

areas:

Do the teacher educators administering the module
perceive it to be an effective teaching/learning
device?

Do the pre- and inservice teachers taking the module
perceive it to be an effective teaching/learning device?

Do the pre- and inservice teachers taking the module
achieve mastery of the learning experience objectives?

Do the pre- and inservice teachers accept the module
as having suffic'ent depth of content material?

This data was initially gathered via three instruments

(see Appendix D): (1) a Module Reaction Form to be completed

by each pre- or inservice teacher who had completed a module,

(2) a Module Field Test Report to be completed by the teacher

educator or resource person for each module used by his/her

students, and (3) a Module Evaluation Form to be completed by

the teacher educator as a summary of the number of students

completing a module under his/her direction, and the extent to

which each student completed the module (e.g,, number of learn-

ing experiences completed, number of times each experience

4as attempted before mastery was reached, and number of persons

attempting to "test out" and their success). The Module

Evaluation Form proved difficult for the resource persons to

complete due to the individualized nature of the modules, and,

thus, that form was not required as the testing progressed.

The Module Reaction Form provided The Center with infor-

mation concerning the status (inservice, preservice) and voca-

tional service area of the module taker. In addition, it
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provided data on the number of hours spent and number of learn-

ing experiences attempted and completed by each module taker

for a given module. Specific reactions concerning the module

were solicited using a five-point rating scale and questions

concerning the objectives, learning experiences, feedback

devices, and the instructional materials, and general reactions

were also solicited (e.g., What did you like best about the

module?...least?)

The Module Field Test Report required the teacher educator

or other resource person to provide information concerning how

the module was used, how reasonable the time requirements were

for the module, how effective the module was, end whether he/she

would use the module again. In addition, resource persons were

asked to list the greatest strengths and greatest weaknesses of

the module.

In addition to these written documents, data were also col-

lected by the site coordinator via face-to-face interviews with

teacher educators and a sample of two pre- or inservice teachers

completing each of a stratified random sampling of modules as

indicated in the Articles of Agreement. During these interviews,

which were often taped, the site coordinator attempted to clarify

and expand upon the responses made by these individuals on their

written data-collection instruments.

As each module was tested at one or more sites and test

results were received at The Center, a record was made of all

instruments received. When all site feedback for a particular
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module was received, the data were summarized as follows (see

Appendix D for samples) :

. A Module Reaction Form summary sheet was used to compile
all data provided by pre- and inservice teachers on the
Module Reaction Forms for an individual module. From
this data, the mean, mode, and range for each item
across respondents was calculated.

. Written comments provided on the Module Reaction Forms
were compiled onto a separate summary sheet.

These two summary sheets, together with copies of all

Module Field Test Reports received, were placed in a module

revision file in the appropriate folder for that module. A

folder for a given module would also contain a copy of the pro-

totype version of the module, a copy of the preliminary test

version of the module, copies of any supplementary references,

transcripts of interviews with teacher educators and pre- and

inservice teachers who had tested the modules, and copies of any

additional feedback received from a site (e.g., a lesson plan

developed by a person completing Module B-4).

Concurrent with the preliminary testing efforts, two

additional sources of feedback were tapped: consultant reviews

and psychometric refinement. Ten independent consultants were

hired at different points in time to review and evaluate

module content and structure by category. This was deemed

necessary for several reasons. Modules within a given category

were often authored, and revised, by several different persons

work.:ng quite independently, thus allowing overlap, repetition,

gaps, and inconsistencies. Secondly, informal and formal feed-

back regarding some categories, specifically A, H, and J,

indicated that some reorganization within a category was
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needed either to reduce the number of modules within that

category, or to make the concepts more comprehensible. Thus,

ten consultants who were subject matter experts in the various

categories were each charged with reviewing a whole category of

modules and reconceptualizing and reorganizing as needed. This

Input was added to the revision files.

The final aspect of the preliminary testing effort dealt

with module psychometric refinement. Under contract with the

California Testing Bureau (CTB), a subsidiary of McGraw-Hill,

psychometric refinement of each module was conducted. After

checkin fOr internal consistency (i.e., how well module compo-

nents--objectives, learning experiences, assessment--align

with each other), CTB staff refined the objectives in each

module. Further, staff at CTB annotated each module, identify-

ing problems associated with its specific content. These

annotations and refinements, including changes in assessment

devices if needed, were also placed in the revision files

(see Appendix D).

Summary of Module Preliminary Testing Results

One hundred eighteen modules were tested; 71 (60.2%) of

them were tested in two or more sites. Reported in this section

are the important findings. For specific figures on each module,

see the tables in Appendix D.

Fifty-nine of the modules (50%) were used by twenty or more

vocational teachers. Ninety-seven of them (82.2%) were tested

at both preservice and inservice levelS. One hundred and five

modules (88.9%) were tested by teachers from at least three
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different vocational service areas. More than half of the

modules (74; 62.7%) were used by people representing five or

more voca,tional service areas.

out of the total of 118 modules, 89 of them (75.4%) were

tested on an individualized instructional basis, and 29 (24.6'1

were teste( on both an individualized and group basis.

A large number, over a hundred different teachers both

in preservice and inservice, Were involved in the preliminary

testing. They represented eight different vocational service

areas and levels (agriculture education, business and office

education, distributive education, health occupations education,

home economics education, industrial arts education, technical

education, and trade and industrial education).

Approximately thirty teacher educators functioned as

resource persons and/or testing coordinators. They represented

the same eight vocational service areas and levels as the students.

Teacher educator responses.--In relation to the objectives

to be attained, teacher educators were asked to indicate whether

the length of time spent by students on each module was too

short, reasonable, or too long. Eighty-two modules (69.5%)

were felt to require reasonable amounts of time and seventeen

of them (14.4%) received mixed ratings, too short, reasonable,

and/or too long. Only five modules (4.2%) were considered too

short and only ten (8.-%) were rated as too long.

When the effectiveness of the modules was rated in rela-

tion to the time spent on administering them, 76 of the modules

(64.4%) were considered effective, 7 (5.9%) highly effective,
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and only 10 modules (8.5%) were considered ineffective. The

remaining 25 modules (21.1%) received mixed ratings, highly

effective, effective, and/or ineffective.

When teacher educators were asked whether they would use

lie module again to prepare vocational teachers, they indicated

that 75 modules (63.6%) would be used again with some revision;

They also reported that they would use 20 modules (16.9%) again

without any revision. Only 7 modules (5.9%) were felt to be

undesirable. Sixteen of the modules (13.6%) received mixed

ratings, indicating that they would be used again by some teacher

educators with or without revision, while not by others.

Student responses;.- -Each student eompleted a Module.

Reaction Form after finishing each module. In this form, ques-

tions about the worth of different parts of a given module

were answered on a five-point Likert scale ranging from

"Strongly Agree 1 point" to "Strongly Disagree - 5 points."

In answering the question about whether the module objec-

tives were easily understood, objectives of 108 modules

(91.5%) were considered easily understood with a rating score

of 2.5 or less. The students indicated that learning experi-

ences in 109 modules (92.4%) had assisted them in achieving

the module objectives. They were well aware of their progress

(or lack of progress) a,3 they worked through 108 (91.5%) of

the modules. They agreed that evaluations (self-tests, rating

sheets, check lists) in 111 of tne modules (94.1%) measured

their achievement of t.1.9 module objectives. The learning

experiences in 92 modules (77.9%) were considered to be making



the best, use of the students' time. They felt that the module

instructional materials (readings, etc.) in 109 modules (92.4%)

had helped them achieve the objectives. The students indicated

that the performance objectives included in 107 modules (90.7%)

were important to success in vocational teaching.

In summary, based on the responses of the tacher educators

ana rho students, it was found that the majority of the modules

were effective instructional materials. Most of the modules,

with some revision, wcilld be used again to prepare vocational

teachers. (For specific data on the individuL moduleS, please

refer to the tables in Appendix D.)
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Module Revision

Using the inputs from pre- and inservice teachers, teacher

educators and other resource persons, psychometric refine-

ments, and consultant reviews, each of modules underwent major

revision of content and format. This major revision was

initiated by Center program staff during the summer of 1974

with completion occurring in the spring of 1976.

Based on overall input received, seven major changes needed

to be made to all modules. First, users and reviewers indicated

that better uirections were needed. For example, they felt

that students should not be told simply to "role-play," but

should be given complete directions for how to do it, including

a role description to guide anyone playing a role outside his/

her own frame of reference. Users had had a tendency to "get

lost" in the modules because directions for where to go next

after completing an activity were sometimes missing or unclear.

The revised modules included complete and clear directions for

how to use the modules and how to complete activities.

Directions were also improved by the addition of an overview

page preceding each learning experience. Users of the prelimi-

nary test versions had indicated that they had liked being able

to skim the brief explanations given for activities in a lean-ling

experience to get an idea of what was involved, and liked having

each activity highlighted by an action word located in the left

margin, but they also felt that the explanations of activities

needed to be expanded. To meet these concerns, each learning

experience was broken into two parts: (1) an overview listing
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the objective, and giving brief explanations (using the future

tense "you will be...") of the activities and feedback involved,

and ( ) expanded directions for each activity following the

overview. Objectives, activities, and feedback were now high-

li(jhted with specially devised symbols rather than action words.

This new format also facilitated the front-to-back sequencing of

materials disussed in the paragraph which follows.

Second, it was felt that front-to-back sequencing of the

modules would make them easier to use. Users complained about

the constant "flipping back and forth" necessitated by having

the information sheets and feedback devices1separate from the

learning experiences in which they were to be used. In the

revised module's, all activities, information sheets, and devices

were sequenced in the order in which they were to be used.

Third, users and reviewers indicated that the modules

should be more self-contained. Some users had had difficulty

in locating and obtaining the outside references required for

completion of the learning experiences. Overall, it was felt

that including as much of the necessary information as possi-

ble within the covers of a module would increase its usability.

Thus, with few exceptions, the revised modules contained infor-

mation sheets covering the performance to be achieved, and

seldom required the student to go to outside resources.

Fourth, feedback indicated the necessity for providing'

alternate activities when learning experiences required the use

of peers (e.g., for role-playing). Scme users, particularly

inservice teachers, had had eliificulty locating peers with
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whom to work. Thus, the revised modules always provided an alter-

nate activity (often in the form of case studies to which the ---

teacher reacts) when an activity called for working with peers.

Fifth, users and reviewers called for more fleXibility and

individualization in the form of optional activities. Conse-

guently, the revised modules provided enrichment (e.g., a sug-,

Bested outside reading which went into the topic in more depth)

and/or clarifying activities (e.g., viewing a videotape of a

teacher performing the skill; discussion of concepts with peers)

for those who desired or needed them.

The sixth major change was the addition of one or two illus-

trations in each inform,tion sheet to provide visual reinforce-

ment of concepts and make the module more attractive. While this

addition was not specifically asked for by users or reviewers, it

was felt that it was consistent with other changes made ti

increase module usability and clarity.

Finally, users and reviewers indicated a need for some

recombination of elements. For example, it was felt that some

modules within the student vocational organization category

covered skills which were too minute to warrant separate

modules; in this case, the number of modules in that category

was :educed from 16 to 6. As a result of recombination of

elements, the original 118 modules were reduced to 100. (See

Appendix I for a listing of the titles and related perfor-

mance elements for each version of the modules.)

Also at this time, the services of an evaluation specialist

were secured to review the assessment forms within the modules,
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especially in terms of the effectiveness of the rating scales.

The first modules had used only a YES/NO scale. The prelimi-

nary test versions used a DID NOT ACCOMPLISH/HOW WELL ACCOM-

PLISHED (very poor to excellent five-point scale) rating scale.

In both these early versions, the items were stated as questions,

sometimes leading to oversimplified items (e.g., an item on a

checklist to rate someone's skill in writing a lesson plan would

ask, "Did the teacher write a lesson plan?") With the help of

the evaluation specialist, the format for writing items and

directions for checklists was standardized, and two possible

rating scales were selected: a three-point scale for use by

peers or in rating tentati)ze plans, and a five-point scale for

use by resource persons and in the final assessment.

Thus, the first step in the revision process was to dummy

up a new, more streamlined and attractive module format incor-

poratina these changes. The revision procedure then continued

as follows7

1. When all inputs relative to a particular module had
'been received by The Center, the module was assigned
to a review team of three CVE project staff, including
one designated revisor and at least one vocational
teacher educator.

2. The designated revisor would get all materials
related to that module from the revision file, check
to be sure they were complete (see Module Revision
Process, checklist, Appendix E), and circulate the
materials to each review team member before a desig-
nated meeting time.

Each of the three review team members would review
the nodule independently, making annotations where
necessary and assessing its adequacy using the
Module Review Checklist (see Appendix E). Each
member would then review carefully all materials in

the revision file.
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4. The review team would meet to reach consensus on
the amount and type of revision needed, drawing
heavily on the data and comments received from the
persons involved in the preliminary testing.

5. Module revisor would make all necessary revisions
to format and 'Content, checking his/her progress
against the Module Review Checklist.

6. Module revisor would circulate the completed module
to all team members for review.

7. Review team would meet to (1) suggest major changes
needed, (2) suggest minor changes needed, or (3) sign
off on module. (Steps 6 and 7 were repeated until
module was approved.)

8. The module was then proofed by an editor for format
an grammar, given a content review by a teacher
educator, prepared in camera-ready copy, proofed by
an editor for typos, pasted. up with symbols and
titles, and given-a final-check by a teacher educator.
(See Appendix E for the Module Routing Form used
to monitor this final step, and for the Module Final
Review Checklist used to structure the final check
of the camera-ready copy.)

Refer to Appendix F for a sample of one o' the modules resulting

from this revision process.
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Advanced Testing

Advanced formative testing of the PBTE curricula was

Bally lanned as a portion of the scope of work to be conducted

by The Center and to be followed by a refinement phase and a

summative evaluation of the curricula. In the sth7imer of 1973,

upon recommendation of an evaluation panel, a decision was made

by the sponsor to combine the advanced formative and sununative

evaluations into a single evaluation to be conducted by a third

party. During the Fall of 1974, it was learned that funding

would not be available for the planned third party evaluation,

and The Center was requested to carry out what advanced testing

could be done within The Center's existing project resources.

Resources had been allocated for trial of the modules in

ether selected career education settings such as a post-secondary

institution and a local education agency. The Center, therefore,

applied tnese resources to initiating advanced module testing.

For a detailed description of the advanced testing design
4

and procedures, see Volume II of this document, Evaluation Report.

Three test sites were selected for advanced testing under

NIE support, using the following criteria:

1. The administration and staff approve of and support
the concept of performance-based teacher education
(PETE).

2. The state department of vocational education is amen-
able to the implementation of PETE.

3. There is a history of cooperation betwec-n professional
personnel in the state department of education and the
university vocational t':,-acher education faculty/local
education agency.
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4. There is evidence of the ability of the teacher educa-
tion institution/agency to commit resources (facilities,
students, and professional personnel) to this testing
activity.

The institution/agency has demonstrated leadership in
the preparation of vocational teachers.

6. The institution/agency would be willing to work
cooperatively with The Center in testing the curricular
materials.

Preliminary plans have been formula' f< the imp10-
ntation of PBTE.

6. Although agencies/institutions preparing teachers in
a single vocational service area will be considered,
preference will be given to sites where teachers in a
number of vocational education art..1.s as well as other
teaching areas are being prepared.

Ai:pi:cations were sent to all state directors of vocational

cation iuesting nominations. A total of 76 institutions in.

35 states were nominated, and after each application was rated

against the criteria, ten sites were chosen as finalists. 17ach

of the ten sites supplied additional data, and the responses

were evaluuted against the selection criteria. The three sites

ted we re

L. Colorado State University/University of Northern
Colorado

2. Florida State University
Rutgers University

Expressions of interest were received from several other

institutions indicating a desire to participate with CVE in the

ajvu.:1,:ei testing effort at their own exp2ns2. Using tic same

seection criteria, four self-sponsored sites were selected to

Participate in the advanced testing of the modules, with the



additi,;nal criterict that all CVII costs asso:iated with testing

or these sites be borne by the site. These four sites were

4. Temple University (6/75-6/76)
Holland College (P.E.I.) 5:75-7/76)
Ferris Mate College (6/75-7:76)
Yniv( ity of Michigan-Flint (7/75-8/76)

C

Lilly, ten additional sites were added through All FPDA-

Insiiitutt_ tot- Performance-Based Te.:i:h

-8 76). (For a 7,,o le detailed description atcif this

at al., 1977.) These sites, selected l.11-;Ll

la similar to those usei for the other sites, were

3. Central Washington State College
Oklahoma State University
State University College at Buffalo
University of Arizona
;_iniversity of Minnesota-Twin Cities
Universit of Nebraska-Lincoln
University of Pittsburgh
Lnicersity of Tennessee
Universit': of Vermont

17. Utah State University

in nuar,,- 1975, a two-day orientation and training met_Jtin,1

at The Center to prepare site coordinators and assistant

coorJinatiors at the three NIE sites to carry out testing

iuns and procedures. On-site orientation, training, and

workshops of two to three days each were held at each

nsored site to prepare all site teacher education purFi)n-

who w,_yald be participating in the advanced testing of the

: materials.

1975, an intensive one-week orientation, training,

lanning workshop was held for site coordinators, assistant

si oriinators, and state department of education representa-

iv. from each of the n LPDA sites, followed by a two-three

on-site workshop at each site.
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1)uting this time period, a number of supporting materials

were prepared, using both NIE and '1)11)A funds, to assist persons

in using The Center's PBTE modules. Initially a single pubiica-

Lion "Orientation to Modularized Instruction Booklet" was planned

for use by both te,:1,-her educators and teacher trainees. Early

erpert.....nce in use of the PBTE materials indicated considerable

diference in needs of these groups; therefore, CVE proposed and

concurred that separate guides be develcped.

NIL Funding

:,esol,:rce Person (;tlide to Using Performnce-Based Teacher
:1,3tion Materials

:LL/cient Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher Eduea-
ti,i,h Materials

Mcdule Development Hand000k

EPDA Funding

;aide to the Implementatif,n of P rformance-Based Teacher
Plucatich

rcr:ormance-Based Teacher Education: The State of the
Art--General Education and Vocational Education

The state-of-the-art report dealt with the philosophical

.ses of PBTE and attempted to describe the PBTE movement as it

was at th.t stage of its development. Persons involved in test-

ing the modules could use this document to gain background knowl-

edge about PBTE.

The implementation guide was designed to help persons who

arc char- ed with aministering a PBTE program. The guide dis-

cusses the various areas a prospective implementer must consider

planning for change co PBTE, raises questions to be answered,

and suggests possible strategies for change.
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The resourk:e person guide and student guide were designed to

in P,BTE programs adapt to their new roles and e:

nse The .Center's modules. These two documents can be use

!mac; ,ition aild training purposes.
I.

.'Lnaily, the ,1()du:e was designed to

e'..)i-le using The Center's modules, and others, to devel:

he it own modu.lar materials to fit special needs locally. It

however, that the shc

released at this time due the fact that potential

or the module ties might view the

as encouraging d(2velopmcJni of collApet

matorialS

These materials were developed fall of 1975 and were used

_Issist persons involved in the advanced testing to orient per-

.cl, use modules effectively, and begin implementing PBTE pro-

rams on a limited scale. I)

Another method used to ensure that the modules were used

cffectivelv was to provide persons involved in the testing with a

clearcut ltst of module testing procedures. General procedures

module use specified that no changes could be ma..de in *e

curricular materials, but that each site could establish their

iorities for teacher competencies, and select and test

souse modules which best met the unique needs of the institution

cad the pre- and inservice teachers being prepared. In addition,

e.1'.7- test site was at liberty to select a pattern OT PBTE imple-

mcnt.ato:-. consistent with the unique needs, constraints, and com-

mitment of the institution.
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Testing guidelines (see Volume II, Appendix H) further

s ecliled how data would be gathered relative to the testing

:orts. Once a site had selected the modules it wished to test,

i_ was preferred that a minimum of ten pre- and/or inservice

teachers (volunteers) representing a variety of service areas

Lest each of the modules selected. Center staff hoped to

et eedback from a minimum of twenty users for each of the 100

:),:alLs, but ideally, more widespread usage of each module was

esIred.

Data was gathered via four devices using the following pro-

CejlUre. A student w±shing to complete a particular module would

first complete an Estimate of Performance form (see Volume II,

Appendix C) to docu'ent their perceptions concerning how well

they could perform the skill prior to starting work on the module.

A :i I .stImatc of Performance (EOP) form was developed for each of

the 100 modules with items specific to each module. Basically,

each LOP contained three items: one requiring the respondent to

rate how well (poor, fair, good, excellent) he or she feels he/she

could perform certain key tasks necessary to effectively perform

the skill covered by the module in question; one asking how many

tires the respondent had already performed that skill in an actual

school situation; and one asking for an overall assessment of how

well he/she could perform the skill. Once completed, the EOP was

stapled shut and filed; it was confidential data and, as such, was

not reviewed by the resource person.

Next, the resource person would guide the user through the

module, and evaluate the student's performance in an actual school
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situation using the Teacher Performance Assessment Form (TPAF

W:11 the last evaluation device in each module (set_ Appendix

sim:lie module, pp. 49-53) . The TPAF would then be removed from

S't-zmpled, m irked with identifying information, an,:

with the EOP.

A second LOP would then be administered to the mndule user

pos -tez,t, to der' rmine his/ht: own. Perceived level of cc

tr-tLf takin,,J the module. And: the user would also com:

,L cher Trainee FeedLuck Booklet (TTFB) (see Appenjix G) 1-or

:':cake he or she completed. Items in this booklet were

provide Center staff with feedbac concerning the

-lind,; of persons who used the module, how well the module met

their heeds, and what specific strengths and weaknesses were

resent in the module. Additional comments were also encouraged.

Fina ly, after all interested pre- and inservice teachers

completed a giver module, the resource person who had directed

their module activities would complete a Resource Person's Feed-

ack Booklet (RPFB) see Appendix G). Items in this booklet were

J_e signed to provide Center staff with feedbac'c concerning the

of :)ersons who served as resource persons, the ways in which

)Thll, was used, and the effectiveness of the module.

The rest materials for'each module tested were then assembled

sit to The Center for tabulation. Assuming that a resource

.erso.1 tested the module with ten pre- and inservice teachers,

hs.iemble:i package would contain the fo]lowinq completed forms:

,OP's (10 pre, 10 post), 10 TPAF's, 1C TTFB's, ano 1 RPFB.



197') through 1976, advanced testing of the materials was

c,on,iucted at the 17 sites, representing wide geographic areas and

settings as well as several differing PBTE program structures.

Over 2,500 preservice and inservice teachers and over 250 resource

persons participated in the testing and provide, 7eedback to The

Center. This feedback was summarized in several ways for several

uses, using a computer program. Detailed information about this

drit, summarization/ analysis process is available in Volume II of

this document, Evaluation Report.

Products of the summarization and analysis process included

computer generated revisors reports which were produced for each

of the 100 modules. These reports summarized all of the numeric

data for the advanced testing of each module and in addition

incluelej written comments of up to 100 teacher trainees and all

resource persons relative to each individual item on the feedback

Corms. (See Appendix G for a sample of one of the 100 Revisor's

Reports.)
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Contractual Agreement with Publisher

Before the refinement of the 100 modules could be completed

utilizing the feedback from the advanced testing, an agreement

needed to be reached with the publisher who would handle the

modules so the publisher's needs could also be met in the refine-

ment procedures (format specifications, qbality of copy needed,.

etc.).

In an effort to determine market potential of the PBTE cur-

ricular materials, The Center's Product Utilization Section con-

ducted a market survey (Barton and Budke, 1974) of major potential

users of the modules. This survey 'completed in 1974, reduested

data from a sample of 845 potentia_ users of the materials in

four-year institutions, state departments of education, and post-

secondary institutions. Based upon a 28% response of the sample,

approximately three-fourths indicated that PBTE programs were

operational or in the planning stage while one-fourth indicated

that they had no plans for PBTE. Detailed estimates of individual

module use were obtained by user group as well as the indication

that most respondents planned to place orders for materials the

year following the survey. For a detailed description of the

survey ana its findings please see the report itself.

In ti'ne Fall of 1974, a Request for Proposal (RFP) for

commercial publication of the performance-based vocational teacher

education materiuls was developed by The Center's Product

section. An announcement regarding the PBTE,Materials and

the intent to obtain commercial publication of the materials was

also Developed as a Publishers Alert Service flyer which was
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mailed to commercial publishers in May 1977!. A total of seven

agencies requested copies of the RFP. Although no proposals

had been received by the deadline dF,te of June 30, 1975, several

reuests were received for additional time to examine the materials

and prepare proposals. The deadline date was therefore extended

to AHust 15, 1975. Only one company, the McGraw-Hill Book

Company, responded with a proposal. Negotiations with McGraw-

Hill began in the Fall of 1975 and proceeded slowly but encour-

agingly until spring of 1976 when McGraw-Hill, in final considera-

tion ..erf-!the proposed agreement which had been developed, determined

thaThe warehousing of that many separate documents would be

imptactical and,--thus, that they would publish the 100 modules

only if they were combined into.twenty books. Center staff were

not receptive to this drastic change and its potential damaging

effects upon the flexibility and the individualized nature of the

products. However, at the request of McGraw-Hill, Center Staff

and McGraw -Hill staff cooperatively conducted a structured telephone

survey of current users of the advanced test version of the materi-

als to determine effects of combining modules into books. Results

of this survey showed user reaction to be extremely negative toward

this approach and that potential sales of materials would be

.71reatly reduced. As a result of the survey findings, The Center

and McGraw-Hill terminated negotiations by mutual agreement.

Members of the program staff, who had previous experience in

the use of their vocational instructional materials, contacted the

Airleric-t Association for Vocational Instructional Materials (AAV1M),

-1
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:lound high interest in publishing the PBTL materials.

:eglliations proved highly successful, and a publication agree-

ment with AAVIM was completed in the Yall of 1976.

Ais-, in the Fall of 1976, selected Center staff visited AAVIM

and reached tentative agreement with their staff concerning module

er,.-at, and guidelines and procedures for delivering modules to

:h :_:ublisher. A single module was laid out by AAVIM staff,

-fld'ied in cooperation with Center staff, and plans for publ

procedures were ilinalized.
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Module Refinement

Refinement of the modules was based on feedback from the ad-

vanced testing and on the needs of the publisher. (It should be

noted that by working with a small, nonprofit, educational publish-

er such as AAVIM, The Center had far more control over the shape

o the final- product than is usually the case in agreements be-

tween publisher and author.)

For the most part, the changes suggested by the advanced

testing data were minor: adding examples to an information sheet,

expanding on a particular explanation, rephrasing a sell -check

item, reducing the length of a checklist, etc. Based on feedback

alone, the modules appeared to be reasonably acceptable. In re-

viewing feedback from a sampling of modules across categories, the

one major change suggested was related to the front matter in each

module. Persons testing the modules were concerned with a number

of areas in this section as follows:

The number of prerequisites listed were often unrealistic.
A large number of prerequisites was intimidating to a poten-
tial user and, in addition, it was frequently found that the
module could be successfully completed without all the pre-
requisites listed.

The contents page was not perceived as being particularly
helpful.

The citation of the performance element numbrr(s) on the
title page was meaningless to pre- and inservice teachers.
No indication was given in the module of what this number
referred to, or where it came from.

The Module Structure and Use section was frustrating to many
use--s. Information about the specific module being completed
(objectives to be achieved and resources reeded) was inter
woven with module terminology and directions on how all
modules were organized and should be used information
needed only for the first few modules to be completed.



Consequentiv, the contents page was eliminated, and reviow

each module spent considerable time attempting to

ACh ,,rrequisite cited and eliminating those which were not

essential. And, the ":ron' matter" was drasticali.:

1. A foreword was developed for the inside front co':er

LrDvide the user with background information about the rrch
_thd ,:eveloPent at the entire series of- noules and

nation specific to the module (objectives, Prereuisites,

was left on the page(s immediately preceding the first:

lear:.ing experience. This section, now called the About_ This Mod-

-ction, also includes to footnotes: (1) one citing the per-

fance element(s) covered in th module, and referring the reader

T. the document contLining a listing of all 384 performancc, ele-

mhts; and (2) one referring the r2ader who needs general inform-

1C n on module use to the inside back cover.

)1-1 the inside back cover, the reader would find information

co=n to all modules in section entitled About Using The Center's

PTF .lodules. Included are (1) information on how modules are or-

:2) procedures for completing modules effectively, (3)

termihoTc,:y used in the modules, and (4) explanations of what the

varios ratings on the checklists mean. Based on formal and infor-

mal t'eedback, both the Organization and Procedures sections were

re7ised somewhat from those contained in the original Module,Struc-

Use section.

Changes which occurred as a result of working with a publisher

concerned format and were very minimal since testing feedback
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indicated that the format was quite usable. In the advanced test

version, however, different colors of paper were used to differen-

ti.ite sections of the module: 'white paper_ for the front matter and

final experience, ivory paper for odd numbered learning experiences,

blue paper for even-numbered learning experiences. In the pub-

lishe-1 version, all pages are white, but each category has an in-

ternal color designated and this color is used to screen overviews,

samples, acceptable performance rating columns, and as tabs on the

margins of the pages so that each learning experience can be

easily located by thumbing through the module. Published modules

are also. three-hole punched and pages are perforated so checklists

(and other materials) can be removed for ease of use. Finally,

lengthy information in the published modules (e.g., information

sheets) was set in two columns This change required the para-

graph length to be shortened, often substantially, to avoid huge

blocks of copy. Thus, what was one paragraph in an advanced test

version could be split into two or three paragraphs in the pub-

lished version.

A number of other changes were made based on inputs from Cen-

ter staff. Having been involved in the writing and testing of

the modules for a number of years, the staff had developed a high

level of sophistication concerning the production of such materials

and, with so many years of work at stake, staff felt a need for the

maintaining a uniformly high level of quality in the final prod-

uct.

Consequently, two staff members developed a Module Refinement

HanjLook (Quinn and Harrington, 1976) to be used to govern grammar,



anti format aurirj the revision process. Second, ,111 1.i-

,;ram staff met to review each module title in terms cf (1) how

w-11 it comnicatei, (2) how accurately it parallelod the con-

tents of the module, and (3) how many words were used to .2=

nicaLe that content. As a result of this review process, a

number of titles were. modified (see Appendix I).

Third, a member cf the staff selected sample passages t.rom

the information sheets in each module and used te cloze reading

formula to determine the reading level at which trey were written.

Since these- :nodules are designed for a wide variety of persons,

it had been stressed continually by users that the reading level

should be targeted for the seventh to ninth grade range. Results

these analyses indicated that most information sheets v7ere

still writt,.2n at one to two grade levels above this range.

Fourth, because the modules were designed for use by both

secondary and post-secondary audiences, by both pre- and inservice

teachers, and by teachers of all vocational service areas, it was

important that written examples and case studies include all

these groups. A staff member surveyed all 100 modules and kept a

tall' of the number of times each group was mentioned. The re-

suits of this survey indicated that representation of vocational

service areas was satisfactory; however, the modules tended to

speak to the secondary teacher level only.

Finally, an artist was hired to provide illustraticns for

each module. These were to be designed to break up the printed

copy, making the modules easier to read and visually more appeal-

ing. They would further serve to add variety, interest, and some
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humor to the topics covered. Perhaps most important, tL2 illus-

Lrations would be used to emphasize key points and increase the

yiual impact of the materials.

A master file of refinement materials had been arranged.

w:tain this file could be found a file folder for each module,

containing (1) a copy of the advanced test version of the module,

2) a computer printout of the -?.evisor's Report which included

a summary of all test data and a large sampling of the written

ro=nen'', provided on the feedback instruments, (3) illustrations

for the mod'ile, (4) data ftor. the reading level checks, (5) data

concerning the evenness of coverage of all service areas, and

of both secondary and post-secondary situations, and (6) any

other related materials received from the test sites or discovered

by Center staff (e.g., suggestions regarding an excellent resource

which should be included as an optional reading in the module).

The procedures for refining and publishing the module were

as.follows (see Figure 4 for a graphic representation of these

proc-dures):

1. Module was assigned to review committee of two persons:
one refiner and one teacher educator.

2. Each committee member independently reviewed the ad-
vanced test version of the module, the materials in the
refinement file, and the performance elements for the
module.

3. A review meeting was held by the committee to determine
what changes needed to be made to tha module (e.g., what
changes are called for in the feedback both from the sites
and from the analyses conducted at The Center?...are all
performance elements adequately covered?...is the content
in.the information sheet(s) adequate, accurate, up to,
date, and consistent with information in other modules'?
are the activities adequate?...are the feedback devices
adequate?...is the final experience set in an actual
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school situation and is it realistic to require a pre-
or inservice teacher to complete the activities required
in this experience?...are the illustrations satisfactory
quantitatively and qualitatively?) A detailed outline
to guide reviewers during this step was provided in the
Module Refinement Guide.

4. The refiner made all changes decided on by the committee
on a xeroxed copy of the advanced test version of the
module. In addition, all appropriate changes were made
in style/fora} in accordance with the guidelines pro-
vided in the Module Refinement Guide.

5. Refined module was given to another staff member for a
close editorial check.

6. Refined module was given to the other member of the re-
view committee (the teacher educator) for content review.
If further changes were needed, steps 4, 5, and 6 were
repeated until the module was satisfactory to all three
parties.

7. Refined module was sent to the staff member who served
as liaison person with the publisher. This person posted
all changes made on a fresh copy of the module so they
could be easily read by the typesetter, indicated place-
ment of illustrations and samples, made tentative layout
suggestions, and specified type sizes.

8. Module as prepared b, liaison person was returned to the
refiner for a final check of content, etc.

9. Prepared module was Given to another staff member for a
final check of the specifications included fc the pub-
lisher, of the overall layout, and cf the accuracy of the
module symbols used in the learning experiences to dif-
ferentiate activities.

10. Module and illustrations were sent to the publisher.

11. Publisher marked copy with more complete specifications
for tl-e_ typesetter.

12. Module was sent to t-le typesetter.

13. Wh.n module came back from the typesetter to the pub-
lisher, a mock -up was prepared.

14. Copies of the mock-up and galley were sent to The
rter for careful review by at least one person.

1=J Marked copies were returned to the publisher to be
reset and laid out in final form.

'1
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16. Final layout of module was sent to the printer and a
blue line was prepared.

17. Copies of the blue line were sent to The Center anu the
publisher for final check.

18. Any final corrections were made by the publisher, the
module was returned to the printer to be printed, und
finally, it was returned to the publisher for sale anJ
distribution.

The _00 modules and four supporting documents were refined and

delivered to the publisher during the period from September 1976

t_hrough September 1977. Incremental release cf the published

material- was begun in March 1977, with release of the la$ mate-

rials projected for March 1978.



Dissemination Activities

Activities to create interest and awareness on the part of

potential users of the PBTE products were an ongoing portion of

the scope of work from initiation of cooperative development

through completion of the project. Displays and exhibits at con-

ventions and professional meetings, staff presentations, mailed

brochuLos, and articles in professional jourrals and Center

pubiic:tions have served as the major means of creating product

interest and awareness.

The overall plan for cooperative development and field testing

of the materials was designed to foster awareness, interest, and

adoption of the curriculum. Announcements and requests were made

to all states for nominating of institl,tions for participation

with The Center in the cooperative developmellt phase of the

project. A selection process utilizing competitive application

was followed in final site selection. In preparation for advanced

test site selection, a similar process was utilized which alerted

all states and many institutions to the curricular materials and

involved many institutions in the application and competitive

selection process. Involvement --)f self-sponsored siteL in the

advanced testing phases of the E.oject further enhanced implementa-

tion of the curricular materials Two projects, National Institute

for PBTE--Part I and Part II, sponsored by the U.S. Office of

Education EPDA 553 have played a significant role in the dissem-

ination of the curricular materials. The first phase of the

National Institute for PBTE involved 10 sites, one representing

each of the USOE Regions, in training for use of the materials
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and in the advanced testing of the materials. Again, a process

of announcement to each state, nominations of appropriate insti-

tutions, and competitive application and selection was utilized.

several of these sites have provided leadership on regional and

state bases in orienting and training personnel of other insti-

tions tc implement PBTE programs utilizing The Center's PBTE

',IALcrials. (Sites participating with The Center in

the development and testing were lLsted earlier in this report.)

In the second phase of the National Institute for PBTE,

emphasis was placed upon training key personnel in each of 25

sites to plan and implement PBTE programs and to train others in

own institutions, and in other institutions within their

respective states'as well, to conduct PBTE programs. Once again

a similar procedure' of announcements to all states, nominations,

and -7=pel':_ive applications were 1:tilized in the selection process.

The fc Lowing institutions were those selected for participation

in the second phase of the National Institute for PBTE:

Appalachian State Universit:
Boone, North Carolina

Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah

Central Connecticut State College
New Britain, Connecticut

Central State University
Emond, Oklahoma

Callman County Area Vocational Center
Cullman, Alabama

Eastern New Mexico University
-tales, New Mexico



Federated Universities of North Texas Area
Richardson, Texas

Indian University
Bloomington, Indiana

Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa

Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan

New York Institute of Technclogy
Old Westbury, New York

Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania

Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana

State University College at Utica/Rome
Jtica, New York

Suburban ciennepin Technical Center
Eden Prairie, Minnesota

University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky

University of Louisville
Louisville, Kentucky

University of Minnesota-Duluth
Duluth, Minnesota

University New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire

University of Rhode Island
Kingston, Rhode Island

University of Soutn Dakota
Springfield, South Dakota

Virginia Polytechnical Institute and State University
Blacksburg, Virginia.

INe:tern Michigan University
Kalamazoo, MiChigan
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W(;sttield State College
Westfield, Massachusetts

Although these funded projects have ended, a cadre of trained

experienced personnel is available and. is beinc utilizecl by

other institutions to provide orientation and training in the

use of the PBTE curricular materials.

A third EPDA 553 funded project is currently in progress

in which The Center is working closely with five Leadership

Fites chosen from among the 42 sites which had previously worked

with The Center on the PBTE curricula. This project focuses on

identifying and seeking solutions to specific problems associated

with implementing PBTE programs at these sites more fully during

the academic year. Results of these efforts will then be shared

with the selected sites in a disse7ination workshop. The five

Leadership Sites partl_cipating with The Center in this project

are:

Purdue University

State Univer'Sity College at Utica/Rome

Temple University

University of Rhode Island

Utah State University.

During the summer of 1977, The Center conducted two cost-

recovery workshops in planning and implementing PBTE programs.

One these workshops was designed specifically for college and

university vocational teacher education personnel, while the

ether was cjeared for post-secondary and local education agency

stag development personnel. Experience with these two workshops,
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and with a similar workshop attempted prior to the American

Vocational Association Convention, has shown that requiring

participants to pay their own travel and per diem expenses, plus

a substantial fee to defray all costs of conducting she workshop,

severely limits participation.

The Center has also carried out PBTE orientation and training

under technical assistance agreements with institutions 7d agen-

cies. Under one such agreement, a USOE Regional Workshop Oh PBTE

was conducted and, under another, training and assistance were

provided to a local education agency in designing and implementing

an inservice performance-based staff development program.

Following is a summary of the numbers of persons oriented

and trained to use The Center PBTE curricula and numbers of

teachers in training who have been involved directly as a result

of The Center's efforts in conducting the training and dissemina-

tion efforts discussed above*:

Number of individuals receiving
resource person training

Number of ac-Aditional persons
receiving awareness training
only

Number of teachers involved in
module use (preservice 2,570

inservice 2,910)

912

2,251

5,480

It should be noted that these numbers reflect only the

primary efforts of The Center in working with sites in the above

*Numbers of individuals invol, d in the current EPDA 553 project
"Implementing Performance-Basel Teacher Education".are not included.
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described activities. No attempt has been made to collect,

suarize, and report here, data regarding secondary efforts of

these sites as they have conducted. PBTE orientation and training

activities on regional, state, and individual institution bases.

Since publication of the final version of the first of the

PBTE modules in December 1977, the publisher has actively pro-

moted the matrials. An announcement brochure has been developed

b. the publisher (see Appendix H). This brochure and complimen-

tary copies of a sample ,-,odule have been made available in quantity

for use by Center off and site personnel. The publisher has

also developed a Module Availability and Order Form which is up-

dated periodically as more of the materials are published.

Tn cooperation with The Center, the publisher has developed

a mailing list of over 6,000 teacher educators, administrators,

and staff civelopment personnel who are potential users of these

products. The announcement brochure and a sample module have

been provided to each of these 6,000 individuals, and at least

two editions of the Module Order and Availability Form have been

sent to each person. Three additional mailings will be made to

thes,I, persons over a period of the next six months.

Center experience with testing and implementation sites has

shown a continuing need for orientation and training in the use

of the PBTE materials for successful. imT-Hmentation. The Center

:,ontinue to seek suppor for such training effort's necessary

to maximize returns on the professional investment and the impY.uve-

ment of teacher preparation which can now be a reality through

Implementation of these curricular materials.
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Sample Module
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DEMONSTRATE A MANIPULATIVE SKILL

PREREQUISITES:

1. Element 39. Write student performance

objectives for the vocational education

offering.

2. Element 72. Write a lesson plan.

3. Element 76. Develop original instrutional

materials such as ineiiidualized related

assignment sheets, transparencies, charts.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Check see that you have satisfact_,rily

compl,.ted all prerequisites:

2. Read the introduction and study the performance

objective.

3. Take the pre-assessment. If you successfully

complete the pre-assessment:, you may choose

not to complete this module.

4. If yo.,. plan continued study of this module,

proceed in a chi nological sequence beginning

with the learning experiences 'hat follow the

pre-assessment.
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INTRODUCTION

The ability to effectively demonstrate a manipulative skill is one of

th most important teaching competencies to be mastered by the vocational

teacher. It is a teaching technique which will provide information, create

interest, and develop standards of quality for the work being done.

A demonstration is more than siirplc showing students how a job should

be done. It should be planned and e.uted so as to help the student under-

stand the necessary procedures.

This module will give you the opportunity to learn and apply techniques

which are necessary in effectively demonstrating.a manipulative skill. You

will he able to practice the demonstration techniques with manipulative

skills from your area of specialization. Your practice demonstrations

will be evaluates using the same criteria as the evaluation of your post-

assessment.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

Gi-en the proper setting (equipment, materials, supplies, and audience)

and time to prepare, you will be able to demonstrate a manipulative skill

fiance with the criteria specified on the module Checklist (page 8).

The lowest level acceptable performance will be 23 out of 23 as judged by

the teacher-educator.

PRE-ASSESSMENT

Your pre-assessment consists of actually planning and presenting a

emonstration Of 0 manipulative skitl. Report to your teachereducator

for help in determining a skill to demonstrate and for he necessary



materials and equipment. Also, pchedule a time for your presentation to

a small group.

Write out the performance objective of your demonstratior and the steps

necessary to reach that objective. Remember, a demonstration does not have

to be long to be effective; but to be effective, it must be well planned

and executed. The lowest level of acceptable performance in accordance

with the criteria specified in the module Checklist (page 8) is 23 out of

23 as judged by the teacher-educator.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. A demonstration is successful only to the extent that students learn

frow that demonstration. With this goal in mind, let's examine the qualities

ana techniques which contribute to an effective demonstration. This can

provide a set of criteria toward which you may strive and that will provide

a basis for self-criticism and self-help.

Vocational teachers for many years have been using a pattern around

which any lesson may be lined r-d taught. The following four steps are

involved:

Step One: Preparation

The instructor assembles all materials, supplies, and equipment

for the lesson. Then he must arouse the students' interest in

tae lesson. This includes writing the lesson plan and stuaent

per.ormance ohj,,ctives.
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Step Two: Presentation

The instructor demonstrates and explains exactly whet is to be

learned.

Step Three: Application

The student performs, with the assistance of the instructor,

the operations to be learned.

Step Four: Testing and Follow -uL

The tudent performs the operations by himself and is checked

for efficiency and skill by the instructor.

You will find it de3trable to plan each lesson around these four steps, and

then to follow them closely as you teach the lesson. With practice these

steps will become second nature. The skillful instructor synchronzes these

steps into a unified whole. The criteria included in each of the four steps

will now be discussed more fully.

Activities

1. Read the Checklist (pages 8 and 9).

2 Complete the self-instruction booklet How to teach. a Performance-

Demonstration Lescion, Part I Study for understanding of the

items listed on the Checklist.
CHOOSE

2A. Read The Instructor and His Job, pages 116-135. Read for

understanding of he items listed on the Checklist.

L-- 2B. Read Audiovisual Methods in Teaching, gages 272-295. Read for
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understant.ing of the items listed on the Checklist.

3. Review the Checklist (refer to Activity No. 1, page 3). If you

feel there are criteria which you do nut utAerstand, contact

your teacher-educator for - explanation.

References specific to service areas

If you would like information about ''demonstrations relati,,e to a

particular service area, select the ap?ropriate reference listed:

Agriculture Education:

O'Brien. Demonstrations for FLrm Mechanics, pages 9-16.

Business Education:

Stroop. The Balance Sheet, October, 1967, pages 58, 59+.

Health:

Pohl. Teaching Function of the Nureiaz Practitioner, pages 75-78.

Home Economics Education:

Allgood. Demonstration Techniques, pag:-s )4-36.

Trade and Industrial Education:

Kidd and Leighbody. Me.hods of Teaching Shop and Related

Subjects, pages 41-61.

2 You should now have an un,l.arstanding of chi criteria which cont-iite

to .1r1 effective demonstration. Remember, these criteria are the ones on

whicl-: your demonstration will be evaluated. To enable you to visualize these

criteria as carried ott by someone proficient at demonstrating. such as your

teacher-educator or someone designat by him, select one of the following
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activities and rate the demonstration on the Checklist.

Activities

1. )bserve an:; evaluate a 'e" demonstration.

CHOOSE
ONE

L-- IA. Thscrve and evaluate a .3ed demonstration.

3. The only srap lacking now is for ro actually practice planning

and ,'.monstrating a skill. Determine a skill pertaining to your service

area which you would like to practice demonstrating and Lhen report to your

teacher educator for his approval. You should then secure the necessary

materials and equipment. Write out the nerformance objective (Di' your demor

stration =Ind the steps necessary to reach that objective.

Practice the demonstration until you feel confident enough to niesLIlt

it to a small group. You may also want to videotape your demonstration. To

provide e-.aluation and feedback on your performance, select one or more of

ing rDut:i!s:

ActiviLie:

Contact your teacher-educator to arrange for a small group

obs eve, evaluate, and critique your demonstration. Collect

and analyze tie Checklists ro determine the areas needinc,,

imQroyement.

IA. Videotape 'r demonst, Observe the taped presentation

and evi.. auroelf us:_ the Checklist. Study the Checklist
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to de -mine the areas needing improvement.

1B. Videotape your demourt7ra..,on. Ask at least two other people

to observe, evaluate, and critique Lhe taped presentation.

Study their evaluation to determine the area3 needing impro/ement.

When you feel you are ready, contact your teacher-educator for permission

co complete the post-assessment.

?OST-ASSESSMENT

Proceed as directed in the pre-assess7ent (page 1). If you your

teacher-educator agree, you may demc strate the same skill you have been

practicing or the ne you used for your pre-assessment.

If you do not achieve the minim_im level of performance in accordance

with the crite-ia s,,ecijied on the mAuie Checklist of 23 out of 23 as

judged by your tea( r-educator, examine your completed Checklists and

concentrate further practice in the areas needing improvement.

REFERENCES

Allgood, Mary Brown. Demonstration echnigues. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-
Hall, 1959, pp. 14-36.

Dale, Agar, Audio,,isual Methods cling.. New York: Holt, Rinehart,
and Winston, Inc., 1969, pp. 272-:

hc,dges, Lewis H. How to teach a Performance-Demonstration Lesson, Part I.
Chicago: Ame-ican Technical Society, 1969, 28 frames.

Kidd, Donald, and Leighbody, CeLald. 'Methods of Teaching Shop and Relay-1
Subjects. Albany: Delma-, Inc., 1955, pp. 41-61.

D'Brien, Michael. Demonstrations for Farm Mechanics. Danville: Inter.':ate,
1957, pp. 9-16.
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State Department of Education, Trade and Industria: t'lucation-Service.
Instructor Training for Supervisory Personnel, Leajers Manual, Unit 3-

Teacaer Aid fill.

Margaret. Teaching Function of the Nursing Practitioner. DuBuque:

William Brown, Inc., 1968, pp. 75-78.

Homer C. The Instructor and His .Job. Second Edition, Chicago:

American Technical Society, 1966, pp. .-116-135.

-;t1-:'op, Christine. "Recipe for a Demonstration." The Balance Sheet,

October, 1967, pp, 58+.
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Only one copy of the Checklist is

included in this module. Make as

many mdditional copies as you need.
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Demonstreor

Skill being demonstrated

Score

CHECKLIST

Directions: Opposite each item, place a check (V) in either the "Yes" or the "No"
column to indicate your opinion of that aspect of the det.onstration.
Additional remarks and/or suggestions may be made in the "Remarks"
column. Score one point for each "Yes" check.

A. GETTING READY
YES NO REMARKS

1. Was a lesson plan prepa:ed? ( ) ( )

2. Were tools, equipment and materials
all in readiness? ( ) ( )

B. The Four Basic Steps:
PREPARATION

3. Were the learners in proper position
for instruction?

4. Was a clear statement '_acte of what was
to be learned?

5. Did the instructor link up with the
learners' experience?

6. Was the leorn°rs' or4m4,101...A9

PRESENTATIC
7. Was t:le instruction presented ia an

orderly ftep-by-step manner?

(

)

)

)

)

( )

)

8. Was the instruction kept at the
learners' level? ) ( )

9. Was the content reasonable in amount? ( ) ( )

10. Were safety precautions emphasized? ) )

11. Were key points stressed? ( ) ( )

12. Could all leaders see and hear the
i--ruction properly? ( ) ( )



PRESENTATION (Continued)
YES NO REMARKS

13. Was proper use made of vis aids? ( ) ( )

14. Was the presc.r:pration com-lere? ( ) ( )

15. Were questions encouraged? ( ) ( )

APPLICATION
16. Were the achievement standards expected

of the learners clearly stated? ( ) ( )

17. Was adequate practice by the learners
provided for? ( ( )

18. Was the demonstrator's attitude
exacting yet friendly and patient'

19. Were the learners' errors properly
corrected?

20. Were the learners checked at key points
of the procedur-2?

21. Was assistance provided when needed?

TESTING AND FOLLOW-UP
22. ..;ere the learners given the opportunity

to work independently?

23. Were the learners commended for
accomplishment? ( ) ( )

Evaluator Number of "fes" checks

De7,,stration performed under
actual

simu1Ated
teaching conditiors. (circle one)



APPENDIX B

Sample Data-rollectio..
and Synthesis Forms
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Pi:VIEWSMODULE fillj Th'!--',MONSTRATE A MANIFULArl_ :KILL"

2 '27

Ilowing list u: commets was comp lrcm the rev -i,-

three sit( Based on t'ese comments, the module was re-

ised .may the Columbus site.

i'reregl.116ites: Not Needed

Per!...)rmanc Objectives: One obective inadequat. Need enabing

oLlectives. A:30 need a termi- 1 objective whjch speci les condi-

tions in the "retl world" settg. Need t' .iclude affective domain

DblecLIvt_ s).

Level of performance--23 out of 23 not practical (need graduated

scale)--suggest cri7I:tie form from micr -teaching study be used.

Pre and Post-- Assessment: Sr be the same.

Le Experien-e:

I. Suggest elimination -r he 4-step method. Readings vary

too rn ch in content. ::.ame went beyond content needed for

Not necessary to cite Fa sourc for each

service -ea-- stead _;:clgest she student seek additional

res, his own (t..q., resc,rce person, ]lbra etc.)

;e self evaluation.

end .1,ur learning 2xperience keyed to terminal objectY

"real world" setting.
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1 :

ouestion
, sentence I.

the wol. in paf-.:-

Hectives: Objectiv docs not specifi, cond--
.n.s in roil. world settin._; with real itudents.

t nor._ practic:).1--need to sp
fc graCuated scale.

ol ectives.

only show: in checklii t.

cklist micro-Leachng sf_nay.

V cerI.ein

t ssmenf: Should ho the Lse
not ":'eacher Educator

ii.xperinces: The discussion of the 4-step

much. 11,Jile'a is FOIl deep--usii: a C,, ,t1,)nal

;()t n cessdry to cite source for each sere
I'eriormanc Dei.ohstizaticm Lesson' is not:

t. 11 1 X

tn sitt ilowing ch. 0-.

enahl:hd
rm .AI ohiectIve which condifions in ti._ "real
1g." Include ,1:(22tive I.iject..ive. Change

!:)rm,Ance to grdduatea



Pre and Post-Assessment: Should be the same.

Learning Experiences: Eliminate discussion of 4-step method.
Instead of citing source for each service area, suggest
student seek additional resources on his own. Add more
self-evaluation. Include another learning experience keyed
to terminal objective in "real world."
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MODULE TITLE:

REVIEWED BY:

CHECKLIST FOR REVIEW OF COMPLETED/REVISED MODULE

DATE REVIEWED:

During revision:

ri1. Module delivers on objectives.

. Module meets "new format" specifications.

3. Module is internally consistent (performance objectives, direc-
tions Within learning experiences, evaluation instruments, etc.,
do not contradict each other, directly or indirectly).

I1 4. Each learning experience contains no more than 30 pages of
reading.

II 5. Each learning experience contains no more than 3 references.

1-1 6. References are up-to-date (published since 1960, unless earlier
resources can be justified).

ri7. Learning experiences are realistic, can be used by learner with-
out placing undue burden on resource person (e.g., module avoids
sending learner into real world, except optionally, prior to
final learning experience).

1 8. Module provides optional and alternate learning experiences
where appropriate.

L__1 9. Final learning experience requires performance in an actual
school situation.

I 110. Evaluations provide for recycling if level of performance is
not met.

711. Resources, examples, case studies, etc., provide for service area
representation or across the board use.

If revised:

1
1 See 1-11 above.

Ll

Reviewers' comments have been considered in the revision.

Useful original content was not tampered with.

HDecisions to ignore certain comments or change original content
can be justified on the bards of site and/or Columbus reviews.

!)S
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CVTE MODULE REVIEW REPORT

1)(iule No. Date Reviewed

L:,view Team:

DMODULE NEEDS REFINEAENT PAGE(S)

spelling errors

grammatical errors

!punctuation errors

inconsistent terminology

a.Award ser_ence structure

r7format inconsistencies

inappropriate prerequisites

Comments:

MODULE NEEDS MINOP REVISION

Introduction

Does not define terms

Does nct motivate

PAGE(S)



Does not explain purpose of module

Performance Objectives

LiNot rformance based

Not in logical sequence

r-1

Resources

Basic resources are a2ropriate, but ,ne

or twc should be adde- or dropped

Information sheet neec3 clarified

Poor representation of service areas

Learning Ex;_.?riences

ElActivizy needs to be -__arified

Activity needs to, be added

Activities need to be reordered or com
bined

ELearning experience contains no activity

Evaluatic.us

Criteria should be mo,:e specific

F-1 Add, delete or clarify items

Answers are too obvicus

PAGE(S)



Reco=lendatiou:

MODLLE NEEDS MAJOR REVISION

Overall

HDoes no t focus n elements

Criteria are noL met

. lements have been left out

Li

E
Perf:rmance Objectives

,Ena-.1ing objectives require real-life
expriences

ri
Resources

Basic resources are inappropriate

Incomplete information

Out-of-date materials

Plagiarized information sheets

Too many pages of readilig

90
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PAGE(S)



Learning Experiences PAGE(S)

fi Learning experience does noL deliver on
objectives

F-1 Performance taught is not measur-,1,1e

Activities do not lead to accomplishment
of the slated performance objectives

Evaluations

F-1 Do not match learning experience(s)

Offfocus in terms of criteria

F-1Too loose to measure performance

Do not measure achievement of performance
objectives

Recommendation:

91 1 lj 4f)



MODULE NEEDS REWRITTEN

n50'. or more of site faculty reviewers will not use module.

Rt.A:oMMenC,fLion:

92 10 :3



MODULE REVIEW FORM (FACULTY)

PLEASE REVIEW AND RETURN TO

REVIEWER:

BY

MRFF -1

LOCATION (circle one): Missouri Oregon

MODULE'. TITLE:

Directions: Please review the attached module, writing your specific reactions,
suggestions, ideas, etc., directly on the appropriate page of the module.

For general comments and suggestions for improvement, use the space
provided below. Comments for each of the general categories listed would be
greatly appreciated.

INTRODUCTION (states purpose and overall objective, indicates need for
instruction)

PRE-ASSESSMENT/POST-ASSESSMENT (measures attainment of all performance
objectives)

OBJECTIVES (are performance-based, describe observable and measurable behavior,
reflect competence in the teaching role)

LEARNING EXPERIENCES (logical sequence, contribute to attainment of objectives,
alternate experiences provided, provision for feedback)

RESOURCES (supporting materials and references are the best available for the
module, resources contribute to attainment of objectives)

1v
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FOCUS SHEET

(To he used in module develooment and review)

The following elements and related criteria are appropriate f(li This module.

The adequacy of the module's objectives is to be judged against them. The module

should cover no more or no less. If any are inappropriate or should be add,d,
make note below.

94
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L. Would you use this module is you were teaching the subject" (Answer a
or b below.)

F-1Lja. Yes -

Would you give this to an indl.vidual st,ilent?

FlYes

[I]No--why?

Would you give this to a class as a basis for group instruction?

[I1 Yes

No--why?

Would you use this as a guide to help you plan instruction?

77 yes

[7 No- -why?

b. No--why?

-106
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APPENDIX C

Sample Module
Freh.minary Test Version

(118 modules)
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DFINUNSTRATE A MANIPULATIVE SKILL

Module C-16

(#110)

Cooperative Curricula Development Component

The Center for Vocational and Technical Education
The Ohio State University
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Columbus, Ohio 43216

March 17, 1912
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DEMONSTRATE A MANIPULATIVE SKILL

Prerequitiites: None

Directions:

1. Check to see that you have satisfactorily completed all

prerequisites.

2. Read the Introduction and study the Performance Objectives.

3. Decide whether you wish to attempt the Assessment at this

time.

a. If you do not take the Assessment now, proceed with the

module.

b. If you decide to take the Assessment and successfully

complete it, you may choose whether or not to complete

the module.

4. Remember that your resource person is available to help

you with any problems you encounter while progressing

through the module.

10



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

1. Upon completion of the required reading, demonstrate your compre-

hens ion of demonst-

will be assess

2. Given the assignm,..

- manipulative skill. Your comprehension

4)1etion of a self-test.

,emonstrating a manipulative skill, make

all prenaralions for the demonstration. Your achievement will be

assessed by your completion of the *Self Test on Preparing to

Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill."

3. Given a simulated situation, present a manipulative Skill demon-

stration. Your competency will be assessed by the "Demonstrating a

Manipulative Skill Critique Form."

4. Given the assignment of demonstrating a manipulative skill you will

demonstrate a concern for the learner(s). Your competency will be

assessed by a resource person using the "Demonstrating a Manipulative

Skill Critique Form."

5. In a real school situation, demonstrate a manipulative skill. Your

competency will be evaluated by a resource person using the "Demon-

strating a Manipulative Skill Critique Form."

1d211



INTRODUCTION

The good teacher is always searching for ways of presenting lessons

in a stimulating and interesting way. The vocational teacher should be

competen+ nnnipulative sl n as it is an

effective Le-nnique frequently used .LlifurmaLlok 1..eate

interest, or to develop standards of work by showing how a process is

doze.

The learning experiences in this module are intended to help you

develop the competLacy of demonstrating a manipulative skill. You will

be practicing several manipulative skill demonstrations in various

situations to give you experience in using the technique.

112
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VIEW

READ

LEARNING EXPERIENCE 1
(Refer to Objective 1)

During the following learning experiences, you will be
involved in organizing and presenting a manipulative skill
demonstration. To provide background information for the
learnin,t exreri -es:

icel, ,Jav "Teaching for Motor-okill Devoiopment," An
Introduction to Teaching Vocational Technical Education
Through Video Tape and Television.

and

Dale, Edgar. Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching. pp. 138-149.

Optiol,a1 Readings

Stroop, Christine. "Recipe for a Demonstration." The

Balance Sheet, October, 1967. pp. 58+.

Rose, Homer C. The Instructor and His Job. Chapter 7,

pp. 110-129.

SELF- To be sure you have obtained the necessary information to

EVALUATE proceed with the learning experiences, check yourself by the
self-test provided (p. 10).



PREPARE

LEARNING EXPERIENCE II
(Refer to Otjectives 2, 3 and 4)

You are now ready to try demenstrating a manipulative skill.
If you neee. additional help in organizing and presenting the
demonstration, refer to the information sheet (p. 13).

Select a manipulative skill to demonstrate. Then make all
the necessary preparations for the lemonstration and complete
the "Flan Sheet for Demonstrating a Manipulative Skill," p. 15.
Refer to your resource materials if you need help. After you
have made all your preparations, take the "Self Test on Prepar-
ing to Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill," p. 16. If you have
any questions or problems, check with your resource person. If

not, r,u are now ready to present your demonstration.

DEMONSTRATE Present the manipulative skill demonstration to a peer or
group of peers. If possible, video tape your demonstration
for self-critiquing.

SELF- Use the Critique Form "Demonstrating a Manipulative Skill" p. 17 to
EVALUATE assess your demonstration. How did you do? Keep practicing

until you are satisfied with your performance.

105
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VIEW
AND
CRITIQUE

LEARNING EXPERIENCE III
(Refer to Objectives 2, 3 and 4)

If you experienced any difficulties in demonstrating a
manipulay.ive skill maybe it would be helpful to watch
someone else.pivP a demonstration and then -val

,rm.

Arrange with the resource person for a group session with
peers to view and critique, the video tape:

"Demonstrating a Manipulative Skill," The Center for Voca-
tional and Technical Education.

After critiquing has been completed the group should discuss
their evaluation of the demonstration.

Optional Learning Experience

Arrange to observe a "live" demonstration of a manipulative
skill. Evaluate the demonstration with the Critique Form, P. 17.

Now that you have viewed and critiqued a demonstration of
a manipulative skill, it is time you again attempt to improve
your competency.

DEMONSTRATE Select a manipulative skill'to demonstrate. Organize and
present the demonstration in a microteaching session (using
students or peers) with video tape feedback.

SELF- Using the Critique Form, p. 17, self-evaluate the demonstration and
EVALUATE ask the students or peers to evaluate you. Practice until

you are satisfied with your performance.

106
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ASSESSMENT

LEARNING EXPERIENCE IV
(Refer to Objectives 4 a 5)

ihe expLi_,LIceS you practiced
.6 manipulatIve skill demonstrations. For this learning

experience you are to select, organize and present a manipulative
:Ain demonstration in an actual school setting. Make arrange-
ments for your resource person to view the "live" demonstration
cr to review a video tape of your presentation.

Your competency will be assessed by your resource person
using the Critique Form, "Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill."
(p.17).

If you have satisfactorily completed this learning experience,
you do not have to take the Assessment.

1.07 nu



Report to your resource person to arrange for your demonstration

of a manipulative skill. Your competency will be assessed by the

resource person using the Critique Form, "Demonstrating a Manipulative

Skill," p. 17 .
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SELF-TEST FOR LEARNING EXPERIENCE I

Directions: Circle the one best alternative from among the four alternatives
presented in each item.

1. Information points take the form of:

A. notes.

B. cautions.

C. topics.

D. both A and B.

2. Cautions relate to:

A. discipline.

B. safety.

C. differences between machines.

D. general information.

3. Which of the following is not used by the instructor in presenting a
demonstration?

A. Tools needed

B. Visual aids needed

C. List of operating steps

D. Related information outline

4. If possible, demonstrations should take about:

A. 10 minutes.

B. 15 minutes.

C. 20 minutes.

D. 30 minutes.

5. Demonstrations are presented:

A. where convenient.

B. in surroundings such as those. the student will encounter on the job.

109
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C. close to the tool cabinet.

D. in a formal classroom.

u. The initial evaluation of a demonstration is generally made from:

A. the students.

B. the instructor.

C. both A and B.

D. writter. tests.

7. The students should practice:

A. immediately following the demonstration.

B. after reviewing their related information notes.

C. during the next class period.

D. whenever they have time.

8. Students should be allowed continuous practice of a skill:

A. as they see fit.

B. without instructor interference.

C. only if they are performing it correctly.

D. exactly as it is demonstrated.

9. Summarizing should be done for a manipulative skill demonstration:

A. At the end of the demonstration.

B. As you go along.

C. Both A and B.

D. None of the above.

10. In presenting a demonstration, the teacher should avoid:

A. using time to establish rapport.

B. the COIK fallacy.

C. emphasizing key points.

D. all of the above.

no
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SELF TEST FOR LEARNING EXPERIENCE I

1. D

2. B

3. D

4. B

5. B

. C

7. A

8. c

9. A

10. B

KEY

111 2



INFORMATION SHEET

Demonstrating a Manipulative Skill

A manipulative skill involves changing the form of the material or moving

material, e.g. folding a letter to put into an envelope, stacking cans in a

grocery store, 3trip,?ing electrical wire or sewing a button.

A demonstration places emphasis on the doing steps, incorporating only

those highly specific points of information essential to the performance of the

steps safely and efficiently.

Demonstrating a manipulative skill is a practical and effective teaching

strategy for teaching most manipulative skills. Properly used, it helps make

the student a keen observer of each step in thf demonstration, leads him to the

later step-by-step application of the demonstrator's performance--checking his

own performance as he proceeds. He is conscious of the function of each step

in accomplishing the procedure and aware of the necessary safety precautions.

Suggested procedures for the demonstration:

I. Pre-plan carefully:

A. Select a. manipulative skill to perform.

B. List goals, key points and safety practices, and teacher activity

for each step.

C. List all equipment, tools, and materials needed for the demonstration.

D. Collect materials and try-out demonstration.

E. Re-check steps, key points, and teacher activity foy. completeness

and excess verbiage.

Decide where yriu would place students to observe the demonstration

and how you will position yourself and the materials. Place

students so that they see the demonstration over your shoulder

whenever possible.

112
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(;. Following the revised plan, repeat the demonstration. Before

performing each step, tell the observers what you are going to

do and why.

H. Plan and prepare visual aids for oily step you feel students could

not observe clearly.

I. Plan Step I introduction, Steps III and IV which might be the

begi!Ininf; of application, checking, or summarizing by having

the students review the steps as you perform the task or as they

perform the task.

J. Repeat entire lesson using the introduction, employing the visual

aids in the presentation, and trying-out the close of the lesson.

II. During the lesson:

A. State clearly the reason for the demonstration the beginning

telling the students what their role will be during the demonstration

and what will be expected of them at the end of the demonstration.

B. Position the students and yourself so they can observe clearly.

C. Perform the demonstration step-by7atep telling them what you are

going to do in each step and why, giving key points, and then

performing the activity for each step.

D. There are a number of ways to summarize. One would be to repeat

the demonstration while students tell you each step, what you are

tc do and why, and giving key points, or if the procedure is simple

and safe, guide the students through a step-by-step imitation of the

skill.



PLAN SHEET FOR DEMONSTRATING A MANIPULATIVE SKILL

t.o be Demonstrated:

Ma*.erials and/or Equipment Needed:

Procedures: NVP

Steps To Be Followed J Key Points* To Be Emphasized

Reference (if needed):

*Includes safety practices
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SELF TEST ON PREPARING TO DEMONSTRATE A MANIPULATIVE SKILL

Did you:

1. select the manipulative skill to be performed?

P.. outline the steps to be followed indicating key points?

3. determine al.L materials and equipment needed?

4. collect and prepare all materials and equipment?

5. determine the best position for yourself and the students
during the demonstration?

6. practice the demonstration?

116 125
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CRITIQUE DAM
DEMONSTRATING NAIIIEUIATIVE SflLL

In helping the student learn an occupation, the teacher will be presenting new

manipulative skills through a method of teaching known as the demonstration. If

the teacher has given a good demonstration and the students have been good

observers and listeners, the students should be ready to attempt to perform the

manipulative skill safely and step-by-step.

The following items will be used to 11 HCW WELL ACCOMPLISHED
evaluate the teacher's demonstration.
If the teacher did not accomplish the
item, put an X in the 'pox below' DID NOT
ACCOMPLISH': If the teacher did ilaiiilish

0
44 1.4 4)

_0 g W piTET-MMT
OD

put an X in the box which best 4,

describes HOU WELL the teacher ACCOMPTISHED ss 0 .-i

the item.
,

n...
Po

14 44

W
w
0

D1. the teacher in the demonstration: 1 2 3 !

1. Have all equipment, tools and materials
ready for use?

2. Talk to the students and not to the
tools or materials?

3. Present each step of the procedure,
task, skill or operation in a logical
sequence?

4. Briefly dtnte what step WWI to he
perfcrmed, haw and why it was performed,
and then perform It?

5. Position himoclf aai the students so
that each step +MA easily observed.

6. Present only one method of doing the
operation or task while stressing the
key points so the task could be
completed safely and efficiently.

7. Perform the manipulative skill with ease?

D D L7 El

DD EY L7 L7 L7

D 13 D D L7

DDL7DDD

00L70,01:1

ODOODO
ODODDL7

Level of Performance: Acceptable performance will be at least an "average"

rating for each item. If the teacher received a "very poor" or "poor" on any

item, he must continue to work on that it until he has reached the average

or better level. (Note: The resource person may change the acceptable level

of performance.)

Assczsment of Micro-Teaching and Video Recording in Vocational and Technical

Education, The Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The Mao State

UniNersity, 1900 Kenny Road, Columbus,
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APPENDIX D

Sample Preliminary Test Data
and Data-Collection Forms
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MODULE REACTION FORM

We want your honest reactions to the module you have just worked with. You are
in the best position to know whether this module does the job that we intended
it to do. Your candid responses will help us to make necessary changes in this
learning package. Although completion of this form is voluntary, we would
appreciate and use any information you car. provide:

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

INSTRUCTIONS: Read the brief instructions given for each item and
provide the necessary information.

1. Name (not required): 2. Date

3. Module Title:

4. University or agency administering this module:

5. Current Status: (check one,) 6. Instructional Area: (check one,/)

A. Preservice Teacher A. Agriculture
(now preparThg to teach)

B. Business and Office
B. Ins-A-vice Teacher

(currently teaching) C. Distributive

C. Other (specify) D. Home Economics

E. Industrial Arts

F. Technical

G. Trade and Industrial

H. Other (specify)

7. Approximately how much time did you spend working with this module?

hours

8. How many learning experiences did you attempt to complete? (specify

number)

9. How marie learning experiences did you complete successfully? (specify

number)



II. SPECIFIC REACTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS: Please ,ead each of the following statements. Circle the
term on the right of each Statement that most nearly represents your
opinion of this module. The terms on the right are defined as follows:

SA .A U D SD
Strongly Agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly Disagree

!

Your carefully cqonsidered responses will definitely be used in our revision
of this module! I

I. I easily understood each of the module objectives
before I began working with the learning experi-
ences SA A U D SD

NOTE: If you answered U, D, or SD, please list below,
by number, the objectives not easily understood.

2. Each learning experience assisted me in achieving its
related objectives SA A U D SD

NOTE: If you answered U, D or SD, please list below,
by number, the objectives for which experiences were
inadequate.

3. I was well aware of my progress (or lack of progress)
as I worked through this module SA A U D SD

122
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The evaluations (self-tests, rating sheets, check
lists) measured my achievement of the objectives. .

NO FE: It yot answered U, D or 5D, please list
below, by title, the evaluation measures that were

. . SA A U D SD

5. Fhe learning experiences made the best use of my
time in achieving module objectives SA A U D SD

NOCE: If you answered U, D or SD, please indicate
below how better use could have been rade of your

6. I felt that the module instructional materials
(readings, etc.) helped me achieve the module
objectives SA A U D SD

NOTE: If you answered U, D or SD, please
indicate below what kind of materials you would
have preferred.

7. I feel that the performance objectives included
in this module are important to success in voca-
tional teaching SA A U D SD
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III. GENERAL REACTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS: In this section we want your reactions to any aspects
of the module that you like or dislike.

1. What did you like best about this :nodule?

A.

B.

C.

D.

). What did you like least about this module?

A.

B.

C.

D.

3. Any additional comments?



\

TEACHER EDUCATOR NAME

UNIVERSITY

MODULE FIELD TEST REPORT

DATE:

SPECIALIZATION
AREA (circle one): Ag. Bus. & Off. DE Home Ec. T & I Ind. Arts Other

MODULE NAME: NUMBER:

I. 1 used this module for (check one):

Group Instruction Individualized Other (explain)
Instruction

Considering the objectives to be attained, the time spent by students seemed
(check one):

0
Too Short Reasonable Too Long

3. Based upon the time I spent administering this module, it seemed (check one):

Highly Effective Effective Ineffective

4. I would use this module again when preparing vocational teachers (check one and state
why you made this choice):

Yes Yes, with No

revision

5. The greatest strengths of this module are:

A.

B.

C.

D.

6. The greatest weaknesses of this module are:

A.

B.

C.

D.

7. Please use the back of this sheet for any additional comments.

125
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rniversitv administering module:

MODULE REACTION FORM
SUMMARY SHEET

Module Title C-/6

n,,,,,

Mode

Range

3 1 J- c..2-_
2(4) ! 3(I) 3 (5)

7
! .2. .2 3 a
t

, 2(2)
1 .1 .11) 2(10 2 ( 4) 2(6) 1110) a (a)

i :8 / -3
,

1 -3 )-y -2 3 1 - 5 1 -1 I - 5 1 -N 1 - 3

Student

( ) 1 ( 4_

I

8
Hours i

Worked!
on L.E.

±MuduleIAtteated

.2-

I

3

1 9

1L.L.

ISuccesstullv
1Completed

Q1

Objectives
Easily

Understood

Q2
L.E.'s
Assisted

Understanding
of Objectives

(-71

Student
Aware of

Module
Progress

04 Q5

Evaluations L.E.'s
Measured Worth
Achievement, Time

Q6
Media
Helped
Module
Objective

Q7
Perf Obi
Necessar
to Voca.
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COMMENTS POSTED FROM MODULE REACTION FORMS

C16--Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill

hrs.
Inservice Ind Arts 3 Tried and completed 1.

Increased my awareness of students
and importance of speaking to them
rather than materials or tools.

Step by step planning helpful in
taking skill down to most basic
components.

Inservice Tech 4 Tried and completed all.
Liked conciseness of task; being
able to concentrate one's effort
within a limited scope allows a
thorough analysis of the obj.

Readings and Objs are not entirely
compatible.

Inservice Tech 5 Tried 2, completed 1.
It was easy for me--I liked that.

Inservice Tech

Inservice Tech

5 Tried and completed 3.
Objs not clear as to students being

involved.
Didn't-like videotaping with students- -
time wasted setting up equipment.

Taped examples of what is required
would be most helpful before we
attempt to do taping. Why can't
we tape using other teachers in-
stead of students--would save
valuable class time.

8 Tried 3, completed ?
At this time, I have no knowledge

if my taped "performance" was
satisfactory.

Wouldn't a more accurate evaluation
of my achievement be to evaluate
my students performing the same
task?

The time spent on this module is
school time not my own "free"
time. This is not good.

Liked viewing demonstrations by others
and subsequent discussion.

Didn't like making video tape.
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Inservice Tech

Inservice Tech

2 Tried and completed 3.
Liked clarity.
Too long--reading material was too

drawn out.

4 Tried and completed 3.
In second step, student should tell
instructor how student would do
it, not how instructor would do
it.

Inservice T & I 1 Tried and completed 0.
No comments.

Inservice T & I 3 Tried and completed 1.
No corments.

Inservice T & I 2 Tried and completed 2.
Easily understood breakdown of

necessary job performances.
Excessive references to read.

Inservice T & I 31/2 Tried and compl.Jted 1.
Liked evaluation checklist.
Module had to be done under extremely

unfavorable conditions.

Inservice T & I 11/2 Tried and completed 2.
I knew most LE's before I did them.
Some LE's went into more detail than

needed.
Demonstration comes easy.
Didn't like technical set up of

visual' equipment.

Inservice T & I 3 Tried and completed 3.
It opened a way to use this on a
limited basis for other unit
lessons.

Did not completely coincide with my
shop level techniques.

Inservice T & I 4 Tried and completed 2.
I personally understood more from
the conversation than from the
written material.

Word of mouth and observing others
was most beneficial.

Didn't find reading material to be
very interesting.
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PSYCHOMETRIC REFINEMENT DATA (CTB)

AODULE 36: DEMONSTRATE A MANIPULATIVE SKILL

COMMENTS:

The technical wry. -r suggests that the learning experiences in Module 36 be
reorganized. It logical that the learner should observe and critique a
demonstration before giving one himself. The suggested reorganization is as
follows:

Learning Experience I: Cognitive Material

Learning Experience II: Plan a Demonstration

Learning Experience III: Observe and Critique a Demonstration

Learning Experience IV: Implement the Plan and Give a Demonstration

Tcrinal Objective

13
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MODULE 36: DEMONSTRATE A MANIPULATIVE SKILL

ENABLING OBJECTIVE 1: Upon completion of the required reading, demonstrate
your comprehension of demonstrating a manipulative
skill. Your comprehension will be assessed by the
completion of a self-test.

REVISIONS OF ENABLING OBJECTIVE 1: Demonstrate comprehension of the way
to deTnLstrate a manipulative skill.

OBJECTIVE REFINEMENTS

COMMENTS:

The technical writer is missing the reading seleCtion by David Pucel. With-
out that selection, the cognitive material for Learning Experience I is

incomplete, and the objective refinements will also be incomplete. The tech-
nical writer notified OSU of the missing selection that was to be forwarded.
After waiting a week without receiving the material, the technical writer
decided to proceed with Module 36 since it was one of the two that were re-
quested to be refined as soon as possible.

PP

PP

pp

1-1 The learner will identify the definition of a manipulative skill.

1-2 The learner will indicate that demonstrations should be presented
in surroundings such as those the student will encounter "on the
iob."

1-3 The learner will indicate that demonstrations should not exceed
15 minutes in length if possible.

pp 1 -4. The learner will indicate thLt safety measures associated with
the manipulative skill should be clearly explained to the students,
and the learner must be sure to use proper safety measures through-
out the demonstration.

pp 1-5 The learner will indicate that students should practice the manip-
ulative skill immediately following the demonstration.

pp 1-6 The learner will indicate that the teacher should supervise the
students while they are practicing the manipulative skill, and
give additidnal instruction to those who perform it.incorrectly.

pp 1-7 The learner will indicate that the main points of the demonstration
should be summarized at the end of the demonstration.

pp 1-8 The learner will indicate that the students should observe the
demonstration from "zero angle" whenever possible.

* = Objective refinements to be measured by a terminal checklist
pp = Objective refinements to be measured by a paper and pencil test
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* pp 1-9 The learner will indicate that visual aids should be prepared
for any part of the demonstration that students will not be
able to see clearly.

* pp 1-10 The learner will indicate that the reason for the demonstration
should be clearly stated at the beginning, and students should
he told what their role will be during the demonstration and
what will be expected of them afterward.

COMMENTS:

Just before starting on Module 36, the technical writer refined Module 19 on
safety in the vocational laboratory. It is surprising that Module 19 is not
a prerequisite for demonstrating a manipulative skill since they relate in an
important way. In fact, Module 19 contains an exercise on safety instruction
in connection with demonstration of a manipulative skill. Another problem
associated with Module 19 that is noted in comments for that module concerns
evaluating the learner on his ability to administer a test. It would seem
logical to make the module on testing a prerequisite for Module 19.

The points just made indicate a general problem the technical writer has
found throughout the modules. The relationships among different topics are
neglected. The learner must synthesize for himself to get the total picture.
Attention should be given to coordinating the modules so that they relate to
one another and material is not duplicated.

ENABLING OBJECTIVE 2: Given the assignment cf demonstrating a manipulati:1
skill, make all preparations for the demonstration.
Your achievement will be assessed by your completion
of the "Self-Test on Preparing to Demonstrate a Man-
ipulative Skill."

REVISIONS OF ENABLING OBJECTIVE 2: Plan and prepare for a demonstration of
a manipulative skill.

OBJECTIVE. REFINEMENTS

The learner will select a manipulative skill to perform.

The learner will list the goals of the demonstration and what level
of performance will be required to meet the goals.

The learner will list the steps of the demonstration with key points,
safety practices, and teacher activity for each step.

* 2-11

* 2-12

* 2-13

* 2-14

* 2-15

The learner will list all equipment, tools, and materials for the
demonstration.

The learner will assemble all equipment, tools, and materials for
the demonstration.



* 2-16

* 2-17

* 2-18

The learner will determine the best position for himself and the
students during the demonstration.

The learner will plan and prepare visual aids for any step the
students will not be able to observe clearly.

The learner will practice the demonstration.

ENABLING OBJECTIVE 3: Given a simulated situation, present a manipulative
skill demonstration. Your competency will be as-

sessed by the "Demonstrating a Manipulative Skill
Critique Form."

REVISIONS OF ENABLING OBJECTIVE 3: In a simulated situation, present a
manipulative skill demonstration.

OBJECTIVE REFINEMENTS

* 3-19 The learner will have all equipment, tools, materials, and visual
aids ready for use in the demonstration.

* 3-20 The learner will clearly state the reason for the demonstration at
the beginning, telling the students what their role will be during
the demonstration and what will be expected of them at the end of
the demonstration.

3-21 The learner will nosition the students so that they can observe
clearly; they should observe from "zero angle" if possible.

3-22 The learner will talk to the students and not to the tools and
materials.

* 3-23 The learner will present each step of the demonstration in a log-

ical sequence.

3-24 The learner will state briefly what step is going to be performed,
how and why it will be performed, and then perform it.

3-25 The learner will instruct the students in proper safety practices.

3-26 The learner will use proper safety practices at all times during
the demonstration.

* 3-27 The learner will present only one method of performing the manip-
ulative skill so that students do not become confused.

* 3-28 The learner will summarize at the end of the demonstration.
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EW",ING OBJECTIVE 4: Given the assignment of demonstrating a manipulative
skill, you will demonstrate a concern for the learn-
er(s). Your competency will be assessed by a resource
person using the "Demonstrating a Manipulative Skill
Critique Form."

REVISIONS OF ENABLING OBJECTIVE 4: Demonstrate a concern for students when
demonstrating a manipulative skill.

COMMENTS:

The objective does not make sense; it is contrived. If a demcnstration is
performed properly, the student is automatically considered. In fact, the
whole demonstration shows a concern for the student. The technical writer
strongly suggests that Enabling Objective 4 be deleted. There are no re-
finements unique to Enabling Objective 4.

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE: In a real school situation, demonstrate a manipulative
skill. Your competency will be evaluated by a resource
person using the "Demonstrating a Manipulative Skill
Critique Form."

REVISIONS OF TERMINAL OBJECTIVE: In a real school situation, plan and prepare
for a demonstration of a manipulative skill
and then present the demonstration.

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE REFINEMENTS

1. The learner will select a manipulative skill to perform.

2. The learner will list the goals of the demonstration and the level of
performance that will be required to meet the goals.

3. The learner will list the steps of the demonstration with key points,
safety practices, and teacher activity for each step.

4. The learner will list all equipment, tools, and materials needed for
the demonstration.

5. The learner will assemble all equipment, tools, and materials for the
demonstration.

6. The learner will determine the best position for himself and the stu-
dents during the demonstration.

7. The learner will plan and prepare visual aids for any step the students
will not be able to observe clearly.

8. The learner will practice the demonstration.

9. The learner will have all equipment, tools, materials, and visual aids
ready for use in the demonstration.
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* 10. The learner will clearly state the reason for the demonstration at the
beginning, telling the students what their role will be during the dem-
onstration and what will be expected of them at the end of the demon-
stration.

* 11. The learner will position the students so that they can observe clearly;
they should observe from "zero angle" if possible.

* 12. The learner will talk to the students and not to the tools and materials.

* 13. The learner will present each step of the demonstration in a logical se-
quence.

* 14. The learner will state briefly the step that is going to be performed,
how and why it will be performed, and then perform it.

* 15. The learner will instruct the students in proper safety procedures.

* 16. The learner will use proper safety practices at all times during the
demonstration.

* 17. The lea .ier will present only one method of performing the manipulative
skill so that the students do not become confused.

* 18. The learner will summarize at the end of the demonstration.
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APPENDIX E

Revision Procedures and
Quality Control Devices



MODULE REVISION PROCESS

(Module Number) (Module Name)

IS INPUT HAS THE INPUT
AVAILABLE BEEN FULLY USED

I. Initial Formative Testing:

i. Module Reaction Forms (TT)

b. *Taped Interviews with TT

Module Field Test Report (TE)

d. *Taped Interview with Resource Person

L. Nodule Evaluation Form (Coord. of
Feld Testing)

Objective Refinements (CTB)

3. Module Annotations (CTB)

*Nedia Developed Since First Revision

D. *Information Sheets Written Since First
Revision

6. *Consultant Reviews of Module and
Category

7. *Random Notes Placed in Module Master
File

8. *Recommendations for Information Sheet
Development

*These inputs will be available for selected modules only.
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MODULE TITLE

MODULE QUALITY REVIEW CHECKLIST

MODULE NO . REVIEWED BY:

Language

1. New terminology is defined in the introduction or information sheets.

2. The terminology is consistent throughout.

3. The internal directions are simply and clearly stated, and complete.

4. The performance objectives are stated in observable terms.

5. Trio procedures describe the options available to the learner in completing the module.

6. The activities clarify what the performance is, how to do it, and why it is necessary.

7. The language is livery and interesting; not mechanical or pedantic.

8. The language is geared to the level t.f an average reader in the target audience.

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

Learning Experiences

1. Learning experiences are sequenced logically. YES NO

2. Learning experiences cf:., not overlap. YES NO

3. Learning experiences lead directly to competency in the performance objectives. YES NO
4. All required readings contlibute directly to attaining the objectives. YES NO

5. All required activities contribute directly to attaining the objectives. YES NO

6. When an activity may be difficult to implement, alternate ways of completing the activity are provided. YES NO

7. Optional learning activities are provided to give depth, variety, and flexibility to the learning experiences. YES NO

8. A range of activities is provided to accommodate students of different abilities, needs, and interests. YES NO
9. A range of activities is provided to allow for both individual and group work. YES NO

10. Role playing activities include role descriptions and situations to guide anyone playing a role outside
his/het own frame of rCertoce. YES NO

11. The learning activities are Varied and interesting, with a minimum of repetition from one learning
experience to another. YES NO

12. Feedback is provided at the end of every learning experience. YES NO

Information Sheets (Criteria in the "Language" section apply here.)

The module i5 self-contained, if at all possible. YES NO
2. Information sheets contain up-.to-date and accurate info:mation. YES NG
3. Information sheets ai - concrete and tangible; not vague generalities or lists of criteria; they tell "how

to do it." YES NO

4. Information sheets are relevant to vocational education, with examples drawn from various service
areas of vocational education. YES NO

5. Selected pages of outside resources are used as enrichment and/or reinforcement activities. YES NO

6. Outside resources are not more than 10 years old (unless they are of exceptional value). YES NO

7. Readings (information sheets and outside references) are complete in that they provide the learner
with all information needed to complete the module. YES NO

8. Outside references are standard eiough that they should be readily available to any module user. YES NC

Self-Checks, Model Answers, Checklists

1. Self-checks are thought provoking and require application of information; not rote responses.

2. Self-checks comprehensively reflect the information provided in the learning experience.

YES NO

YES NO



are not obvious, they require an understanding of the knowledge important to achieving
YES NOf,,mOetency

,,rissityers are provided to reinforce learning and clarify concepts. YES NO

Chec.i.sts and assessment forms are stated in observable, performance terms. YES NO

(Thee,' isrs include all the criteria necessary for successful performance. YES NO

KhSIS actually assess the learner's progress toward the co)jective. YES NO

.:hecklisls are or reasonable length and complexity, with no more than 25-30 items. YES NO

natives to peer evaluation are provided for those learners who cannot arrange to work with pee s. YES NO

leedt,ack device includes a stated level of performance. YES NO

,iva-nuns provide for recycling if the level of performance is not met. YES NO

1 I he media is apphcale to vocational service areas. YES NO

I n, media illustrates. clarifies, reinforces, or extends the concepts introduced in the module; it doesn't
i 'ePedt them. YES NO

The media is realistec, e.. the teacher. students, and real school setting are believable. YES NO

4 1 he length of the media is reaonat-ie (10 to 20 minutes). YES NO

media is interesting visually/aurally. YES NO

The media is clear visually/aurally. YES NO

It tne media includes an exemplary instructor, the instructor:
a relates well with students, YES NO

uses student feedback. YES NO
uses media or teaching aids where appropriate. YES NO

Lf presents information geared to the needs of the students. YES NO
teaches on the basis of up to -date learning theory. YES NO

,0 media is free from racial and sex bias. YES NO

-.1 The media is lively and action-oriented. YES NO

10 1 t-ie int ormation is presented in a logical sequence. YES NO

ail

1 The module delivers on the objectives. YES NO

The module meets format specifications. YES NO

The module is internally consistent (objectives, activities, feedback devices, etc. do not contradict
...!;.n other. directly or indirectly) YES NO

4 'ear Wing experience other than the final learning experience requires performance in an actual
nnol situation YES NO

-iopor (unity is provided for practicing any performance which must be executed in the real world. YES NO

The final learning experience requires performance in an actual school situation. YES NO

The learning experiencos are realistic; i.e., they do not require an unreasonable amount of prior knowl-
oe r. of time on the part of the learner. YES NO

impiementation of the module is feasible and practical; i.e., it does not require an unreascnable ;)mount
rne resource person's time YES NO

te.arnnq 3C nv I nes. information sheets, case studies, resources, etc. provide equitable representation
,arious service areas in vocational education. YES NO

nirooucrory statement is provided which motivates the student by explaining why the competency
., needed. not simply what the competency consists of. YES NO

an in:roductory statement is provided which places the module in a frame of reference with other
in the category. and with the broad theory of vocational education. YES ::10

necer.san, or desirable prerequisite competencies are listed. YES NO
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Module No.

Revisor

Team Members

Date

Activity

10/15/75

MODULE ROUTING FORM

1. Approved by revision team
(goes to KQ)

2. Format review completed (KO
(goes to Bob)

3. Content review completed
(goes to Susie)

4. Titles ordered (Susie)

5. Estimate of performance developed

b. Illustration(s) ordered,

7. Final draft typed (Susie, etc.)
(goes to KQ)

8. Final draft critiqued (KQ)

9. Corrections made (Susie, etc.)

10. Corrections checked (KQ)
(goes to Lorie)

11. Paste-up symbols and titles (Lorie)
(oes. to Joan)

12. Paste-up checked (Joan)

13. Paste-up corrections made
(goes to Bob)

14. Final review

Date Signature
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Module Title:

MODULE FINAL REVIEW CHECKLIST

Module No.

111:;tru;:tions: Please check yes if the work has been done correctly. When the

work has not been done, place the page number in the no column

and make a check mark in blue pencil beside what needs to be done.

1. k;eneral Factors to Check:

Page numbers are sequential starting with introduction
(blank pages are not numbered but are counted in the

:yam,!nce).

Pae numbers in overviews and activity statement are
accurate (in:ormation sheet also sometimes has them).

Margins have been adhered to.

Corrections are neat and accurate.

5. Dots (bullets) are used where appropriate.

b. Checklists have correct headings and columns.

All titles rare centered and parallel with typing.

6. All symbols are properly spaced.

9. Activity symbols are proper sequenced.

10. Activity symbols have a like symbol in the learning

experience.

ii All consumable pages, checklists, etc., start on
right-hand page.

Specific Page and Section Checkpoints:

1. Title Page

a. module title

b. module number

c. performance element no.(s)

Prerequisite Page

a. prerequisite heading

b. dots (bullets) in front of each module title

lid

YES NO



Module Final Review Checklist (cont.)

3. Contents Page

a. has heading

b. single line under heading

c. double space between and single space within
headings

d. pl e numbers check with text

Introduction

a. has heading

b. two lines under heading

c. is page no. 1

Modue Structure and Use

a. section title in place

b. single line under heading

c. five sub-titles in place

d. page no.s in terminal objective

e. learning experience no. (italics) in place after
terminal and enabling objectives

r. procedure description of the location of
objectives accurate

g. dots (bullets) appear in front of each procedure
sub-paragraph

h. learning experience no.s (italics) are in place
for all required and optional resources

i. dots appear in front of each resource and optional
resource item

b. Overview Pages (Check each one)

a. learning experience title in place

b. overview title in place
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`Iodulc final Review Checklist (cont.)

symbols are properly spaced

d. symbols are properly sequencrLd

e. page numbers are correct

activity hand is in place

all start on a right-hand page

a solid black line is drawn around the overview.
When the overview is two pages, the bottom line
OP the first page is - - - with continued (italic)
underneath. The top line of the second page also
has - - line with OVERVIEW (caps) continued
(both in italic) above th line

Learning Experience (Activity and Feedback) Pages

a. activity symbols are identical with those on
overview

D. titles for information sheet, self-check, etc.,
are in place

C. page number citations are correct

d. feedback hand is at bottom of last activity page

e. end of experience symbol is on last page

t. there are the same number of checklists as stated
in the activity

illustration is there if one is being used

Final Experience

a. symbols are in place

b. page number citations are correct

c. feedback symbol is at bottom of first page

d. end of module symbol appears on bottom of last

Pa4e

/hi, Review Completed by:

pate Review Completed:
(signature)
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Module Final Review Checklist (cont.)

Corrections Made By:

Date Corrections Made:

Final Approval by:

Date Approved:

(signature)

(signature)
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Prerequisites To complete this module, you will need competency in
determining needs and interests of students, in plan-
ning a unit of instruction and in developing a lesson
plan. These competencies may be acquired using the
following sequence of modules:

Determine Needs and Interests of Students,
Module B-1

Plan a Unit, of Instruction, Module B-3

Write a Lesson Plan, Module B -4

If you wish to use these modules to acquire the pre-
requisite competencies, you need to complete all
learning experiences in whicr you are not already
competent. However, you need nDt complete the final
(real world) experiences.

If you have acquired the prerequisite competencies in
some manner other than by completing the above
modules, check with your resource person to see if
you need to complete any part o!' the prerequisite
modules.
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INTRODUCTION

L1 teachers are constantly searching for ways to present

I,,:;sons in a stimulating and interesting way. The proce-

A:1 rlethos which are most appropriate will depend on the

the subject matter being taught and the different ways

people learn.

:,:cational education, 2 major part of the teaching respon-

involves manipulative operations--changing the form of

or moving something. Since this is a dominant part of

programs, all vocational teachers should be competent

c',ctive ways of teaching manipulative operations.

The demonstration is a basic and popular method of presenting

ipulative skill. It may be defined as a visualized explana-

tL- an important fact, idea or process. In broader terms, it

Is an Audiovisual explanation. Students observing a

ilcr effectively demonstrating a manipulative skill can see

step of the process performed and hear explanations of key

which are essential to successfully perfcrming the skill.

Fhc learning experiences in this module are designed to

you .ievelop competency in demonstrating a manipulative skill.



Module Structure and Use

Organization This module contains an introduction and five sequen-
tial learning experiences. Overviews, which precede
each learning experience except the final one, provide
at a glance brief descriptions of what each learning
experience entails.

Two types of objectives form the basis of the learning
experiences: a terminal objective and enabling objec-
tives. The enabling objectives are designed to help
you achieve the terminal objective. Each learning
experience has activities to help you accomplish the
objective, and by use of the feedback devices provided,
vDu should be able to determine if you have reached
each objective.

The first learning experience is designed to provide
you with the needed background information. The second,
third and fourth learning experiences are designed:to
give you an opportunity to apply that information in
practice situations. The final learning experience is
designed to allow you to demonstrate a manipulative
skill in a real school setting when you are an intern,
a student teacher, or an in-service teacher.

Objectives This module includes five objectives:

Terminal Objective: In an actual scnool situation,
demonstrate a manipulative skill. Your performance
will be assessed by your resource person, using the
"Teacher Performance Assessment Form," pp. 49-53
(Learning Experience V).

Enabling Objectives:

1. After completing the required reading, demonstrate
knowledge of the steps procedures involve. in
demonstrating a. manipulative skill (Learning
Experience I).

2. Given a videotape of a teacher demonstratin9 a
manipulative skill, critique the performance of
that teacher (7.earning Experience II).

3. Given the assignment of demonstrating a manipulative
skill, develop a detailed plan for demonstrating
that skill (Learning Experience III).

2
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4. In a simulated classroom or laboratory situation,
demonstrate a manipulative skill (Learning
Experience IV) .

Procedure After reading the "Introduction," p. 1, and the
objectives listed above and on the previous page-,you
should be able to determine how much of this module
you will need to complete in order to be competent in
demonstrating a manipulative skill.

If you already have the necessary background
knowledge required for proficiency in giving a
demonstration of a manipulative skill, you may
not need to complete Learning Experience I.

If you have had practice with planning, preparing
and performing a manipulative skill demonstration,
you may not need to complete Learning Experiences
II, III and IV.

Instead, with the approval of your resource person,
you may choose to proceed directly to Learning
Experience V and attempt to meet the terminal
objective (demonstrate a manipulative skill) at a
time when you have access to an actual school
situation.

You may wish to skim the overviews for Learning
Experiences I-IV, and to skim the final learning
3xperience. Thes,3 pages will provide you with
more specific information for deciding which
experiences you need to complete.

Resources Listed below ar,. the outside resources which supple-
ment those contained within the module. Check with
your resource person to determine the availability and
the location of the resources.

REQUIRED RESOURCES

Equipment

Videotape equipment for viewing (Learning
Experience II).

3 1 -7( e



Materials

Videotape: "Demonstratino a Manipulative
Skill," Columhus: The Center for Vocational
Education, The Ohio State University
!Learning Experience II).

Peers

You will need one to five (1-5) peers to
critique your demonstration of a manipulative
skill in the simulated situation. A "peer"
can be a fellow student, a fellow teacher, a
roommate, or a friend. In this module, the
peers you select should be persons in your
own occupational specialty (Learning Experience
IV).

Resource Person

If you are unable to use peers as required,
you must contact your resource person to
critique your demonstration of a manipulative
skill in the simulated situation (Learning
Experience IV).

Your resource person must be contacted to
assess your performance in demonstrating a
manipulative skill in an actual school
situation (Learning Experience V)..

OPTIONAL RESOURCES

Equipment

Videotape equipment for taping: You may
choose to videotape your demonstration of a
manipulative.skill in the simulated situation,
(1)if you wish to self-evaluate, or (2) if
you wish to cooperate with other peers taking
tb module in evaluating each other (Learning
E ,erience IV) ,

Peers

If other peers are taking this module at the
same time as you are, you may wish to arrange
with them to view and critique each othars
taped demonstrations(Learning Experience IV).



References

Consult with your resource person for addi-
tional references in your occupational
specialty.

Rose, Homer C. The Instructor and His Job.
Second Edition. Chicago: American Techni-
cal Society, 1966 (Learning Experience I).

Resource Person

Your resource person may be contacted if you
have any difficulty with directions, or in
assessThg your progress at any time.

If you wish to observe an actual manipulative
skill demonstration, you may ask your resource
person to suggest professors or teachers that
you could contact (Learning Experience II).

Resource Person and/or Peers

if you wish to discuss the information con-
tained in the reading(s) or to explore the
topic further through discussion, you can
set up a seminar-type meeting with peers and/
or your resource person (Learning Experience I).

Terminology Actual School Situation...refers to a situation in
which you are actually teaching vocational students in
a real school. An intern, a student teacher, or an
in-service teacher would be functioning in an actual
school situation. If you do not have access to an
actual school situation when you are taking the module,
you can complete the module up to the final learning
experience. You -would then do,the final learning
experience later, i.e., when you have access to an
actual school situation.

Occupational Specialty or Service Area...refers to
your mEjor vocational fild: Agricultural Education,
Business and Office Education, Distributive Education,
Health Occupations Education, Home Economics Education,
or Trade and Industrial Education.

optional Activity or Optional Feedback...refers to an
item which is not required, but which is designed to
supplement and enrich the required items in a learning
experience.



Resource Person...refers to the person in charge of
your educational program; the professor or instructor
who is guiding you in taking this module.

Student...refers to the person whom you will be
teaching (high school or post high school vocational
student).

You or Teacher...refers to the person who is taking t
module.



Ac:ivizy

Optional
\10 Activity

40e-- 4'

Learning Experience I

OVERVIEW

After completing the required reading, demonstrate
knowledge of the steps and procedures involved in
demonstrating a manipulative skill.

You will be reading the "Information Sheet Jr-.

Demonstrating a Manipulative Skill," pp. 9 -18.

You may wish to read the supplementary reference,
Rose, The Instructor and His Job, pp. 110-129.

You may wish to meet with your resource person and/
/Optional or peers to discuss the reading(s), or to generatekActivity

a list of manipulative skills in your service area.

Activity
You will be demonstrating knowledge of the s.:cps

1 and procedures involved in demonstrating a rt1nip-
ulative skill by completing the "Self-Check,"
PP. 19-21.

You will be evaluating your competency by comoaring
your completed "Self-Check" with the "Model
Answers," pp. 23-24.

7



1: t information defining the demonstration method of
eaehind and explaining the steps and procedures in-
:1.(d in this method, read the following information

INFORMATION SHEET FOR DEMONSTRATING A MANIPULATIVE SKILL

riethod for introducing new skills to the learner

enstration. Wiring an electrical outlet, making

.Iting a tree, or developing a customer statement

achine--each involves manipulative skills that

,d through demonstration. Showing students how

:Id 1-ie performed seems so direct and simple to the

teacher that it would seem hard to go wrong. Many

to present new skills effectively, however, because

,ne or more of a few simple procedures that are

demonstrations.

/ally agreed that "Demonstration Teaching" should

foLle,:in., four basic steps:

r,:pAration (of the student--motivating students to
ti:-;t.en)

,tation iof the skills--showing students the
lion ( t steps and exploring key points that make

Teration a success)

tlon %pn,viding each student opportunity to try
practice the skill under supervision)

,ar Follow-up (evaluation of the student's per-
of the skill)

,r.f,,on plan format on pp. 10-11, which is designed

1::,1 for te,Tichir-g a manipulative skill, provides

9



MuJ h LASS( PLAN: MANIPLLATIVL SKILLS

Unit
Lesson

(or

:

LS AND EQUIPMENT:

MATEPIALS:

TEAI:1NG AIDS:

RFFrRENCEc;:

student)

II. PRESENTATION (of the skills):

._`perations or Steps Key Points (things to
remember to do or say)

(CONTINUED)
i:Link sheets can be ruled into two columns fnr

presentotion

10



or Steps Key Points (things to
remember to do or say)

=PLi,T=In!,; (practice by student under close supervision)

-mance of skill to acceptable standards)

H:jinci for Student:

11



basic sfoL:s. You may have used a simj1 ir

oreuisj_te modue, "Write a Lesson Plan," or your

s,n provide -a similar planning format for you to

the "Application" and "Testing or Follow-up" steps

p0rts of teaching a manipulative skill, the major

tho reajnder of this information sheet will be upon what

planning for the demonstration, preparing the

1) and presenting. the skill (step II). Further

L)n on what should take place after the teacher demonstrates

"Application" (step III) and "Testing or Follow-up"

be obtained through study of the modules "Direct

[XpL _once" and "Assess Student Psycnomotor

Lee ~or tne Demom,t.ration

r -onductina any demonstration, the teacher should

stu,.:cnt performance objectives to be sure that the

pr,J!serted is indeed appropriate for, and lends

nstration method--i.e., there is a manipulative

learned. Th,, teacher should have clearly in mind what

:Hstrated. If there are many technical terms (or other

rr!at.ion) which students need to know in order to

.7i=onstration, then an infurmati,nal type iessOn

to precede the demonstration. When this is done,

7:ts will better prepared to follow the teacher's direccions

12
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It

1!:1111 the delpoisra7ion. Often, manipulative

grat number of steps to complete can be

,ments of two or more demonstrations. :,;(_,rmallv,

;i1ald not last for more than 15-20 minutes, since

upon for a rather high degree of attention

durit a demonstration.

l)ould have a lesson plan which identifies Iii

step necessary in pet )rming the specific skill

'The lesson plan should also identify, in

each step, key points or specific techniques

..:ccessfully performing that step. Safety practices

operation should also he listed under key points.

,:on plan format on pp. 10-11 (Presentation section)

on or li-ting "Steps" in one column and "Key PoinLls"

.umn. ,chers often reproduce this secti.m of their

a "Job Sheet" or "Operation Sheet" which 'hey

student durina'or follovding the demonstration for

n during the application phase of the lesson.

st_ is to have all tools, materials, supplies and

good condition and ,properly oraanized before

leplonstratior. A sure way to destroy the effective-

sc demonstration is to have to interrupt the

a critical point to huLt up a needed item. The

in format on 10 also provides for listing

and teaching aids needed for the

13



t

)11-t2 ot!_in,_; in whi_

th:It ,ach studint will

nt and hear '.:ery direction or explJtn'tinn

wh ch you perform the demonstr:ti

to reality as possible. However, if the st

ohservin,1 you, then both students and equip-

irranged so this can happen. if direction

i:',:)ortance, students should be posi-

nstration over your shoulder or

e An,Ile as thcy wou }d oiew their own per-

/
on .

t also that students' physical comfort be con-

::ay fall off rapidly if students are forced

11.1,_, position in order to observe. Poor light-

, or a noisy location in the laboratory can

t. students' attention,

irr! your demonstration to your students, it is

practice your demonstration step by step fol-

you will `Phi is especially important

iiven the particular demorstration for some

pr,..,cedure should (1) help build your own

Ind abl uresent the deronstration skillfully,

to see that you have not omitted essentill

as _:heck see that you have all equi)-

1:s prr)erly prepari.

i4



htessary to demonstrate steps involving very

itricate processes, it is advisable to develop

enlargements of the parts, or models which can

th students to se needed details at critical

,,monstration.

, processes or operations being demonstrated require

time be spent completing one step of the process.

or hours of doing the same thing are required,

is necessary such as might he the case when a

c,1- refrigerating a mix,'the teacher should com-

-io-consuming step ahead of time. Then, during the

tiic teacher can bring out and substitute the pre-

irt*1 i,:em when needed in older to be able to complete

,It icon in a reasonabie amount of time.

to introduce the demontration with well-chcsen

is the students into discussion of the job to be

have outlined in your lesson plan under "Pre-

intend to gain students' interest. Unless ,.ou

lin what yo:, are going to do. and connect it w1-_h

tH already know or have done, students may miss

iaL :,oints. They may be groping for what the teacher

than focusina on how it is being done.

tioning and discussion you can determine if the

,L,L. is to be done and find out what they know a.pabout

15
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citing applications and sh:,w-

eing the job well.

AY_' ,cedures to follow in ore-

Jr whi-..h you have prepared:

comuletelv :-or ocedure by going thr-uTh
,y stet. .

slowly enough so that students
points, taing uo one step at a time
..ecrets For doing a good job.

!Ai!, hew terms. to your students, rot
nt.

Si: uractices as you procced.

Lv showing the best procedure to do the job-
the one th,11 is commonly used it the field. Don't
.-...n::se students by showing several procedures.

our students as the demonstration pr-seeds to
their understanding of each step and to get them

nr,2ugh job.

stmjards of workmanship by doing a good thorough
t will challenge your students' abiiiLy.

yflur students by showing how easy difficult
jobs can be when done properly.

Summarize the steps and key poir.ts. YoL mad find it
necessary to repeat the demonstration for some students.

ents is summarization and relhol(:

o,lchor's de:lonstrrition is to a stuH,,nt

I at Ion.

16
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ion,r at ion nick iod of teaching is excellent for introducing new occupational skills.

Lh ,:lmonstratioll procedure that may be utiliz2d which

iarticipation in the demonstration:

teacher performs the operation and tells what
-In.

prforms the operation while the teacher
is occurring.

studcnt performs the operation and tells v_at

.:r involved in the demonstration as outlined, op-

1:il-orcement of learning is provided and the

itd with immediate feedback regarding the effec-

.imonsfr=4fion.

)hstru_7cur is assured students understand

Are ready acti.ce _ill demonstrated,

17
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' t110 tilt'

tht.r, th<_'

the jnL )r. at ,ome.

.,Irther information on the demonstration Toth?.!
.on may re,lj kose, Th.r, instluc7tor

10-129.

.e"--- ... Yuu may wish to arrange to meet with your resource

Or Opllonal

pe:-s_)n and/or peers who are also taking this module.
i:: his meeting, you could (1) discuss manipulative

%Acov:ty
,:ite a list of the manipulative skills typically

:i:1 demonstrations from personal experiences, (2)

%II. .ntratr2d in your service area (3) 1:,rainstorm for
i nst_ation id( .i3..

18



'

Lh

:t.iLements and questins cneck you._
the material in the "Information Sheet

a Manipulative Skill," pp. 9-18.
ten items requires a short ssav-typt- re-

ease explain fully, but briefly, and mak-.
z-es:ioni to all parts of each item.

SELF-CHECK

itration method of teaching is especially
Thing manipulative skills.

hi(4hly Lperienced in a particular manipulative
that teacher prepare a lesson plan before

'_ration?

ilysical preparations a teacher should make
,:;!-.7a'ion, and why this is important.



C-16

'

(or ho ;arts involved) :s
is im:Joss11-:le, hc:w

'id,nt_s several ways of performing the skill a
nr by not?

tha'_ stucients understand
i] 111 d(:T-enstr:di_en anJ why i is 1-Jen
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f- C.11 i.:1,.(AM,itl1.

order the stlident
i deonstration, how Should th('

LI) assure that the students will he
s manipulative skill to how it functions

, k

:=arization activities can a teacher use to
ration effectively?



ur %:ritten responses on the "Self-Check"
:.ledel answers given below. Your response;
-xactly dIplicate the model answers;
you should have covered the same major

MODEL ANS. S

,ive skill is to r=am learned by students, they
::Jmber of things all at once: (1) a succes-
2) the order in which to perform those steps,

involved in performing those steps, and
:.)recautions involved. The most straight-
learn all that is to see it actually performed
plained simultaneously, i.e., to see it

l'erform a skill yourself does not guarantee that
n how to perform that skill. For persons who
.7killed at an operatic that operation has

aJtomatic. When you first learned division and
:n in grammar school, you had to go through

.ecutive steps on paper to get your answers. As
a lot of those steps were condens d or done in
ft L,ecame easy and self-evident. To teach the
cessary to break that skill back down into

. To he sure (1) that the operation is presented
steps the students can follow, that all steps

(3) that key points are highlighted, (4) that
nructices central to the successful operation of

Are not overlooked, and (5) that you will have
equipment and visuals necessarN, to

:(,7-.onstration, you need to prepare a lesson plan.

Isemble all tools, supplies, equipment and mate-
(1) the manipulative skill cir..1 be fully and

:-armed, and (2) you can perform the skill without
t-he -resentation to obtain a needed item. You
Jrrange the setting so that all students in

the E,,monstration clearly.

oxrellen+.. techniqu for (1) making you more
your ability to present the demonstration, (2)

sh to the demonstration, (3) catching
t,ntj problem areas, and (4) checking to see

coon included and all necessary ciuipment
Ivailable and in good condition.

23



1- 1-arts, need
hL. uresenting that uorti_

Li .:ger-tnan-life-sized model or s.o
of the parts can be used

:5 t_o see that uort-.i h clearly.

to 1 -ese: re than one way to perfor
f.lastern: all the sts in that one

trying to :1ster two or mar methods for
new skill can be confusing.

rinn, You can get feedback as to wh.-
ha are :ollowing and understandita the

These questi(ms

h.: r

to assure that vflu wili get fr2edLack
rc.,ughnt the demonstration.

f new information there are a lot _f
shun' i ,_resent an inf-,rr: Tonal lesson urior
.ation aside a need time to
rnat:ion befo!.e th-v can expected to folliw

:1-Ltio:1 easily.

.ral ways to relate the skill to how it functions
of work. First, in introducing the demon-

you can v- -illy explain why the skill is
_the stud(--s' 'er goals. Second, you

that the a transferrable to the real
!-:-ormin the demonstration under conditic .s which

reality, and by using the procedure most
Finally, you could position the

r,' they are viewing the job from the same
they will be 'oing it themselves.

tne teacher can merely restate the steps and
run through th- emonstration again briefly.
ureforable to - .evolve students in the summari-

can be done by having students restate
kev points, or by asking boy questions. One

summaririing and lh-D]vinq students and rein-
arning and getting ..-._,cdback all at the same

your demonst:-ItiL:n by (1) having a student
11:ation ..hi to the teacher explains the procedure,

another student perform and explain the
led, but unH-r teac supervision.

: cc.--Ipleted "Self-Chock" should have
Lmr the model answers. If you cussed
Lluestions ..bout any additional points you made,
in the "Information Sheet for Demonstrating a

. 9-18, or check with your resource uerson



Learning Experience II

OVERVIEW

Gi7en a videot e of a teacher demonstrating a
manipulative skill, critique the performance of
that teacher.

You will be viewing the first part of the video-
tape, "Demonstrating a Manipulative Skill."

You will be critiquing the first part cf the
1 videotape, "Demonstrating a Manipulative Skill,"
using the "Video Teacher Performance Checklist,"
p. 29.

Art rvice teacher 3 rforming an actual manipulative

III1

Activqy ill demonstration.

You will be evaluating your competency in cri-
tiquing the videotaped demonst- tion by comparing
your ratings of the videotaped demonstration with
the model answers provided in the second part of
the videotape.

v-u may wish to observe a professor and/or in-

*No

Activity

25 it



vide tape you will be vieiny will give you a
_:nancc: to use your knowledge of how to demonstrate
a manipulative skill. Secure the necessary equip
ment and view the videotape, "Demonstrating a Manip-
ulative Skill." The tape is in two parts: (1)

a presentation showing a to :her demonstrating a
m_ihipulative skit' and (2) an evaluation of the
U,:monstration. At this time, view on:y the first
part.

':ho narrator on the videotape will explain what to
look or in the de:-Ionstration. When the demonstra-
tion on the first part of the tare ends, stop the
machine, and move immediately on ) the next
activity.

27



Use :he ollowing ch,-.cklist to guide you in evaluating
the manipulative skill demonstration which you just
viewc,i on the videotape. (You may wish to view the
first .rt of the videotape again before attempting to

completc he checklist. If so, be sure to STOP at the
ft,3 of the first part of the videotape.) Rate the
Liee teacher's level of performance on each of C-e

performance components involver'_ in dem,.
.5trating a manipulative skill. Indicate the level of
tic teacher's accomplishMent by placing an X in the
ppropriate column under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

VIDEO TEACHES PERFORMANCE CHECKLIST

ail equipment, materials and
t-:-)ois ready for use in the
qemonstration

to the students, and not
) the materials

:,resented each step logically....

,ateLi, then explained, then
rFormd each step

7LIJe ,,sure that all students
_

2ea la SCE.:

'ised only one method of perform
1n, skill, stressing key
points necessary for safety and
efficiency

crormed e=,.ch step easily and
.)roughl'y'

29

LEVEL OF PFRFOFMANCE

4
z

4.1
'7

Z

C4
0
0
cl,

C4
H
4
c=4

C.]
0
0
r..D

P
,-.
W
.,1
I-1
43
0
>4
w



To determine your competency in evaluating the
manipulative skill demonstration, view the :;econd
part of the videotape. In this second part, the
narrator will provide you with model answers with
which to compare the responses you made on the
checklist.

1,`.'F.:_-OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed checklist should have com-
parci closely with the narrator's model answers. If any of your
checist responses were noL consistent with the model answers, and
tho narrator's explanation of his response does not satisfy vou,
check with your resource person for clarification.

4011."\ For additional examples of teachers demonstrating
manipulative skills, you may wish to arrange to

Optional observe a professor and/or in-service teacher who
Activity is performing such a demonstration. You may wish

to discuss with them how they plan and what

*MO specific guidelines they use.
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C)1],t!ct14r?

Learning Experience III

OVERVIEW

Lie assignment of demonstrating a manipula-
ti develop a detailed plan for demonstrat-
H; skill.

be selecting a manipulative skill to

will be developing a detailed plan for demon-
F,trating that manipulative skill.

Ynu will be evaluating your competency in preparing
detailed plan for demonstrating a manipulative

using the "Planning Checklist," pp. 37-38.



tir: ,A.cupational specialt.,' as a frame of
:,elect. a manipulative skill, or check with

:rce person to see if there is a p rticular
uLlye whic': he/she wishes you to

plan for demonstrating the manip-
ll yo'l have selected. You may use the
n plan on pp. 10-11, or a plan

Ly your resource person, to guide your

35



liowtng performance components to chuck
'.,late_ fancy in developing a detailed plait for dem-
;tin(I manipulative skill. Place an N in the'

or FULL column to indicate that the
component was not accomplished, partially

1!!10d, or fully accomplished, respectively
of special circumstances, a performance

-f was inappliable, or jmpossible to execute,
in the N/A column instead.

PLANNING CHECKLIST

deillonstration was
=Ld that students

it

or: portion of the plan
H_)i- accomplishing the

1:1'; students and gaining
-1t-re;t_

11 what you are going

.;Lit You are going to
what students already
:live experienced

w}.at you are going to
Ifure activities

in.: new terms

a listing of all
:1 , supplies and visuFls

!v:,(hstrate the manipulative

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

N/A NO I PARTIAL FULL



4 The presentation portion of the plan
in,.71 uds the following:

listing of each step necessary
in performing the skill

hrief explanation of each step..

. listing of key points or spe-
ific techniques essential to

:;uccossfully performing each
tep

a listing of safety practices
specific to the operation.

The plan provides for continuous
student feedback throughout the
demonstration via:

a. a list of key questions to ask....

b. plans for having selected stu-
dent(s) repeat the demonstration
in front of the class under
<:,_acher supervision (optional)...

6. The plan provides for some type of
lesson summary via at least one of
thc.

a. a list of key questions to
.

ask

plans for having selected stu-
dent(s) repeat the demonstration

front of the class under
teacher supervision

c a verbal summary of the steps and
key points by the teacher and/or
student (s)

N/A NO PIRTIAL FULL

LP= OF PFRFORMANCE: All items mast receive FULL, or N/A re-
sponses. If any item receives a NO, or PIRTIAL response, revise
v:ur plan accorlingly, or check with your resource person if
hecessary.
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Learning Experience IV

OVERVIEW

4.;cO,,sly

Optional
%Activity

Alag0

401.'***'

Optional \ r[.puipea%-s

are
23;irellt11-1.1i;Tdreitig ur

t

taii,T:,

I
Activity

taped
fc.hrmmeetrtcLview and discuss each other's

1

O

In a simulated situation, demonstrate a manipula-
tive skill.

Y(y, will be presenting a demonstration of a manip-
ulative skill to a group of peers, or to your
resource person.

You may wish to record your demonstration on video-
tape for self-evaluation purposes.

Your competency in demonstrating a manipulative
skill will be evaluated by your peers or by your
resource person, using the "Demonstration Check-
list," pp. 43-45.

39
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OVERVIEW continued

If you videotaped your demonstation, you may wish
to evaluate your own performance, using the "Demon-
stration Checklist," pp. 43-45.

Activity



At
\ If other peers in your service area are taking this

(-,01, i :()Ctule at the same time that you are, you could choose
oitty to videotape each demonstration. Then, you could meet

7As a group, view the taped demonstrations, and discuss440 and evaluate each.

simulated situation, present a manipulative skill
Lmrnstration to a grrAip of 1-5 peers. These peers
will sery two functions: (1) they will role play

students to whom you are presenting your demon-
and (2) they will evaluate your performance.

peers are not available to you, you may present the
:0T1onstration to your resource person.

of course, have prepared a detailed plan
re you present the demonstration. If you com-

ted Learning Experience III, you may use the plan
prepared at that time.

_: :'copies of the "Demonstration Checklist" are pro-
jej: in this module. Give a copy to each peer before

:m'inq your presentation in order to assure that each
mows what to look for in your demonstration. However,
indicate t t during your demonstration, all attention
is to be directed toward you, and that the checklists
will be completed after the demonstration is finished.

If you wish to self-evaluate, you may record your
performance on videotape so you may view your own
demonstration at a later time.

Thy sixth copy of the "Demonstration Checklist" is for
your use in self-evaluating.

41
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rate the teacher's level of performance on each of
Lhe fc.11owing performance components involved in
demonstratng a manipulative skill. Indicate the
level of the teacher's accomplishment by play an
X. in the apprcpriate column under the LEVE:L 01.
PiJARKANCE heading. If, because .of special cir-
cu7stances, a performance component was inappi*cable,
or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A
cr:I= instead.

DEMONSTRATION CHECKLIST

Copy 1

sical environment was reasonably

-:sical setting for the demon-
cn was as close to reality as

:'ss:lry tools, materials,
visuals were organized

HInd :hen the teacher needed

t 1s, materials, supplies and
wre in good condition

cr introduced the demon-
-Ann with well-chosen Tiestions..

provided explanations of:

was going to be demon-rd
it fit in with what the class
Jdy knew or had experienced....

it it in with future activi-

43
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

\
Z

41

0
Z
z

..............,....

1:4

0
0
0,

C24

)--4

<
54

CI
0
0
CD

Ft
Z
W
4
4
41

C.)

X
W
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The teacher defined any new terms
which would he encountered during
the demonstration

The teacher motivated the class to
want to learn the new skill. ......

Fach step necessary to the operation
was demonstrated

Path: step was explained as it was
demonstrated

11. The steps weze presented in a
logical order

12. Key points or specific techniques
essential to performing each step
were exml. -tined

13. Safety practices specific tc the
operation were covered

14. If a step involved very small Parts
or intricate processes, the teacher
used visuals or models to clarify
the step

1
.; If a step was normally time-

consuming (i.e., "refrigerate batter
overnight "), the teacher had com-
pleted The step ahead of time

16. The procedure followed for the
operation was the one most commonly
used in the field

17. The steps were presented slowly
enough that.students did not miss
key points

18. Every movement in the demonstration
was clearly visible

0II CZ

0
$74

i'4d
r

cl00
CD

.7,

,-.

ral
rj
X
[il



iirection of movement was of
i:-..1portance, students were

_ioneJ accordingly

:achor could be clearly heard...

achcJr talked to the students,
:lot to the materials..

teacher performed the operation
,Ae

teacher set up standards of
by doing a good thorouch

teacher encourageu questions

teacher asked key questions
_I'loughoul-- to assure that the stu-
:!ets understood the demonstration....

teacher included some activity
to summarize the steps and key

demonstration lasted no more than
-20 minutes

11.
c40
a

cd
I-4
4
a

01U
o

E-,z
w

I g
t ,4

;%4

ix
i w

.......

L.EVE' OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or
EXCELLLNT responses. If any item receives a NONE, POOR, or
FAIR response, discuss this with your resource person and, if
necessary, the learning experience, or part of it, must b:a
repeated.
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Fsetback 7-

- -

Rate the teacher's level of performance on each of
the following performance components involved in
demonstrating a manipulative Skill Indicate the
level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing an
X in the appropriate column under the LEVEL OF
PERFORMANCE heading. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was inapplicable,
or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A
column instead.

DEMONSTRATION CHECKLIST

Copy 2

ysical environment was reasonablti

physical setting for the demon-
rat-o.r: was as close to reality as

necessary tools, materials,
lies and visuals were organized
:it hand when the teacher needed

r. Z,11 tools, materials, supplies and
were in good condition

eacher introduced the demon-
:--aLion with well-chosen questions..

teacher provided explanations of:

what was going to be demon-
stra-ed

n:=)w 2.t fit in with what the class
already knew or had experienced....

it fit i future act_vi-

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
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7. The teacher defined any new terms
which would be encountered during
the demonstration

8. The teacher motivated the class to
want to learn the new skill

9. Each step necessary to the operation
was demonstrated

10. Each step was explained as it was
demonstrated

11. The steps were presented in a
logical order

12. Key points or specific techniques
essential to performing each step
were cxplained

13. Safety practices specific to the
operation were covered

14. If a step involved very small parts
or intricate processes, the teacher
used visuals or models to clarify
the step

15. If a step was normally time-
ccnsuming (i.e., "refrigerate batter
overnight"), the teacher had com-
pleted the step ahead of time

16. The procedure followed for the
operation was the one most commonly
used in the field

17. The steps were presented slowly
enough that students did not miss
key points

18.. Every movement in the demonstration
was clearly visible
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'19. If direction of movement was of
special importance, students were
positioned accordingly

20. The teacher could be clearly heard....

21. The teacher talked to the students,
and not to the materials

22. The teacher performed the operation
with ease

The teacher set up standards of
workmanship by doing a good thorough
lob

24. The teacher encouraged questions

25. The ',-aacher asked key questions
throughout to assure that the stu-
dents understood the demonstration

26. The teacher included some activity
to summarize the steps and key
points

27. The demonstration lasted no more than
15-20 minutes
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or
EXCELLENT responses. If any item receives a NONE, POOR, or
FAIR response, discuss this with your resource person and, if
necessary, the learning experience, or part of it, must be
repeated.
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Rate the teacher's level of performance on each of
the following performance components involved in
Demonstrating a manipulative skill. Indicate the
1,:!vel of the teacher's accomplishment by placing an
X in the appropriate column under the LEVEL OF
PERFORMANCE hear'' If, because of special cir-
cumstances, ance component was inapplicable,

Ite, place an X in the N/A
columr in:

DEMONSTRATION CHECKLIST

Copy 3

_cal environment was reasonably

ical setting for the demon-
t.ior was as close to reality as

:1,:_i,ssary tools, materials,
s anc, visuals were organized
hand when the teacher needed

to,:ls, materials, supplies and
:suaLs 'ere in good condition

:,,c!cher introduced the demon-
.1:.1n with well-chosen questions....

provided explanations of:

was going to be demon-

it fit in with what the class
J,11-L:ady knew or had experienced....

it fit in with future activi-
-i;

---
LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
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7. The teacher define -1 InNi new terms
which won' red during
t-he de

S. The teacner motivated the class Lo
want to learn the new skill

Each step necessary to the operation
was demonstrated

10. :ach step was explained as it was
(lemonstrated

11. The steps were presented in a
logical order .

1 ") Ncy points or specific techniques
essential to performing each step
were explained

13. Safety practices cpecific to the
operation were covered

14. If a step involved very small parts
or intricate processes, the teacher
used visuals or models to clarify
the step

15. If a step was normally time-
consuming (i.e., "refrigerate batter
overnight"), the teacher had com-
pleted the step ahead of time

16. The procedure followed for the
operation was the one most commonly
use. h in the field

17. The steps were presented slowly
enough that students did not miss

points

18. :very movement in t11(, demonstration
was clearly visiblr,
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19. If direction of movement was
special importance, stndp-
positicned accordincr

of
were

20. The teacher could be . .-2drly heard...

21. The teacher talked to the students,
and not to the materials

22. The teacher performed the operation
with ease

23. The teacher set up standards of
workmanship by doing a good thorough
job

24. The teacher encouraged questions

25. The teacher asked key questions
throughout to assure that the stu-
dents understood the demonstration.

26. The teacher included some activity
to summarize the steps and key
points

27. The demonstration lasted no more than
15-20 minutes
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or
EXCELLENT responses. If any item receives a NONE, POOR, or
FAIR response, discuss this with your resource person and, if
necessary, the learning experience, or part of it, must be
repeated.
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Rate the teacher's level of performance on each of
the following performance components involved in
demonstrating a maniculative skill. Indicate the
level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing an
X in the appropriate column under the LEVEL OF
PERFORMANCE heading. If because of srccial cir-
cumstances, a performance component was inapplicable,
or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A
column instead.

DEMONSTRATION CHECKLIST

Copy 4

1. The physical environment was reasonably
comfortable

2. The physical setting for the demon-
stration was as close to reality as
possille

3. All r.ecessary tools, materials,
supplies and visuals were organized
and a.= hand when the teacher needed
them

4. All tools, materials, supplies and
visuals were in good condition

5. The teacher introduce-' the demon-
stration with well-chosen questions....

6. The teacher provided explanations of:

a. what was going to be demon-
strated

c. how it fit in with what the class
already knew or had experienced....

c. how it fit in with future,activi-
ties

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
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7. The teacher defined any new terms
which would be encountered during
the demor-,-

8. The teacher motivated the class to
want to Barn the new skill

9. Each step necessary to:the operation
was demonstrated

10. Each step was explained as it was
demonstrated

11. The steps were presented in a
logical order

12. Key points or specific techniques
essential to performing each step
were explained

13. Safety practices specific to the
'operation were covered

14. If a step involved very small parts
or intricate processes, the teacher
used visuals or models to clarify
the step

15. If a step was normally time-
consuming (i.e., "refrigerate batter
overnight"), the teacher had com-
pleted the step ahead of time

16. The procedure followed for the
operation was tho one most commonly
used in the field

17. The steps were presented slowly
enough that students did not miss
key points

18. Every movement in the demonstration
was clearly visible
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it J± movemnt was of
special importance, students were
positioned accordingly

20. The teacher could be clearly heard....

21. The teacher talked to the students,
and not to the materials

22. The teacher performed the operation
with ease

23. The teacher set up standards of
workmanship by doing a good thorough
job

24. The teacher encouraged questions

25. The teacher asked key questions
throughout to assure that the stu-
dents understood the demonstration

26. The teacher included some activity
to summarize the steps and key
points

27. The demonstration lasted no more than
15-20 minutes
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or
EXCELLENT respohses. If any item receives a NONE, POOR, or
FAIR response, discuss this with your resource person and, if
necessary, the learning experience, or part of it, must be
repeated.



Rate the i-07)(-1-10r1 F* 4l

,:ympunehL6 involved in
d manipulative skill. Indicate the

level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing an
X in the appropriate column under the LEVEL OF
PERFORMANCE heading. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was inapplicable,
or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A
column instead.

DEMONSTRATION CHECKLIST

Copy 5

1. The physical environment was reasonably
comfortable

2. The physical setting for the demon-
stration was as close to reality as
possible

3. All necessary tools, materials,
supplies and visuals were organized
and at hand when the teacher needed
them

4. All tools, materials, supplies and
visuals were in good condition

5. The teacher introduced the demon-
stration with well-chosen questions..

6. The teacher provided explanations of:

a. what was going to be demon-
s trated

b. how it fit in with what the class
already knew or had experienced

c. how it fit in with future activi-
ties

213

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
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7. The teacher defined any new terms
which would be encountered during
the demonstration

8. The teacher motirated the class to
want to learn the new skill

9. Each step necessary to the operation
was demonstrated

10. Each step was explained as it was
demonstrated

11. The steps were presented in a
logical order

12. Key points or specific techniques
essential to performing each step
were explained

13. Safety practices specific to the
operation were covered

14. If a step involved very small parts
or intricate processes, the teacher
used visuals or models to clarify
the step,

15. If a step was normally time-
consuming (i.e., :!refrigerate batter
overnight"), the teacher had com-
pleted the step ahead of time

16, The procedure followed for the
operation was the one most commonly
used in the field

17. The steps were presented slowly
enough that students did not miss
key points

18. Every movement in the demonstration
was clearly visible
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19. If direction of movement was of
special importance, students were
positioned accordingly

20. The teacher could be clearly heard....

21. The teacher talked to the students,
and not to the materials

22. The teacher performed the operation
with ease

23. The teacher set up standards of
workmanship by doing a good thorough
job

24. The teacher encouraged questions

25. The teacher asked key questions
throughout to assure that the stu-
dents understood the demonstration....

26. The teacher included some activity
to summarize the steps and key
points

27. The demonstration lasted no more than
15-20 minutes
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or
EXCELLENT responses. If any item receives a NONE, POOR, or
FAIR response, discuss this with your resource person and, if
necessary, the learning experience, or part of it, must be
repeated.



Rate the teacher's level of performance on each of
the following performance components involved in
demonstrating a manipulative skill. Indicate the
level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing an
X in the appropriate column under the LEVEL OF
FERFORMANCE heading. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was inapplicable,,
or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A
column instead.

DEMONSTRATION CHECKLIST

copy 6

1. The physical environment was reasonably
comfortable

2. The physical setting for the demon-
stration was as close to reality as
possible

3. All necessary tools, materials,
supplies and visuals were organized
and at hand when the teacher needed
them

4. All tools, materials, supplies and
visuals were in good condition ...... .

5. The teacher introduced the demon-
stration with well-chosen questions..

6. The teacher provided explanations of:

a. what was going to be demon-
strated

b. how it fit in with what the class
already knew or had experienced...

c. how it fit in with future activi-
ties

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
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7. The teacher defined any new terms
which would be encountered during
the demonstration

8. The teacher motivated the class to
want to learn the new skill

9. Each step necessary to the operation
was demonstrated

10. Each step was explained as it was
demonstrated

11. The steps were presented in a
logical order

12. Key points or specific techniques
essential to performing each step
were explained

13. Safety practices specific to the
operation were covered

14. If a step involved very small parts
or intricate processes, the teacher
used visuals or models to clarify
the step

15. If a step was normally time-
consuming (i.e., "refrigerate batter
overnight"), the teacher had com-
pleted the step ahead of time

16. The procedure followed for the
operation was the one most commonly
used in the field

17. The steps were presented slowly
enough that students did not miss
key points

18. Every movemcnt in the demonstration
was clearly visible
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19. If direction of movement was of
special importance, students were
positioned accordingly...,

20. The teacher could be clearly heard...

21. The teacher talked to the students,
and nct to the materials

22. The teacher performed the operation
with ease

23. The teacher set up standards of
workmanship by doing a good thorough
job

24. The teacher encouraged questions

25. The teacher asked key questions
throughout to assure that the stu-
dents understood 'ale demonstration....

26. The teacher incladed scme activity
to summarize the steps and key
points

27. The demonstration lasted no more than
15-20 minutes
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or
EXCELLENT responses. If any item receives a NONE, POOR, or
FAIR response, discuss this with your resource person and, if
necessary. the learning experience, or part of it, must be
repeated.



Learning Experience V *

FINAL EXPERIENCE

In an actual school situation,** demonstrate a
manipulative skill.

Select a manipulative skill from your occupational
Activity specialty and develop a comprehensive plan for

4'\%ftwilgO,

demonstrating that skill.

Present the manipulative skill demonstration to a
clay; you are' responsible for teaching. 'Arrange
in advance to have your resource person observe
your pr'esentation.

Your total competency will be assessed by your
resource person, using the "Teacher Performance
Assessment Form," pp. 49-53.

Based upon the criteria specified in this assess-
ment instrument, your resource person will deter-
mine whether you are competent in demonstrating
a manipulative skill.

*Ycu ray choose to complete this learning experience without
completing the first four learning experiences if you think you
have the proficiency to do so..

**If you are unsure of what is meant by "actual school situation,"
review the definition given on p. '5.

47
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Rate the teacher's level of performance on each of
the following performance components involved in
planning for and presenting a manipulative skill
demonstration. Indicate the level of the teacher's
accomplishment by placing an X in the appropriate
column under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading. If,

because of special circumstances, a performance
component was inapplicable, or impossible to execute,
place an X in the N/A column instead.

TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM

The scope of the demonstration was
sufficiently limited that students
could digest it all

2 The preparation portion of the plan
includes plans for accomplishing the
following:

u. motivating students and gaining
their interest

b. explaining what will be demon-
strated

c. connecting what the demonstra-
tion has to do with what students
already knOw or have experienced..

connecting what the demonstra-
tion has to do with future
activities

explaining any new terms

49

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
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3. The plan includes a listing of all
tools, materials, supplies and visual
neecid to demonstrate the manipuldtiv
skill

4. The presentation portion of the plan
includes the following:

a. a listing of each step necessary
in performing the skill

b. a brief explanation of each
step

c. a listing of key points or
specific tebhniTles essential to
successfully performing each
step

d. a listing of safty practices
speci'Zic to the operation

5 The plan provides for continuous stu-
dent feedback throughout the demon-
stration via:

a. a list of key questions to ask....

b. plans for having selected stu-
dent(s) repeat the demonstration
in front of the class under
teacher supervision (optional)....

6. The plan provides for some type of
lesson summary via at least one
of the following:

a. a list of key questions to ask....

b. plans for having selected stu-
dent(s) repeat the demonstration
in front of the class under
teacher supervision

50
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c. a verbal summary of the steps
and key points by the teacher
and/or students;

7. The physical environment was reason
1')ly comfortable

c. The physical setting for the demon-
stration was as close to reality as
possible

9. All necessary tools, materials,
'supplies and visuals were organized
and at hand when the teacher needed
them

10. A1.1 tools, materials, supplies and
visuals were in good condition

11. The Leacher introduced the demon-
stration with well-chosen questions...

12. The teacher p,-ovided explanations

a. what wa:; c r,irr be demon-
strated...

b. how it fit_ in what the
class already knew or had exper-
ienced

how it fit in with future
activities

13. The teacher defined any new terms
which would cue encountered during
the demonstration

14. The Leacher motivated the class to
want to learn the new skill

15. Lach step necessary to the operation
was demonstrated
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16. Each step was explained as it was
demonstrated

17. The steps were presented in a
logical order

18. Key points or specific techniques
essential to performing each step
were explained

19. Safety practices specific to the
operation were covered

20. If a step involved very small parts
or intricate processes, the teacher
used visuals or models to clarify
the step

21. If a step was normally time-
consuming (i.e., "refrigerate batter
overnight"), the teacher had com-
pleted the step ahead of time

22. The procedure followed for the
operation was the one most commonly
used in the field

23. The steps were presented slowly
enough that students did not miss
key points

24. Every movement in the demonstration
was clearly visible

25. If direction of movement was of
special importance, students were
positioned accordingly

26. The teacher could be clearly heard..

27. The teacher talked to the students,
and not to the materials

28. The teacher performed the operation
with ease
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29. The teacher set up standards of
workmanship by doing a good thorough

c)1)

30. 7he teacher encouraged questions

31. The teacherasked key questions
tl:oroughout to assure that the stu-
de-Its understood the demonstration....

32. The teacher included some activity
to surnmarize the steps and key
points

33. The demonstration lasted no more
than 15-20 minutes
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or
EXCELLENT responses. If any item receives a NONE, POOR, or
FAIR response, discuss this with your resource person and, if
necessary, the learning experience, or part of it, must be
r:LJeated.
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FOREWORD
This module is one of a series of 100 performance-based
teacher education (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon
specific professional competencies of vocational teachers. The
competencies upon which these modules are based were iden-
tified and verified through research as being important to suc-
cessful vocational teaching at both the secondary and post-
secondary levels of instruction. The modules are suitable for
the preparation of teachers in all occupational areas.
Each module provides learning experiences that integrate
theory and application; each culminates with criterion refer-
enced assessment of the teachers performance of the spec-
ified competency. The materials are designed for use by indi-
vidual or groups of teachers in training working under the
direction and with the assistance of teacher educators acting as
'resource persons. Resource persons should be skilled in the
teacher competency being developed and should be thor-
oughly oriented to PBTE concepts and procedures in using
these materials.

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-based preservice and
inservice teacher preparation programs to meet a wide variety
of individual needs and interests. The materials are intended for
use by universities and colleges, state departments of educa-
tion, post-secondary institutions, local education agencies, and
others responsible for the protessionardevelopment of voca-
tional teachers. Further information about the use of the mod-
ules in teacher education programs is contained in three re-
lated documents: Student Guide to Using Performance-Based
*feather Education Materials, Resource Person Guide to
Using Performance-Based Teacher Education Materials and
Guide to Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher
Education.

The PBTE curriculum packages are products of a sustained
research and development effort by The Center's Program for
Professional Development for Vocational Education. Many in-
dividuals, institutions, and agencies participated with The Cen-
ter and have made contributions to the systematic develop-
ment, testing, revision, and refinement of these very significant
training materials. Over 40 teacher educators provided input in
development of initial versions of the modules; over 2,000
teachers and 300 resource persons in 20 universities, colleges,
and post-secondary institutions used the materials and pro-
vided feedback to The Center for revision and refinement.

Special recognition for major individual roles in the direction,
development, coordination of testing, revision, and refinement
of these materials is extended to the following program staff:
Jame B. Hamilton, Program Director; Robert E. Norton, As-

sociate Program Director; Glen E. Fardig, SpeciaPst; Lois Har-
rington, Program Assistant; and Karen Quinn, Program AsSis-
tent. Recognition is also extended to Kristy Ross, Technical
Assistant; Joan Jones, Technic& Assistant; and Jean Wisen-
baugh, Artist for their contributions to the final refinement of
the materials. Contributions made by former program staff to-
ward developmental versions of these materials are also ac-
knowledged. Calvin J. Cotrell directed the vocational teacher
competency research studies upon which these modules are
based and also directed the curriculum development effort
from 1971-1972. Curtis R. Finch provided :eadership for the
program from 1972-1974.

Appreciation is also extended to all those outside The Center
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INTRODUCTION
Good teachers are constantly searching for ways

to present their lessons in a stimulating and in-
terest'ng way. The procedures methods which
are most appropriate to any one io. in will depend
onthe nature of the subject matter being taught and
the different ways in which people learn.

)

3

In vocational education, a major part of the teach-
ing resoonsibility involves manipulative opera-
tionschanging the form of something, r moving
something. Students in all vocational service areas
will need to master certain manipulative skills: pre-
paring a crepe suzette, making a dowel joint,
changing a typewriter ribbon or cash register tape,
sterilizing surgical instruments, or operating a
milking machine. Since this is a dominant part of
vocational programs, all vocational teachers
should be competent in effective ways of teaching
manipulative op.,ations.

The demonstration is a basic and popular meth-
od of presenting a manipulative skill. Demonstra-
tions ,may be defined as visualized explanations
of important facts, ideas, or processes. In broader
terms, demonstrations are considered to be au-
diovisual explanations. Students observing a
teacher effectively demonstrating a manipulative
skill can see each step of the process performed
and hear explanations of key points which are
essential to successfully performing the skill.

However, without proper planning and prepare-
tion, the demonstration can be very unproductive If
students cannot see all aspects of the presentation
or hear theteacher'sexplanations. .. if all materials
and equipment are not availableorserviceable . if
key steps are overlooked .. . then, the value of the
presentation is lost.

The learning experiences in this medule are de-
signed to help you develop competency in prepar-
ing the kind of lesson plan needed for an effective
manipulative demonstration. In addition, you will
gain skill in actually preparing for and demonstrat-
ing the, manipulative skills needed by students in
your occupational specialty.



ABOUT THIS MODULE

Objectives
Terminal Objective: In an actual school situation, dem-
onstrate a manipulative skill. Your performance will be
assessed by your resource person, using the Teacher
Performance Assessment Form, pp. 35-36 (Learning
Experience Ill).

Enabling Objectives:
1. After completing the required reading, demonstrate

knowledge of the steps and procedures involved in
demonstrating a manipulative skill (Learning Experi-
en :e I).

2. In a simulated classroom or laboratory situation,
demonstrate a manipulative skill (Learning Experi-
ence II).

Prerequisites
To complete this module, you must have competency in
developing a lesson plan. If you do not already have this
competency, meet with your resource person to deter-
mine what method you will Lice to gain this 'skill. One
option is to complete the information and practice ac-
tivities in the following module:

Develop a Lessor Plan, Module B-4

Resources
A list of the outside resources which supplement those
contained within the module follows. Check with your
resource person (1) to determine the availability and the
location of these resources. (2) to locate additional refer-
ences in your occupational specialty, and (3) to get assis-
tance ,n setting up activities with peers or observations of

teachers, if necessary. Your resource person may
also be contacted if you have any difficulty with direc-
tions, or in assessing your progress at any time.

Learning Experience I
_Optional

The videotape, "Demonstration," Stillwater, Ok-
lahoma, Educational Television Service.
A locally-produced videotape (or a television pro-
gram) of a teacher demonstrating a manipulative
skill which you can view for the purpose of critiquing
that teacher's performance.
Videotape equipment for viewing a videotaped man-
ipulative skill demonstration.

Learning Experience II
Required

1-5 peers to role-play studerts to whom the lesson
involving a manipulative skill demonstration is being
preserted, and to critique your performance in dem-
onstrating a manipulative skill. If peers are unavail-
able, you may pcesent your lesson to your resource
person.

Optional
Videotape equipment for taping, viewing, and self-
evaluating your presentation.

Learning Experience III
Required

An actual school situation in which you can demon-
strate a manipulative skill.
A resource person to assess your competency in
demons rating a manipulative skill.

This module covers performance element number 110 from Calvin J.
Cotrell et al Model Curricula for Vocational and Technical Education:
Report No. V (Columbus, OH: The Center for Vocational Education, The
Ohio State University, 1972). The 384 elements it this document form the
research base fo aii The Center's PBTE module developm mt.

For information about the general organization of each module, general
procedures for their use, and terminology which is common to all 100
modules, see About Using The Center's PBTE Modules on the inside h=rle,
cover.
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Learning Experience I

OVERVIEW

Aftc r completing the required reading, demonstrate knowledge of the steps
and procedures involved in demonstrating a manipulative skill.

Activity
You will be reading the information sheet, Demonstrating a Manipulative
Skill, pp. 6-11.

/-11P-

IOptional
Activity

%111110

Activity

You may wish to view the videotape, "Demonstration," ora locally-produced
videotape of a teacher demonstrating a manipulative skill, and to critique
that teacher's performance. You might also wish to view a demonstration
being presented on the television as part of the regular broadcasting
schedule.

You will be demonstrating knowledge of thesteps and procedures involved
in demonstrating a manipulative skill by completing the Self-Check, pp.
12-14.

YOU will be evaluating your competency by comparing your completed
Self-Check with the Model Answers, p. 15.



ACtivity
For information defining the demonstration method of teaching and ex-
plaining the steps and procedures involved in this method, read the follow-
ing information sheet:

DEMONSTRATING A MANIPULATIVE SKILL
One of the basic methods for introducing new

skills to the learner is through a demonstration.
Wiring an electrical outlet. making a buttonhole,
planting a tree, or producing a customer statement
with a billing machineeach involves manipula-
tive skills that can be presented through demon-
stration.

Showing students how new skills should be per-
formed appears so direct and simple to the inex-
perienced teacher that it would seem hard to go
wrong. Many teachers fail to present new skills
effectively, however, because they neglect one or
more of a few simple procedures that are essential
to good demonstrations.

it is generally agreed that -Demonstration Teach-
ing should consist of the following four basic
steps:

1. Preparation.This step involves preparing
the students for the lesson and motivating
them to watch and listen.

2. Presentation.During the lesson, you pre-
sent the skills. showing students the succes-
sion of steps and exploring key points that
make the operation a success.

3. Application.Following your presentation,
you need to provide each student with an
opportunity to practice the skill under super-
vision.

4. Testing or Follow-up.The final step is to
evaluate each student's performance of the
skill.

The lesson plan shown in Sample 1 provides for
planning these four basic steps. You may have used
a similar format in the prerequisite module, De-
velop a Lesson Plan, or your resource person may
provide a similar planning form for you to use.

Although the -Application" and "Testing or
Follow-up- steps are essential parts of teaching a
manipulative skill, the major focusof the remainder
of this information sheet will be upon what you, as a
vocational teacher, need to do in planning for the
demonstration, preparing the students, and pre-
senting the skill.'

1 To gain skill in the areas of application, testing, and follow-up. you may
wsh to refer to Module C-7 D.rect Student Laboratory Experience. and
Module D-4 Assess Student Performance Skills.

Preparing for the Demonstration
First, you should examine the student perfor-

mance objectives for the lesson to be sure that the
lesson to be presented is indeed appropriate for,
and lends itself to, the demonstration method. In
other words, there is a manipulative skill to be
learned. Secondly, you should have clearly in mind
what is to be demonstrated.

Furthermore, you may find that one lesson will
not be sufficient. If there are many technical terms
(or other cogniti,e information) which students
need to know in order to understand the demon-
stration, then an informational type lesson should
be planned to precede the demonstration. When
this is done, students will be better prepared to
follow your directions and explanations during the
demonstration. Normally, a demonstration should
not last for more than 15-20 minutes, since stu-
dents are called upon for a rather high degree of
attention and concentration during a demonstra-
tion. Often, manipulative skills which require a
great number of steps to complete can be broken
down into segments of two or more demonstra-
tions.

You then need to prepare a lesson plan which
identifies each step necessary in performing the
specific skill to be demonstrated. These steps
should be organized and listed in a sequence which
is appropriate to the skill being demonstrated. In
most cases, there will be a chronological sequence
(first you do this; secondly you do that). However,
you will also need to sequence steps involving
safety and other related topics. The lesson plan
should also identify, in conjunction with each step,
key points or specific techniques essential to suc-
cessfully performing that step. Safety practices
specific to the operation should also be listed under
key points. The presentation section of the plan
shown in Sample 1 makes provision for listing
"Steps" in one column and "Key Points" in another
column. Teachers often reproduce this section of
their lesson plan as a "Job Sheet" or "Operation
Sheet." These sheets can then be provided to each
student during or following the demonstration for
reference during the application phase of the les-
son.

6
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SAMPLE 1

MODEL LESSON PLAN: Manipulative Skills

Unit 3

Lesson 2

JOB (or operation): Using the Marking Gauge

AIM (or purpose): to help students achieve skill in the use of the marking gauge in the const uction of
custom cabinetwork

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT: standard marking gauge for woodworking; 1 foot rule; try square; pencil

MATERIALS: cabinet frame, ready for laying out mortise and tenon

TEACHING AIDS: chart showing gauge parts; working drawing of cabinet

REFERENCES: Fierer. Cabinetmaking and Millwork.

I. PREPARATION (of the student)

The marking gauge is one of the tools most commonly used by cabinetmakers.

It provides-a very accurate method of marking lines on wood parallel
to a side or edge. Also, more rapid than using rule and straightedge.

It requires more skill in its use than it looks.

II. PRESENTATION (of the skills):

Operations or Steps
Key Points (things to
remember to do or say)

Set the gauge to desired measure.

Check the setup with a rule
Measure between spur and beam.

Hold gauge in right hand.

Run the gauge against the stock.

Darken with pencil if necessary

Mark all pieces at the same time
before resetting gauge.

Name parts of gauge (use chart).
Show how to adjust head.

Better accuracytry on scrap.

Demonstrate correct grip.

Demonstrate wrist action.
Run gauge away from operator.

Lay out mortise and tenon jc int as example
(use working drawings for specs).
Emphasize accuracy.



III. APPLICATION (practice by student under close supervision)

Practice using gauge on scrap stock until correct technique is established.

Each student will present a marked piece of scrap stock for check by instructor.

IV. TEST (performance of skill to acceptable standards)

Students will proceed to gauge the stock for a mortise and tenon joint to required dimensions.Instructor will check against working drawings.

Suggested Reading for Student:

Hammond. Wood Technology, pp. 61-63.



After the lesson plan has been prepared you need
to make sure that all tools, materials, supplies, and
visuals are at hand before you start the demonstra-
tion. A sure
way to de-
stroy the ef-
fectiveness
of an other-
Wise good
demonstration
is to have to
interrupt the
demonstration
at a critical

:"1 fr-A, ,o51,9point to hunt
up a needed
item. In addi-
tion. you
need to make
sure that all items are in good condition and
properly organized in advance. Consider the
humiliation of finding out in the middle of your
demonstration that your knife i ull, your wrench is
broken, or you brought the prong lens for the
camera. 4

.,-

Sometimes, partially completed items must be
prepared ahead of time when the processes or
operations being demonstrated require that con-
siderable time be spent completing one step of the
process. If several minutes or hours of doing the
same thing are required , or a lapse of time is neces-
sary such as might be the case when a recipe calls
for refrigerating a mix, you should complete this
time-consuming step ahead of time. Then, during
the demonstration, you can bring out and substi-
tute the previously prepared item whrin needed in
order to be able to complete the demonstration in a
reasonable amount of time. The plan shown in
Sample 1 provides for listing equipment, tools,
materials, and teaching aids needed for the dem-
onstration.

As part of your preparation, you need toarrange
the physical setting in which you will conduct the
demonstration so that each student will be able to
see every movement and hear every direction or
explanation clearly. The conditions under which
you perform the demonstration should closely
match actual conditions on the job if appropriate
or possible.

However, if the student is to learn from observ-
ing you. then both students and equipment will
need to be arranged so this can happen. If direc-
tion of movement is of special importance, stu-
dentsshould be positioned to view thedemonstra-
tion over your shoulder or from approximately the
same angle as they would view their own perfor-
mance of the operation. If the demonstration is
one involving precision movement or very small

objects, you might be able to arrange for students
to view it close up on a television monitor. You
could also develop visuals showing enlargements
of the parts, or models which you could use to
show students the needed details at critical points
in the dem-
onstration.
Do not at-
tempt to
pass objects
around the

,...ioiriv,
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group for in- ,t

spection
during a f)" "? r-
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way to divert
attention
from the (

demonstration i

itself. 1
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,t is also
important to consider students' physical comfort.
Attention may fall off rapidly if students are forced
into an uncomfortable position in order to ob-
serve. if possible, arrange seating around the
demonstration area, preferably using tablet
armchairs so that students can take notes as the
demonstration proceeds. If the group is large, or
the demonstration surface is difficult to see, risers
(such as are often used in a gymnasium) may be a
good solution.

Poor lighting, poor ventilation, or a noisy loca-
tion in the laboratory can also adversely affect
students' attention. You can improve lighting by
arranging special light stands that flood the dem
onstration site with light. This will not only in-
crease the students' chance to see what is going
on, but will dramatize the setting and concentrate
student attention. Noise and distraction from
other laboratory activities can be controlled by
surrounding the demonstration area with mova-
ble screens.

For some demonstrations involving hazardous
operations, you may need to provide students with
safety goggles or protective clothing. If the dem-
onstrated operation can be expected to produce
noxious fumes, arrange a floor ventilating fan to
move the air away from the student observers.

Before presenting your demonstration to your
students, it is often advisable to practice your
demonstration step by step following the outline
you will use. This is especially important when you
have not given the particular demonstration for
some period of time. This procedure should help
build your own confidence in being able to present
the demonstration skillfully. It can also serve as a
check to see that you have not omitted essential



steps or tailed to hav all equipment and materials
properly prepared. It may feel awkward at first, but
it is often helpful to practice in front of a full length
mirror so you can see how your performance will
look to students.

Motivating Students
You need to introduce the demonstration with a

discussion of the job to be done. A series of well-
chosen questions can lead the students into the
topic You should have outlined in your lesson plan
under "Preparation- how you intend to gain stu-
dents interest. Unless you are able to explain what
you are going to do, and connect it with what the
students alrea.;'y know or have done, students may
miss several essential points. They may be concen-
trating on discovering the point of the demonstra-
tion rather than focusing on the demonstration
itself

Through questioning and discussion you can
determine if the students know what is to be done
and find out what they know about it. Show en-
thusiasm in questioning,2 citing applications and
showing the importance of being able to do the job
Nell.

Presenting the Demonstration
The following are important proceduresto follow

in presenting thedemonstration forwhich you have
prepared.

Show and explain completely the procedure
by going through the process step by step.
Perform the demonstration slowly enough so
that students do not miss key points. taking up
one step at a time. Emphasize special tech-
niques for doing a good job.
Be sure to explain new terms. Have a
chalkboard handy, with new terms written on
it. Talk to your students, not to yourequipment.
Stop talking when you are at a critical or
hazardous point.
Emphasize safe practices as you proceed. Do
not: show "how not to do it." Use only the
correct practices yourself during the demon-
stration.
Be definite by showing the best procedure to
do the jobthe one that is commonly used in
the field. Don't confuse students by showing
several procedures.
Question your students as the demonstration
proceeds to ensure their understanding of
each step and to get them to think through the
job.

2 To an skdi tn the use of questions. you may wish to refer to Module
C- Employ Oral Questioning Techniques

2
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Watch for nonverbal clues from students indi-
cating hot well they are following or respond-
ing to the demonstration. Blank expressions,
furtive glances at the clock, or perplexed ex-
pressions should cue you to the need to repeat
some portion of the demonstrations or recap-
ture attention before proceeding.
Set up standards of workmanship by doing a
good thorough job that will challenge your
students' ability.
Encourage your students by showing how
easy it is to perform difficult manipulative jobs
when they are done properly.
Summarize the steps and key points. You may
find it necessary to repeat the demonstration
for some students.
Ask summarizing questions. Do not simplysay,
"Are tl iere any questions?" Plan specific ques-
tions to ask that require students to respond in
such a way that you will get feedback on how
well they have understood the demonstration.

One way of involving students in summarization
and reinforcement following the teacher's demon-
stration is to have a student repeat the demonstra-
tion. The fol-
lowing is one
of several
variations in
demonstration L.

procedure

utilized
that may be LIJ

which in-
volves btu-
dent partici-
pation in the
demonstration:

First, the
teacher
performs
the operation and tells what is occurring.
Then, a student performs the operation while
the teacher tells what is occurring.
Then, another student performs the operation
and tells what is occurring.

When students are involved in the demonstration
as outlined, opportunity for reinforcement of learn-
ing is provided. In addition, you are provided with
immediate feedback regarding the effectiveness of
the demonstration. However, do not put a slower
learner on the spot, forcing him/her to fail publicly
and face humiliation or perhaps danger.

IfL



When you are assured that the students under- phase, provision should be made for students tostand the process and are ready to practice the skill practice the skills in the laboratory, on the job, or at
demonstrated, students should be directed to the home.
"Application" phase of the lesson. During this

For a view of how one teacher learned to make effective manipulative skill
demonstrations, you may wish to view the videotape, "DemonstratiOn,"
produced by the departments of Agricultural and Home Economics Educa-
tion and the School of Occupational and Adult Education at Oklahoma State
University. This videotape shows a teacher demonstrating the same skill
twice, once poorly and once effectively. It is very helpful in illustrating why it/4*- is important to follow the recommended steps and procedures in planning
and demonstrating a manipulative skill.

Optional
Activity

n.?,

Your institution may have available other videotapes showing examples of
teachers demonstrating manipulative skills. If so, you may wish to view o
or more of these videotapes. You might also chocse to critique the perfor-
mance of each teacher in demonstrating a manipulative skill, using the
criteria provided in this module, or critique forms or checklists provided by
your resource person.

Another possibility is to identify a television program involving a manipula-
tive skill demonstration. For example, a home Economics teacher could
watch a cooking expert such as Julia Child to sere how she demonstrates
cooking skills.

2 3 ,9
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The following items check your comphrehension of the material in the
information sheet, Demonstrating a Manipulative Skill, pp. 6-11. Each of
the six items requires a short essay-type response. Please explain fully, but
briefly, and make sure you respond ro all parts of each tem.

SELF-CHECK
1. Explain whythe demonstration method of teaching is especiallyappropriate for teaching manipula-

tive skills.

2. If a teacher is highly experienced in a particular manipulative skill, why should that teacher prepare a
lesson plan before giving a demonstration?

12



3. Why should a teacher practice the demonstration prior to presenting it to the class?

4. Is showing, students several ways of performing the skill a good idea? Why or why not?



5. How can a teacher be sure that the students understand what is being done during the demonstra-
tion and why it is being done?

6. What types of summarization activities can a teacher use to conclude a demonstration effectively?

2 .1
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Compare your written response.: on the Self-Check with the Model Answers
given below. Your responses need not exactly duplicate the model re-
sponses; however, you should have covered the same major points.

MODEL ANSWERS
.1. When a manipulative skill is to be learned by

students, they need to learn a number of things
all at once : (1)a succession of steps, (2) the order
in which to perform those steps, (3) the tech-
niques involved in performing those steps, and
(4) the safety precautions involved. The most
straightforward way to learn all this is to see it
actually performed and hear it explained simul-
taneously; i.e., to have it demonstrated.

2. Being able to perform a skill yourself does not
guarantee that you can explain how to perform
that skill. For persons who are especially skilled
at an operation, that operation has become al-
most automatic. When you first learned division
and multiplication in grammar school, you had
to go through careful consecutive steps on
paper to get your answers. As time went on, a
lot of those steps were condensed or done in
your head. It became easy and self-evident.

To teach the skill, it is necessary to break that
skill back down into those steps. To be cure (1)
that the operation is presented in lc,.gical steps
the students can follow, (2) that all steps are
presented, (3) that key points are highligt;ted, 4)
that the safety practices central to the success-
ful performance of the operation are not over-
looked, and (5) that you will have all tools,
supplies, equipment, and visuals necessary to
present that demorstration, you need to pre-
pare a lesson plan.

3. Practice is an excellent technique for(1) making
you more confident in your ability to present the
demonstration, (2) giving a little polish to the
demonstration, (3) catching errors or potential
problem areas, and (4) checking to see if all
steps have been included and all necessary
equipment and materials are available and in
good condition.

4. It is not a good idea to present more than one way
to perform the manipulative skill. Masterirg all
the steps involved in one method is possible.
Trying to master two or more methods for per-
forming a brand new skill can be confusing. It is
far better to limit the amount of new information
you expect students to absorb at one time. If it is
important for students to know how to perform
the skill using more than one method, these
demonstrations should be presented sepa-
rately.

5. During the demonstration,you can get feedback
as to whether or not the students are following
and understanding the procedure by asking key
questions. These questions should be prepared
ahead of time to ensure that you will get feed-
back at key points throughout the demonstra-
tion.

Another source of feedback is available from
students' nonverbal responses. If a student is
daydreaming ;sr has a perplexed look on his/
her face, then you are getting very real feed-
back that the student is not following the dem-
onstration.

6. To summarize, the teacher can merely restate
the steps and key points, or run through the
demonstration again briefly. However, it is pref-
erable to involve students in the summarization.
This can be done by having students restate the
steps and key points, or by asking key questions.

One good method for summarizing, involving
students, reinforcing the learning, and getting
feedback all at the same time is to follow your
demonstration by (1) having a student perform
the operation while the teacher explains the
procedure, and then (2) having another student
perform and explain the operation unaided, but
under teacher supervision.

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed Self-Check should have covered the same major points as
the model responses. If you missed some points or have questior:s about any additional pointsyou made,
review the material in the information sheet, Demonstrating a Manipulative Skill, pp. 6-11, or check with
your resource person if necessary.
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Activity

Activity

Learning Experience II
OVERVIEW

In a simulated classroom or laboratory situation, demonstrate a manipula-
tive skill.

You will be selecting a student performance objective in your occupational
specialty that lends itself to the demonstration of a manipulative skill.

You will be selecting, modifying or developing a lesson plan designed to
achieve that objective, using a manipulative skill demonstration.

You may wish to have your resource person review the adequacy of your
plan.

Activity You will be selecting, obtaining, or preparing the materials needed for your
demonstration.

Activity You will be presenting the lesson to a group of peers, or to your resource
person.



You may wish to record your demonstration on videotape for self-evaluation
purposes.

Your competency in demonstrating a manipulative skill will be evaluated by
your peers, or by your resource person, using the Lesson Presentation
Checklist, pp. 21-32.

If you videotaped your demonstration, you may wish to evaluate your own
performance, using the Lesson Presentation Checklist, pp. 21-32.

18



Activity

Optional
Feedback

/Optional If you wish to self-evaluate, you may record your performance on videotapeLActivity so you may view your own demonstration at a later time.

Select a student performa ce objective in your occupational specialtywhich could be achieved, at least partially, by a manipulative skill demon-stration. (In a real world situation, you start with an objective and then selectthe most appropriate materials and or t2.aching methods. In this practicesituation, however, you need to select an objective that lends itself todemonstrating a manipulative skill.)

Prepare a detailed lesson plan svhich includes an explanation of how themanipulativeskill wil! be demonstrated. Instead of developing a lesson plan,you may select a lesson plan that you have developed previously, and adaptthat plan so that it includes a manipulative skill demonstration.

You may wish to have your resource person review the adequacy of yourplan. He she could use the Teacher Performance Assessment Form inModule B-4, Develop a Lesson Plan, as a guide.

Based on your lesson plan, select, obtain, or prepare the materials andequipment you will need to make your demonstration.

In a simulated classroom or laboratory situation, present your lesson to agroup of one to five peers. These peers will serve two functions: (1) they willrole-play the students to whom you are presenting your lesson, and (2) theywill evaluate your performance. If peers are not available to you, you maypresent your lesson to your resource person.



Multiple copies of the Lesson Presentation Checklist are provided in this
learning experience. Give a copy to each peer. or to your resource person.
before making your presentation in order to ensure that each knows what to
look for in your lesson. However, indicate thatduring the lesson, all attention
is to be directed toward you. and that the checklists are to be completed
after the lesson is finished.

If you videotaped your lesson. you may want to self- evaluate using a copy of

the Lesson Presentation Checklist,

)
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LESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLIST

Directiors: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an x in ih6 N, 'A box.

Date

Deiv,Je-e Perbaal

1 The physical environment was reasonably comfortable

2 The physical setting for the demonstration was as close to actual
conditions on the job as possible

3. All necessary tools, materials, supplies, and visualswere organized and
at hand when the teacher needed them

4. All tools, materials, supplies, and visuals were in good condition

5. The teacher introduced the demonstration with explanations of:
a. what was going to be demonstrated

b. how it fit in with what the class already knew or had experienced

c. how it ;it in with future activities

6. The teacher defined any new terms which would be encountered during
the demonstration

7 The teacher motivated the class to want to learn the new skill

8. Each step necessary to the operation was demonstrated

9. Each step was explained as it was demonstrated

10. The steps were presented in a logical order

11. Key points or specific techniques essential to performing each step
were explained

12. Safety practices specific to the operation were covered

13. If a step involved very small parts or intricate processes, the teacher used
visuals or models to clarify the step

14. If a step was normally time-consuming (i.e., "refrigerate batter over
night ), the teacher had completed the step ahead of time

15. The procedure followed for the operationwas the one most commonly
used in the field
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16. The steps were presented slowly enough that students did not miss key
points OE

17. Every movement in the demonstration was clearly visible OE
18. If direction of movement was of special :importance, students were

positioned accordingly CI CI CI
19. The teacher could be clearly heard El
20. The teacher talked to the students, and not to the materials El
21. The teacher performed the operation with ease CI CI E
22. Theteac her set up standards cf workmailship bydciny agoc,d thorough

job 1:1 CI I=1
23. The teacher encouraged questions I=1

24. The teacher asked key questions throughout to ensure that thestudents
understood the demonstration El CI I=1

25. The teacher included some activity to summarize the steps and key
points El CI CI

26. The scope of the demonstration was sufficiently limited that students
(-fluid absorb it all El CI 111

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL or N/A responses. If any item receives a N0,11pr
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities-0e
teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).
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LESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the Ni A box.

Name

Date

Resource Person

1. The physical environment was reasonably comfortable

2. The physical setting for the demonstration was as close to actual
conditions on the job as possible

3. All necessary tools, materials, supplies, and visuals were organized and
at hand when the teacher needed them

4. All tools, materials, supplies, and visuals were in good condition

5. The teacher introduced the demonstration with explanations of:
a. what was going to be demonstrated

b. how it fit in with what the class already knew or had experienced

c. how it fit in with future activities

6. The teacher defined any new termswhich would be encountered during
the demonstration

7. The teacher motivated the class to want to learn the new skill ...

8. Each step necessary to the operation was demonstrated

9. Each step was explained as it was demonstrated

10. The steps were presented in a logical order

11. Key points or specific techniques essential to performing each step
were explained

12. Safety practices specific to the operation were covered

13. If a step involved very smal I parts or intricate processes, the teacher used
visuals or models to clarify the step

14. If a step was normally time-consuming (i.e., "refrigerate batter over-
night"), the teacher had completed the step ahead of time

15. The procedure followed for the operation was the one most commonly
used in the field
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16. The steps were presented slowly enough that students did not miss key
points El El

17. Every movement in the demonstration was clearly visible

18. If direction of movement was of special importance, students were
positioned accordingly El El El El

19. The teacher could be clearly heard El *El
20. The teacher talked to the students, and not to the materials

21. The teacher performed the operation with ease

22. The teacher set up standards of workmanship bydoing a good thorough
job El El

23. The teacher encouraged questions

24. The teacher asked key questionsthroughout to ensu re that the students
understood the demonstration El El El ID

25. The teacher included some activity to summarize the steps and key
points El El El E]

26. The scope of the demonstration was sufficiently limited that students
could absorb it all El El El

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet t, determine what additional activities the
teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the Inlak area(s).
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LESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumsIances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to exe7;ute, place an X in the N' A box.

Date

Resource Person

1. The physical environment was reasonably comfortable

2. The physical setting for the demonstration was as close to actual
conditions on the job as possible

3. Ali necessary tools, materials, supplies, and visualswere organized and
at hand when the teacher needed them

4. All tools, materials, supplies, and visuals were in good condition

5. The teacher introduced tne demonstration with explanations of:
a. what was going to be demonstrated

b. how it fit in with what the class already knew or had experienced

c. how it fit in with future activities

6. The teacher defined any newterms which would be encountered during
the. demonstration

7. The teacher motivated the class to want to learn the new skill

8. Each step necessary to the operation was demonstrated

9. Each step was expiained as it was demonstrated

10. The steps were presented in a logical order

11. Key points or specific techniques essential to performing each step
were explained

12. Safety practices specific to the operation were covered

13.

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

t,

If a step involved very small parts or intricate procasses, the teacher used
visuals or models to clarify the step

14. If a step was normally time-consuming (i.e.. "refrigerate batter over-
nk;ht..) the Lacher had completed the step ahead of time

15. The procedur.i ,ollowed tor the operation was the one most commonly
used in the ';eld
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16. The steps were presented slowly enough that students did not miss key
points E1DEE

17. Every movement in the demonstration was clearly visible EIDEEI
18. If direction of movement was of special importance, students were

positioned accordingly Ell=11=10
19. The teacher could be clearly heard 01=11=10
20. The teacher talked to the students, and not to the materials Ell=11=10
21. The teacher performed the operation with ease DEED
22. The teac her set up standards of workmanship by doing a good thoroug h

job ElE11=1
23. The teacher encouraged questions DODO
24. The teacher asked key questions throughout to ensure that the students

understood the demonstration DODO
25. The teacher included some activity to summarize the steps and key

roints ElE11=10
26. The scope of the demonstration was sufficient, ::rnited that students

could absorb it all E]

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities the
teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).
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LESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Pace an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute. place an X in the NA box.

Date

Resource Person

1. The physical environment was reasonably comfortaL!ci

2. The physical setting for the demonstration was as clu3e to actual
conditions on the job as possible

3. All necessary tools, materials, supplies, and visuals were organized and
at hand when the teacher needed them

4. All tools, materials, supplies, and visuals were in good condition

5 The teacher introduced the demonstration with explanations of:
a. what was going to be demonstrated

b. how it fit in with what the class already knew or had experienced

c. how it fit in with future activities

6. The teacherdefined any new terms which would beencountered during
the demonstration

7. The teacher motivated the class to want to learn the new skill .

8. Each step necessary to the operation was demonstrated

9. Each step was explained as it was demonstrated

10. The steps were presented in a logical order

11. Key points or specific techniques essential to performing each step
were explained

12. Safety practices specific to the operation were covered

13. If a step involved very small parts or intricate processes, the teacher used
visuals or models to clarify the step

14. If a step was normally time-consuming (i.e., "refrigerate batter over-
night.). the teacher had completed the step ahead of time

15. The procedure followed for the operation was the one most commonly
used in the field
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16. The steps were presented slowly enough that students did not miss key
points . El El 1:1

17. Every movement in the demonstration was clearly visible

18. If direction of movement was of specie: importance, students were
positioned accordingly CI El

19. The teacher could be clearly heard ED
20. The teacher talked to the students, and not to the materials ED
21. The teacher performed the operation with ease

22. The teacherset up standards of workmanship by doing a good thorough
job CI El

23. The teacher encouraged questions El
24. The teacher asked keyquestionsthroughouttoensurethatthestudents

understood the demonstration CI El
25. The teacher included some activity to summarize the steps and key

points CI El
26. The scope of the demonstration was sufficiently limited that students

could absorb it all El El El

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities the
teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).
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LESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the NVA box.

Name

Date

Resource Person

1. The physical environment was reasonably comfortable

2. The physical setting for the demonstration was as close to actual
conditions on the job as possible

3. All necessary tools, materials, supplies, and visuals were organized and
at hand when the teacher needed them

4. All tools, materials, supplies, and visuals were in good condition

5. The teacher introduced the demonstration with explanations of:
a. what was going to be demonstrated

b. how it fit in with what the class already knew or had experienced

c. how it fit in with future activities

6. The teacherdefined any newtermswhich would be encountered during
the demonstration

7. The teacher motivated the class to want to learn the new skill

8. Each step necessary to the operation was demonstrated

9. Each step was explained as it was demonstrated

10. The steps were presented in a logical order

11. Key points or specific techniques essential to performing each step
were explained

12. Safety practices specific to the operation were covered

13. If a step involved verysmall partsor intricate processes, the teacher used
visuals or models to clarify the step

14. If a step was normally time-consuming (i.e., "refrigerate batter over-
night"), the teacher had completed the step ahead of time

15. The procedure followed for the operation was the one most commonly
used in the field
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16. The steps were presented slowly enough that students did not miss key
points El El

17. Every movement in the demonstration was clearly visible 1=1

18 If direction of movement was of special importance, students were
positioned accordingly CI 1=1

19. The teacher could be clearly heard CI
20. The teacher talked to the students, and not to the materials

21. The teacher performed the operation with ease DO
22. The teacher set up standards of workmanship bydoing a good thorough

job El El
23. The teacner encouraged questions CI
24. The teacher asked key questions throughout to ensure that the students

understood the demonstration CI El
25. The teacher included some activity to summarize the steps and key

ElCICIpoints CI
26. The scope of the demonstration was sufficiently limited that students cicould absorb it all CI CI CI

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities the
teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).
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LESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTiAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If. because of special
cumstances, a performance component wad not applicable, or impossible
to execute, pace an Ain the N, A box.

Dale

Resource Pm' on

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

1. The physical environment was reasonably comfortable

2. The physical setting for the demonstration was as close to actual
conditions on the job as possible

3. All necessary tools, materials, supplies, and visuals were organized and
at hand when the teacher needed them

4. All tools. materials, supplies, and visuals were in good condition

5. The teacher introduced the demonstration with explanations of:
a. what vans going to be demonstrated

b. how it fit in with what the class already knew or had experienced

c. how it fit in with future activities

6. The teacher defined any new termswhich would beencountered during
the demonstration

7. The teacher motivated the class to want to learn the new skill

8. Each step necessary to the operation was demonstrated

9. Each step was explained as it was demonstrated

10. The steps were presented in a logical order

11. Key points or specific techniques essential to performing each step
were explained

12. Safety practices specific to the operation were covered

13. If a step involved very small partsor intricate processes, the teacher used
visuals or models to clarify the step

14. if a step was normally time-consuming (i.e., "refrigerate baiter over-
night"), the teacher had completed the step ahead of time

15. The procedure iollowed for the operation was the one most commonly
used in the field
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I steps were presented siowly enough that students did not miss key
I=1

17. Every movement in the demonstration was clearly visible I=1

18. I'. direction of movement was of special importance, students were
positioned accordingly T1 1-1

19. The teacher could be clearly heard

20. The teacher talked to the students, and not to the materials I=1

21. The teacher performed the operation with ease I=1

22. The teacher set up standards of workmanship bydoing a good thorough
I=1job

23. The teacher encouraged questions DODO
24. The teacher asked key questions throughout to ensure that the students

understood the dem instration

25. The teacher included some activity to summarize the steps and key
I=1points

26. The scope of the demonstration was sufficiently limited that students
.I=1could absorb it all

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must roce've FULL or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL resronse, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities the
teacher needs 'to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).
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Learning Experience III

FINAL EXPERIENCE

In an actual school situation,* demonstrate a manipulative skill.

As you plan your lessons, decide when demonstrating a manipulative skill
could be used effectively to aid you in meeting the lesson objectives. Based
on that decisic n, demonstrate a manipulative skill. This will include

selecting, modifying, or developing a lesson plan which includes
detailed plans for presenting, such a demonstration
locating and/o; developing all necessary equipment and materials
preparing the physical setting for the demonstration
presenting the lesson to the class

NOTE: YOLK resource person may want you to submit your written lesson
plan to him/her for evaluation before you present your lesson. It may be
helpful for your resource person to use the TPAF from Module B-4, Develop
a Lesson Plan, to guide his/her evaluation.

Arrange in advance to have your resource person observe your lesson
presentation.

Your total competency will be assessed by your resod ;e person, using the
Teacher Performance Assessment Form, pp. 35 -36.

Based upon the criteria specified in this assessment instrument your
resource person will determine whether you are competent in demonstrat-
ing a manipulative skill.

For a definition of actual school situation. see the inside back cover

.21
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TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill (C-16)

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading.
If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was not
applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the Ni A box.

%arlie

Date

Resource Person

1 The physical environment was reasonably comfortable

2. The physical setting for the demonstration was asclose to
actual conditions on the job as possible

3. All necessary tools, materials, supplies, and visuals were
organized and at hand when the teacher needed them

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

4.

e

4. All tools, materials, supplies, and visuals were in good
condition

El

ri (-1

El

I-1 El El
5. The teacher introduced the demonstration with explana-

tions of:
a. what was going to be demonstrated E] C1 CI 1:1

b. how it fit in with what the class already knew or had
Elexperienced

c. how it fit in with futurr activities, E]
6. The teacher defined any new terms which would be en-

countered during the demonstration El El El ID
7. The teacher motivated the class to want to learn the new

El E]skill

R. Each step necessary to the operation was demonstrated [1]
9. Each step was explained as it was demonstrated El

10. The steps were presented in a logical order El
11. Key points or specific techniques essential to performing

El El In El Eleach step were explained ,

12. Safety practices specific to the operation were covered [1] [1]
13. If a step involved very small parts or intricate processes,

the teacher used visuals or models to clarify the step El Li CI El
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14, If a step was normally time-consuming (i.e., "refrigerate
batter overnight"), the teacher had completed the step
ahead of time ri II El El

15. The procedure followed for the operation was the one
most commonly used in the field 11 11 11 El El

16. The steps were presented slowly enough that studentsd id
not miss key points 11 El El II El El

17. Every movement in the demonstration was clearly visible r7 El
18. If direction of movement was of special importance, stu-

L L

7
dents were positioned accordingly

19. The teacher could be clearly heard E. Ell
20. The teacher talked to the students, and not to the materials El CI !r.:
21. The teacher performed the operation with ease

22. The teacher set up standards of workmanship by doing a
good thorough job

23. The teacher encouraged questions

24. The teacher asked key questions throughout to ensure
that the students understood the demonstration

25. The teacher included some activity to summarize the
steps and key points

26. The scope of the demonstration was sufficiently limited
that students could absorb it all

LEVEL>OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses. If any item
ves a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine

what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).
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ABOUT USING THE CENTER'S PBTE
MODULES

Organization
Each module is designed to help you gain competency
in a particular skill area considered important to teach-
ing Success. A module is made up of a series of learning
experiences, some providing background infoc.nation,
some providing practice experiences, and others com-
bining these two functions. Completing these experi-
ences \should enable you to achieve the terminal objec-
tive in the final learning experience. The final experience
in each, module always requires you to demonstrate the
skill in an actual school situation when you are an intern,
a student teacher, or an inservice teacher.

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize y 'cur
teacher education program. You need to take only those
modules covering skills which you do not already pos-
sess. Similarly. you need not complete any learning ex-
perience within a module if you already have the skill
needed to complete it. Therefore, before taking any
module, you should carefully review (1) the Introduction,
(2) the Objectives listed on p. 4, (3) the Overviews pre-
ceding each learning experience, and (4) the Final Ex-
perience. After comparing your present needs and com-
petencies with the information you have read in these
sections, you should be ready to make one of the follow-
ing decisions:

that you do not have the competenties indicated,
and should complete the entire module
that you are competent :n on or more of the en-
abling objectives leading to t final learning ex.
perience, and thus can omit teat (those) learning
exoerienc,e(s)
that you are already competent in this area, and
ready to complete the final learning experience in
order to "test out-
that the module is inappropriate to your needs a'
this time

When you are ready to take the final learning experience
and have access to an actual school situation, make the
necessary arrangements with your resource person. If
you do not complete the final experience successfully,
meet with your resource person and arrange (1) to re-
peat the experience, or (2) complete (or review) previous
sections of the module or other related activities
suggested by your resource person before attempting to
repeat the final experience.

Options for recycling are also available in each of the
learning experiences preceding the final experience.
Any time you do not meet the minimum level of perfor-
mance required to meet an objective, you and your re-
source person may meet to select activities to help you
reach competency. This could involve (1) completing
parts of the module previously skipped; (2) repeating
activities; (3) reading supplementary resources or ^.om-
pleting additional activities suggested by the resource
person; (4) designing your own- learning experience: or
(5) completing some other activity suggested by you or
your resource person.

Terminology
Actual School Situation ... refers to a situation in
which you are actually working with, and responsible
for, secondary or post-secondary vocational students in
a re& school. An intern, a student teacher, or an in-
service teacher would be functioning in an actual school
situation. If you do not have access to an actual school
situation when you are taking the module, you can com-
plete the module up to the final learning experience. You
would then do the final learning experience later; i.e.,
when you have access to an actual school situation.
Alternate Activity or Feedback ... refers to an item or
feedback device which may substitute for required
items which, due to special circumstances, you are un-
able to complete.
Occupational Specialty ... refers to a specific area of
preparation within a vocational service area (e.g., the
service area Trade and Industrial Education includes
occupational specialties such as automobile me-
chanics, welding, and electricity).
Optional Activity or Feedback ... refers to an item
which is not required, but which is designed to supple-
ment and enrich the required items in a learning experi-
ence.

Resource Person ... refers to the person in charge of
your educational program; the professor, instructor,
administrator, supervisor, or cooperating/supervising/
classroom teacher who is guiding you in taking this
module.
Studer'.... refers to the person who is enrolled and
receiving instruction in a secondary or post-secondary
educational institution.
Vocational Service Area . . . refers to a major vocational
field: agricultural eduPation, business and office educa-
tion, distributive education, health occupations educa-
tion, home economics education, industrial arts edu-
cation, technical education, or trade anC industrial edu-
cation.
You or the Teacher ... refers to the person w,-io is tak-
ing the module.

Levels of Performance for Final Assessment
N/A ... The criterion was not met because it was not
applicable to the situation.
None ... No attempt was made to meet the criterion,
although it was relevent.
Poor ... The teacher is unable to perform this skill cr
has only very limited ability to perform it.
Fair .. . The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an
acceptable manner, but has some ability to perform it.
Good ... The teacher is able to perform this skill in an
effective manner.
Excellent ... The teacher is able to perform this skill in a
very effective manner.
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Titles of The Center's
Performance-Based Teacher Education Modules

Cabspory A: Program Planning. Development, and Evaluation
A-1 Prepare for a Community Survey
A-2 Conduct a Community Survey
A-3 Report the Findings of a Community Survey
A-4 Organize an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-5 Maintain an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-6 Develop Program Goals and ObjectiVes
A-7 Conduct an Occupational Analysis
A-8 Develop a Course of Study
A-9 Develop Long-Range Program Plans
A-10 Conduct a Student Follow-Up Study
A-11 Evaluate Your Vocational Program

Category B: Instructional Planning
B-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students
B-2 Develop Student Performance Objectives'
B-3 Develop a Unit of Instruction
B-4 Develop a Lesson Plan
B-5 Select Student Instructional Materials
B-6 Prepare Teacher-Made Instructional Materials

Category C: Instructional Execution
C-1 Direct Field Trips
C-2 Conduct Group Discussions, Panel Discussions, and

Symposiums
C-3 Employ Brainstorming, Buzz Group, and Question Box

Techniques
C-4 Direct Students in Instructing Other Students
C-5 Employ Simulation Techniques
C-6 Guide Student Study
C-7 Direct Student Laboratory Experience
C-8 Direct Students in Applying Problem-Solving Techniques
C-9 Employ the Project Method
C-10 Introduce a Lesson
C-11 Summarize a Lesson
C-12 Employ Oral Questioning Technicwes
C-13 Employ Reinforcement Techrtwes
C-14 Provide Instruction for Slower and More Capable Learners
C-15 Present an Illustrated Talk
C-16 Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill
C-17 Demonstrate a Concept or Principle
C-18 Individualize Instruction
C-19 Employ the Team Teaching Approach
C-20 Use Subject Matter Experts to Present Information
C-21 Prepare Bulletin Boards and Exhibits
C-22 Present Information with Models, Real Objects, and Flannel

Boards
C-23 Present Information with Overhead and Opaque Materials
C-24 Present Information with Filmstrips and Slides
C-25 Present Information with Films
C-26 Present Information with Audio Recordings
C-27 Present Information with Televised and Videotaped Materials
C-28 Employ Programmed Instruction
C-29 Present Information with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart
Category.D: Instructional Evaluation
D-1
D-2
0-a
D-4
D-5
D-13

Establish Student Performance Criteria
Assass,Student Performance: Knowledge
Aaiess'Student Performance: Attitude;
Assess Student Performance: Skills
Determine Student riradiki
Evaluate Your Instructional Effectiveness

Category E: instructional Menisgernnt
F-1 Project Instructional Resource Needs
E-2 Manage Your Budgeting and Reporting Responsibilities
E-3 Arranca for Improvement of Your Vocational Facilities
E-4 Maintain a Filing System

E-5 Provide for Student Safety
E-8 Provide for the First Aid Needs of Students
E-7 Assist Students in Developing Self-Discipline
E-8 Organize the Vocational Laboratory
E-9 Manage the Vocational Laboratory

Category F: Guidance
F-1 Sather Student Data Using Formal Data-Colle=tion Techniques
F-2 Gather Student Data Tnrough Personal Contacts
F-3. Use Conferences to Help Meet Student Needs
F-4 Provide Information on Educational and Career Opportunities
F-5 Assist Students in Applying for Employment or Further Education

Category 0: School-Community Relations
G-1 Develop a School-Community Relations Plan for Your Vocational

Program
G-2 Give Presentations to Promote Your Vocational Program-
G-3 Develop Brochures to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-4 Prepare Displays to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-5 Prepare News Releases and Articles Concerning Your Vocational

Program
G-6 Arrange for Television and Radio Presentations Concerning Your

Vocational Program
G-7 Conduct an Open House
G-8 Work with Members of the Community
G-9 Work with State and Local Educators
G-10 Obtain Feedback about Your Vocational Program

Category H: Student Vocational Organization
H-1 Develop a Personal Philosophy Concerning Student Vocational

Organizations
H-2 Establish a Student Vocational Organization
H-3 Prepare Student Vocational Organization Members for

Leadership Roles
H-4 Assist Student Vocational Organization Members in Developing

and Financing a Yearly Program of Activities
H-5 Supervise Activities of the Student Vocational Organization
H-6 Guide Participation in Student Vocational Organization Contests

Category 1: Professional Role and Development
1-1 Keep Up-to-Date Professionally
1-2 Serve Your Teaching Profession
1-3 Develop an. Active Personal Philosophy of Education
1-4 Serve the School and Community
1-5 Obtain a Suitable Teaching Position
1-6 Provide Laboratory Experiences for Procpective Teachers
1-7 Plan the Student Teaching Experience
1-8 Supervise Student Teachers

Category J: Coordination of Cooperative Education
J-1 Establish Guid.silnes for Your Cooperative Vocational Program
J-2 Manage the Attendance, Transfers, and Terminations of Co-Op

Students
J-3 Enroll Students in Your Co-Op Program
J-4 Secure Training Stations for Your Co-Op Progr rn
J-5 Place Co-Op Students on the Job
J-6 Develop the Training Ability of On-the-Job Instrueors
J-7, Coordinate On-the-Job Instruction
J-8 Evaluate Co-Op Students' On-the-Job Performance
J-9 Prepare for Students' Related Instruction
J-10 Supervise an Employer-Employee Appreciation Event

RELATED PUBLICATIONS .

Student Guide to Usinc Performance.Bazeci Teacher Education
Materials

Resource Person Guide to Using Performance -Based Teacher
Education Materials

Guide to the Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher Education

!or information regarding availability and prices of thew, mato/dais contact

AAV I IM
American Association for Vocational Instructional Materials

120 Engineering Center University of Georgia Athens, Georgia 30602 (404) 542-2586
11.
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Module Titles and
Associated Performance Elements

for Each Version Produced



A-1

PPOT:1M'E '.0.L1aES

in a

A- 3

:

A-4

A-5

A-6

A-7

A-8

A-1;),

Piro,,na; .nrs

A-11

g Pg1..

Tima'

Ar.J

t,:'

: 'r the Voca-

tional Education

A-11 Lan.;

P7'..)L;n17

PRELIMINARY TEST

VERSION (118)
ADVANCED TM'.

VERSION (100)

Category A;
Program Planning Development, and Evaluation.

Pve-Plan a Community Sur-
vey

IL...olve Local and State

es In a Commun

Sun',ey

D eloo Materials and

Procedures for Criductina

a Community Survey

eve the Sterine Com-

ittee and Per:,,,,n-

hol in a Community Survey

Develop Public Awareness of

a Community Survey

Collect and Analyze Com-

munity Survey Data

Pevirt Finding of a

Community Survey

E3rablisn in Advisor;

Committee

Maintain an Advii;nry

COMMIttt2Q

Develop Vocational Educa-

tion Program Offerings

Analyze an Occupation

Write Student Performance

Objectives for the Voca-

tional Education Offering

Develop Long-Range Voca-

tional Education Program

Plans

2'

Plan a Community Survey

Conduct and Analyze

,Community Surv(1, Data

Peport and Use the Fi nd-

ings of a Communty

Survey

(2,n4anize or Peorlanizkz

an Occupational Advi:A:ny

2omnitteL

Maintain an Occupational

Advisory Committee

Develop Vocational Educa-

tion Program Goals and

Objectives

Conduct an Oecupdt

Analysis

ona1

Develop a Course of Stud':

Develop Long Range Plan.;

for a vocational Program

Conduct a Student Follow-

up Study

ET:luate Your Vocational=

Program

PUBLISHED VERSION

(100)

Prepare for a Community

Survey

Conduct a Commun: Survey

Report the Findings of a

Community Survey

:;rnanize an

Advisory Committee

Maintain an Occupational

Adiscry Committee

Develop Program Goals and

Objectives

Conduct an Occupational

Analysis

Develop a Course of Study

Develop Long Range Program

Plans

Conduct a Student Follow-

up Study

Evaluate Your Vocational

Program



A -14

A-15

A-1

A-2

A-1

A-4

A-3

A-t

A-7

A-9

A-9

A-1

A-11

A-12

A-1S V-1.

A-14 4t-4;,

A-15 43,

C..)nL:,t A IQL.J

:dentlfy Needed Improve-

ments ThrJuqii lour Voca-

tIonal Educat.J11 Proqram

1:valuation

Conduct d Student Follow-

Up Study

Identify Needed Improve-

ments Through Your Voca-

tional Education Proqram

Evalt,ation

Associated Performance Elements

, 2, 1-5, 12 1-12, 14, 15

4, 7, 3 16, 17 13, 16, :-

.: 19 18, 19

ID, 14, 13 2)-24 L-24

16, 4,4 31, 3i 30, ., 36, 52

:n, 4.;
, 1) ) 32-35

-21 34-38 34-38

25-29 40-43 40-45

i). 70, 31-3;,' 46-4d 46-48

32, 35 49-51 49-31

39

8-1 SC ;.:e 2 $t.,,i,,211": Pe:'for-

manc,J ,,vo;e.,:tives for an

Offer12;

B-2 Determine Needs an: :n-

terests of Stu,:,t2nt En-

rollees

4o-4;

49, 30, 51

Catejory B:

Instructional Planning

Sequel,:e Student Perfor-

mance Dbjeotives

Determine Needs and In-

terests of Students

2G9

Dotermlne ';eea.,.- and In-

terests of Students

Determine Needs and In

terests of Students

Wiite Student Performance Develop Student Performance

Objectavns Ob)ecti''es



P-i Plan A Unit of Instruc-

tl'A

Develq a Lesson Plan

Vint(' a Lesson Plan

Select and )btain Student

lns7ructional Materials

'reacher Made

Materis

.,Lreot (Ctudents in Gather-

ir; Information from

Sources in the Community

Conduct Symposiums, Panels,

Croup Discussions

.stimulate Learning throujh

Brainstormin G,:e6p

and 1-)Iles., Box 'iecnalues

Direct Students .n Instruct-

ing Other 'uudents

Employ Simulat and Polo

PiayiT; Technijoes

27i

Plana Unit of Instruc-

tion

Write a Lesson Plan

Select and Obtain Student

Instructional Materials

Prepare Teacher Made In-

structional Materials for

Lesson

6u-61

62-0

7C-72 76

Plan a Unit of Instruc-

tion

Write a Lesson Plan

Select and Obtain Student

Instructional Materials

Prepare Teacher -)lade

flstructional Materials

Associated Performance Elements

a, 74, 76-7i

Category C;

Instructional Execution

Conduct Group and Indivi-

dual Field Trips

Conduct Group Discussions,

Panel DiqnSSIt):111, and

Stimulate Learning Through

Brainstorming, hr. Group

and Question Box Techniques]

Direct Students in Instruct-

ing Other Students

Employ the Techniques of

Role Playing and Simulat,on

Conduct Ind:cid...1. y,n

Group Field Trip3

Conduct Group Discussions,

Panel Discussions, and

Symposiums

Stimulate Learnifl-; Throujh

Brainstorming, Group

and cAaestion Eo;: Tediiniques

Direct Students in Instruct-

ing Other Students

Employ the Techniques of

Role Playing and Simulation

Develop a .flit of instruc-

tion

Develop a Lesson Plan

Select Student Instruc-

tional Materials

Prepare Teacher-Made

Instructional Materials

6e-61

u2-t9

7u-72, 76

73, 74, 7e-78

Direct Field Trips

Conduct Croup Discussions,

Panel Discussions, and

Symposiums

Employ Brainstorming,

Buzz Group, and ()uestiofl

Box Techniques

Direct Students in Instruct-

ing Other Students

Kmploy Simulation Tecnniques

2'"



S:udy

Stalent :.atHlatory

y'etn..)A

:)r 1

513w in East Learners

an! .Falk

",)emLi7.s

Demonstrate I Ln2e.,:t or

fndu,:t

Present Inormatin with

the Assistance of a

Persu:1

Illustrate with Bulletin

Boar.is and Exhioits

Illustrate with Models,

Real Objects, and Flannel

Boar,:

Direct Student Study

`;tildent Laboratur.

...;perience

Direct Students in Apply1;;,j

Problem - Solving Techniques

Direct the Project Methud

Intrcduc,.: a Lesson

Summarl,,,o a Lesson

Enpi'.:y Oral ',destioninj

Emplov Reinforcement Tech-

nique:

Plan Instruction for Slow,?:

and More Capable Learners

Present Information Through

an Illustrated Talk

Demonstrate a Manipulative

Demonstrate a Concept or

Principle

Direct Individualized

Instruction

Conduct Team Teaching

Present Information with

the Assistance of a Sub-

ject Matter Expert

.ilustrate with Bulletin

Boards and Exhibits

Illustrate with Models,

Real Objects and Flannel

Boards

Direct Student Study

Dite2t Student Laboratory

Experience

Direct Students in Applying

Problem-Solving Techniques

Direct the Project N2thod

Introduce a Lesson

Summarize a Lesson

Employ Oral QuestiJnin,,

Techniques

Employ Reinforcement Tech-

niques

Provide Instruction fcr

Slower and More Capable

Learners

Present Informat,on Through

an Illustrated lalk

Demonstrate a Manipulative

Skill

Demonstrate a Concept or

Principle

Direct Individualized

Instruction

Londuct Team Teaching

Present Information Usi.-.4

o Subject Matter Expert

Illustrate with Bulletin

Boards and Exhibits

Illustrate ,ith Models,

Real Objects and Flannel

Boards

Guide Student Study

Direct Student Laboratory

Experience

Direct Students in Applying

Problem-Solving Techniques

Employ tae Project ethod

Introduce a Lesson

Summarize a Lesson

EmpicY;. Ural Questioning

Techniue3

Employ Reinforcement Tech-

niques

Provide Instruction for

Slower and More Capable

Learners

Present an Illustrated

Talk

Demonstrate a Manipulative

Skill

Demonstrate a Concept or

PrE .iple

Individu:Ilize instruction

Employ the Team Teaching

Approach

Use Subject Matter Exprts

to Present Information

Prepare Bulletin Boards

qnd Exhibits

Present Information with

Models, Real Objects, and

Flannel boards



Present IntormatIon wit,: Present Intormation with Present To,formation with
and iqialue Mate- :)e;".kt.:1(1 and ,)pa..rie Mate- Cw:head and Cpaque Mate-

.. .- Id' ;' rii:s.. ,

C-24 .:1,.1Y :'.. w:::. i': ."..,H; ProJent InIormati.T with Present Intormation with Prescrt Intrmati,:n with
1 1str iia and S Filmstrips and Si ides Filmstrips and Sl:des

C-. ':.-;e:' :' :: .!', .: 0.. 'it2...02:: 1:,:01-malo% with i'rest.:::t Intorriatin w:::

6.,

Pr,!sc:t :ntermatio' dth

"'resent Inf)rmation wIth Preson,: Intorma4. wIth

R.:corjmjs AJLo

IntUrnJtIn W.t Present Informitidn witn Present Intel-nit:a with
sei And V -:ci,:vised and Videotaped Televised and Vi,if:-taped

Mv.ria1:; ,latcrials Mateiials

l'.,
. :: ,::'.',' . . ,. :.!..'.. ::t..., ...:,),1:3MM,..: ::.,;tri,:- 1...re.:t ''i),_ira:x7e,.: instrd!- Em7,1:)y Prraru,',0 ::.:)...1j,:-

Pi.--sent In:urmati:::: wirh PrcserA Inlormat..)F, wi!,,11 Present Inlormati,-.:. with

, , : . . . : I : : . 1 . .: i .. . 1 . '.:;,2 : . , A 1 i o n d r . ! 1 : .1 I 1 : ; the ChalkLoard and Flip ':,e Cha:kbcaid and L:lp

hart Cnari.

As;srated Ri:ormance Elo:r,,::nts

79 79, IC

,,-),
, 95. '.0) tri, 916 9t

.'-i 9., ,7,' ,:i:

C-I 4 -ii, H4 2, 84 8i, 94

9., ,
,, st, 91, 9,., 117 66, 91, 02, :1; 86, 31, 'Ji, 1:7, .:..'1,

C-'L- .i, .4 6.;, J3, 94 87, J26 94 87, V3, '7+4

C-d ::", :ii 88, H9 88, 89 88, 8)

C-9 90 90 90

C-1., :- 1C0 100 10:1

C-1' 1j1 101 101 101

C-1: 10: 102 102 102

H. ''4 103, li.., 107, 109 103, 105, 107, 109 103, 105, 107, 109

('-14 1"4, :,,, 104, 104, 106 104, 106



D-3 AL;s,,

D-4

Ow7ermie Stude2t

.;1 A

, .39

Ca,c..c(u7

: t rujti6na

LJuc Proqrz,

As..esY,

torman,.-

AS50:3F Student Affect..A!

;6s,?sli Student. P,;ychumtor

P( formance

Determine Student trades

In .t VocatronarOtterm

r'aludte

x:f:vnnos!-',

, 14

Hr:Jmunc# ..11

EducAt_ron Pn.p.11.Jm

Assoss Student Cognitive

Pertc)rman,:e

Assess Student Affective

Prfc)rm,1:,..e

Assess S!,j.:T.t Psychomotor

!lbetformance

Determine Student Grades

in a Vocational Program

Evaluate Instruct:, r,a1

Effectiveness

Student Perform -

A:.c.

Performance:

As, ss Student Performance:

Att

Assess Student Performance:

Skills

Determine Student Grades

Evaluate Your Instructional

EffecLiveness



E-4

74!

E -6

r...Lna1

F

14,", 14-1i 1-lou 142, 14')-15.i, 156-160
11., 14

1 142, 4 i lYri-luO 11, 14, 158-16U

144-14,H :41, 14_, 144-11a, l'S)4, 14i, 142., 144-146,
1Y) 157, 151, lb°

147

1,1-1c4
14'd, 1u1-1(4

t 1

Instructi6r,11

1,a2s cL !,(2,2,-1s

fl 1,1,1t0

: Li-

it

s;u1I-DISCH;:;..

MIU(.11! Equipmeni and Sun

plies In to':

i,aboratolv

:r4anize And Maintair.
: VocaCon31 Laboratory

rrini or Expa:,a:n,1

and trot' :".ircLAiw,

1Tovidc

7,,criAnal

tip Ali
Neou:; V,i,oltinnal Stu-

dent.;

i1 LL L:-I)Ls1pl me

Manage Equipment and Sup-

plies in the Vocational

Laborator?

Organize and Maintain the
Voce: inal Laboratory

X,1:.,11l2 Your bud .m and

Responsibilities

Arrange for Irqrovemot,t of

V0C3tiOnal

Ma.%tain a Filing System

Provia k:r Student Safety

Pr,avide :or Le FIrsr. Aid

Needs of Students

AsbIst Students in Develop-

Ind Se1f-Discmi'1m.oe

Dryani7e the Vocationa1

I'!wratory

Manage the Vocational

Ldboratbry



tt.. v.
!

. .

I-4

Assist

Hitner

-:t

:

, I j

CJL1!:

I In

t!... .-t.;

Individual and

c...operote with Cclledgues

!nd Outslde Agen:ies in

Meeting Student Needs

A651St St:udent!i i. Ap.)17-

:nu tor Employment or

Further Education

176

F/3, !;7

,1, I, )

t.ltujcn_

Sources

:;at11;:r

thro...ktn Pt.trsonai itAtdcts

Lse C?.tterer.ces

students Person,t1,

Educatioal and McItIc:tal

Needs

Plan di. O7JLlCt Classroum

an Relutod Activities or.

EdLcational and Career

Assist Students in Applying

for lImployment w. Further

Education

11-17'.,, 177

idt -11

.24

.,4, 1'76,

.._,

Formal Jata-C:)11ecti

Techniques

atner jtedent Di U
Alrou::h Personal Conticts

Lse Conferences to

A,ot Student Needs

Provide Inft)rmation on Edu-

cational and Career c.;. or-

Asit Students in Applying

for Employment or Further

Educati'):,



l

:21

1 222, 213,
1.

121, 11,

22d,

26(), 212, 214-21h, 212, 226

2:., 2.4, 1i6-21d, 217-221, 222, 224,

2.-

..3, 236, 2:, .i2, .1i, ,2, 23H, 131

Dc:!!Icr, A P1,0 1- Devr:lop d S,:tool-Commu.lit-
LI t

Pelat.pns 1.1dr, or Your

Program

1.,'.. l',,-,.,L;y!,r., :.,:, !..

,::','.. :'0,.t :1',ACr,
c;IvP Presentat:ons to Pro-'.'1.)o: i::._: ,:r.,::,..':'

1 ,..,=a,:ty ..tote Your Voodtionali':
;ry,...pi-, i.. Pro7i..,to 1 MC,1-

r;roui.:, to il.tricitie a Vr,.).7.1- Pr.p:ram
Eadcic..c, :: ,trinc

ti.)tial Edtrinon Prectrxc.

I::', 1: iirochures, to :nfor7,
:,r3oelop F',ro,o't-,dHds to Pr)-., ,!,!

'2:,1,171Uni!.1
7.1,.:,t,A2 Your Vo,':.ionalrctt

t1:1- nucl-.4 im
1--4

i.:. ...1i. '..c..iiii.,.',i 1:)d Lx- it -):::,:,.. ''....:1 J.: 2 ::: Lu
repare 01:41dis to Pro-

..:; :200 ,..0:,, ,,:,,

note Your Voodtiunal
cn the Vocal..ur.a1

t:,e, Vocat:cnal PrL.:ram
i'''.,)L!1',IP,1

INI,2W..; Pol,:.asor; af.d
Prepare Nev.-, Pc1f2ASu0 ,r,d

Prepdre !+ews Releases and.; aca mic:-
Manuscripts to 1', mote the Manui3urpts to Vromote :.,.

!,.rticles Concerning YourVocai tint I Pr ,,,:ran:
Voodttonal Prourca

Vocdtloda'.:. Program

tn:
ve1oi; Pres,:nt.

ar,d 'radio Pro-

ms to PrOMOLLI Lite

Program

.,:,nduct. an Open ilo;3se

(2 ,

Plac, Develop dr.d

Telw..:sinn and Radio Pro-

gran t:, Promote tile Voca-

tioLdl Prcgram

Arrar,e for Tolevision and

Radio Presentations Concern-

ing Your Vocational Program

Conduct dn 4en House Conduct Open House



9,- ,ILI ;...,.,A with Men,Lt.!rs he
;.,

1t t! rt. 'oil

I I : ..il.. 1.'''l',.. I 'f, :1 !!..' !-',., . t..1 1 .: : :',,,,i,:1'. ! :H ):1 , ;,.:

-., , , 1 r, . : !' ',...1::'::: : ' ',' .. ,:. .. - '..-qmu,,;:ty ..,,,

, ,H. _ ;,..1 ..,;:.,:.., tn. '.',,..:,ir :.1,,...11

, . . .

: ... y.
:: 1:'. '...!'.... 1 '.. . '_; :. t1'.',

witn Statc and :lcal

i'et2dLud. .bout Your

, ,,

:-

..4.

.41, .4 ,44, ?47

..

-4,- :4,-.
'

,:., ,

,;-1
: '-:_ht; ..,:-.:':( 4-...,j-..4.0)

Personal Ph11,;_,- DevT a Pers-mal Philow-
H.

. ganization phy 1 Student ;:rcianIza- phy Concerning Stuc,ent
'.i();, in Vouational EducatH, Vmitional Organintions

; I lbd lent Establish a Student Or,;ani- Establish a Student Voca-
.-4,4cti','.. MerLers ,!Ed 'hr zatn In VocationAl Edu- tiOral OrldniZdtiOr.
tIlt , t ttIItV

V. 1: : : Jt 1 i

Voc It In

r; 'are Students :or

ersn;p R.-.)11_5 in the

Student Voconal Oraani-
.'.attub

278

Prepare Student Vocational

Organization Members for

Leadership Roles
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:r5cnal

.

PrCIVI]c

::r Pr.Dspec..v.T

3,,4,

Teachers

J61-3jJ.;

310 -312, 321, 32.

313-31'. 32C,

323,

324 -32b, 33c)

1
327-J29



J-13

for

Pr:A:r._17.

AJ 1 M,E;ak:t.: tht:

Tra:Hfrs,

1:k.1:71-

Mar.s :ot

:.

thi!

AL:1:y of

;r6tr.lc:tors

.3nd Curdu.ate

E-al.:.:A., ..:'....;,de:.ts .)T. '..:., ::::aluate Cf,-..)p Stud,:,::ts'

E.1:1 :.:.-...; 1:. i.t.. : .:ni, '.)r:-tne-.:.L Purformanc:u

stLtler,

Mor.

ELIcatcr.;

()n-the-joi.)

,

:o Studnt-t,edr:lor Ab-

se: ,eism, fers and

.'crm:ndtiqn the Coop2ra-

VflcatIon,k: Eductlon

PrNrri

Prepare for St:,:dents'

Re:.ated instruction

Codut an Employer- Sur)ervise an Employer-

Empioyoe 4..prolation Employ..3e Appreciation

Eve:nt

282
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